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Recent trends in globalization and international graduate study have led an increasing 

number of English teachers from non-English speaking countries to pursue their degree in 

second language teacher education (SLTE) in the United States (Stapleton & Shao, 2018). This 

has created a need for further research into what these international graduate students actually 

take away from their SLTE programs and apply within their local English as a Foreign Language 

(EFL) environments (Crandall & Christison, 2016). The purpose of this study was (a) to identify 

which specific knowledge and skills from their US-based SLTE program the participants 

appeared to make the greatest use of in their local EFL teaching contexts, and (b) to identify any 

potential factors which appeared to most hinder or facilitate their learning or application of their 

US-gained knowledge and skills. Using Freeman and Johnson’s (1998) teacher knowledge base 

as a theoretical framework, an exploratory, multiple-case design (Yin, 2018) was conducted to 

investigate the teaching practices of three native Chinese-speaking college English teachers who 

had received their SLTE graduate degrees in the US. 

Findings uncovered 19 discrete knowledge and skill areas from their US-based SLTE 

experience of which the participants tended to make the most extensive use, including coherence 
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and cohesion, systemic functional linguistics, certain varieties of metalinguistic knowledge, and 

the relationship between “signal” words and greater rhetorical structure. In addition, the findings 

uncovered 16 discrete factors that appeared to most strongly influence the participants’ learning 

and implementation of their US-gained knowledge. These included types of writing feedback 

that their academic advisers provided to them during the writing of their doctoral dissertations, 

their teaching assistant and research assistant experience during their US studies, the degree of 

separation or integration of language and content instruction within their current institutional 

environment, and the nature of the Chinese language itself. 

These findings contain a number of important implications for second language teacher 

education theory and practice. This study has taken steps toward investigating how these and 

other factors appear to determine which US-based knowledge and skills are implemented in 

certain Chinese EFL settings, and to what degree. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Problem Statement 

Recent trends in globalization and international graduate study have led an increasing 

number of English teachers from non-English speaking countries to pursue their second language 

teacher education (SLTE) in the United States and other Western countries (Stapleton & Shao, 

2018). This, according to Crandall and Christison (2016), has 

“created the need for a body of research, with a special focus on non-native English-

speaking teachers (NNEST), who comprise the majority of English language teachers 

worldwide, concerning their participation in graduate TESOL programs in English-

dominant countries, as well as the impact their experiences in such programs have when 

they return to their home countries.” (p. 5) 

 

This body of research already exists to some extent. It has covered a range of important 

issues including NNEST learning needs (Ilieva, Li, & Li, 2015; Li & Tin, 2013), the professional 

development of NNEST (Braine, 2010; Kamhi-Stein, 2009, 2016; Sun, 2016), and the perceived 

advantages and disadvantages of NNEST (Kang, 2015; Ma, 2012, 2015) within local educational 

settings. Less thoroughly studied are the local educational settings themselves, and the types of 

knowledge and pedagogical practices that Western-trained teachers have tended to apply within 

those settings. Moussu and Llurda (2008) called for greater investigation; yet ten years later, this 

research remains limited. 

Several studies which did investigate Western-trained NNEST within their foreign-

language teaching environments are Lo (2005), who examined the difficulties that a Taiwanese 

elementary school teacher encountered while attempting to implement her US-gained knowledge 

of second language acquisition, and Hong and Pawan (2014), who analyzed the challenges and 

opportunities that four mainland Chinese college English teachers experienced while attempting 

to implement their Western-gained knowledge of communicative language teaching. However, 
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recent research with which I have been involved (Murray & Coady, 2018) has suggested that 

many Western-trained Chinese English teachers tend to teach English for Academic Purposes 

(EAP) at the college level. This necessitates a further understanding of the specific knowledge 

and skills from their Western SLTE program the teachers tend to employ in the teaching of EAP 

within these settings. Moreover, as Chinese higher education settings continue to experience a 

rapid transformation in departmental structures and teaching demands (Hayhoe & Liu, 2010), it 

is important to investigate the complex interplay of factors which may hinder or facilitate the 

teachers’ ability to apply their Western-gained knowledge in those environments. 

Purpose of the Study 

Having identified this gap in the literature, the purpose of this study was (a) to identify 

which specific domains of knowledge from their Western SLTE program the participants 

appeared to make the greatest use of when teaching EAP within their local higher education 

settings, and (b) to identify any potential factors (social or institutional) which appeared to most 

hinder or facilitate their learning or application of their Western-gained knowledge and skills. 

I should also say at the outset that I am not claiming any particular type of knowledge or 

skill set to be inherently ‘Western’ or ‘Chinese’ in itself. When I use the terms ‘Western’ or ‘US-

based’, I am not claiming any particular knowledge or skills to be inherently ‘Western’ or 

‘American’; I am simply referring to the fact that the participants of the present study received 

those pieces of knowledge from the specific SLTE program which they attended in the US. I 

believe that it is important for teacher-educators to be more aware of the content and materials 

that international students are taking away from their teacher education programs, and how it 

appears to most strongly shape their classroom practice when they return home to teach within 

their local English as a Foreign Language (EFL) educational environments. 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions framed the study: 

1. What types of knowledge from their US-based SLTE did the participants use in their 

current teaching? 

2. What factors appeared to most influence the participants’ use of their US-gained 

knowledge in their current teaching? 

Significance of the Study 

This study has implications, both for SLTE in general and for the education of NNEST in 

particular. With respect to SLTE in general, Johnson (2016) asserted that: 

“In order to encourage greater uptake of teacher education practices that support the 

development of effective language educators who are skilled at enacting theoretically and 

pedagogically sound instructional practices in diverse settings, an area of future research 

is to determine empirically what language teachers actually learn by participating in the 

practices embedded [in] their teacher education programs.” (p. 131) 

 

In other words, there is a need for more work which documents what language teachers 

took away from their teacher education programs and adopted into their local teaching practice. 

Documenting what teachers do in different instructional settings, and listening to their opinion 

concerning what knowledge and pedagogical strategies are needed within those instructional 

settings are necessary in order for SLTE programs to better prepare teachers who will be likely to 

teach in those types of settings (Oss, 2018). Such documentation can better inform those 

programs, so that they may better prepare future cohorts of teacher-candidates who are likely to 

teach in those same environments upon graduation. With respect to NNEST in particular, 

Johnson (2016) further asserted that: 

“teachers who have been socialized into typical ways of acting and interacting in EFL 

instructional settings often find the ESL classrooms where they are expected to learn-to-

teach to be qualitatively different in terms of the norms for interaction, teacher/student 

roles, and language learning expectations…. For LTE (language teacher education) 
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programs, understanding the extent to which the language learning settings in which 

language teacher education takes place adequately prepares language teachers for any and 

all instructional contexts is an under-researched yet highly relevant emerging area of 

debate.” (pp. 129-130) (parentheses original) 

 

In other words, more attention needs to be paid to the question of whether international 

students coming to the US for their SLTE graduate study are finding their experience 

worthwhile. While no single SLTE program may realistically hope to prepare all of its students 

for “any and all instructional settings”, it is possible to become familiar with at least some 

common teaching needs and future instructional contexts of different groups of teacher-

candidates. While the present study focused specifically on the Chinese who will be teaching in 

higher education environments in China, I hope to encourage similar investigations into other 

groups of domestic and international teacher-candidates. While three cases is certainly not 

generalizable to all Chinese, it is enough to shed light on the experience of a few Chinese, 

thereby guiding future research. 

The present study also aimed to shed light on the process by which teachers develop their 

knowledge and instructional approaches for the teaching of EAP, which has received increased 

attention in recent years (Hyland & Shaw, 2016). The notion of teacher learning as a complex 

and nonlinear process has been amply discussed (Borg, 2006; Johnson & Golombek, 2016). 

However, what this process might specifically look like for the teaching of EAP has received less 

explicit attention. The present study aimed to fill this gap. 

During previous research (Murray & Coady, 2018), I also became interested in the 

question of why some teachers appeared to value their US SLTE experience more than others. In 

the many conversations I have had with language teachers over the years, some teachers believed 

that their US-based SLTE program provided them with valuable knowledge and skills, in 

addition to strong professional identity development; other teachers believed that their US-based 
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SLTE program provided them with little more than the degree itself. What made the difference 

between such divergent perceptions? While every person’s individual SLTE experience is 

different and is influenced by a seemingly interminable number of potential factors, I began to 

wonder whether there might be a few key factors which could affect whether teachers find value 

in their SLTE experience or not. I believe I have identified several factors which, at least, 

deserve to be further explored. Moreover, while a sample of 3 may be too concise to make 

statistical generalizations, it is enough to identify potential factors which could be tested for 

generalizability in future studies. 

So what? Why should we care whether US-based SLTE programs impact the teaching 

practices of Chinese teacher-candidates? My dissertation is based on the assumption that SLTE 

programs have a responsibility to their international students, to make greater efforts to become 

more familiar with those students’ teaching and learning needs, and to constantly be updating 

their knowledge of evolving student needs and educational environments. 

Limitations of the Study 

This type of research has many potential pitfalls. First, it is difficult to prove a direct 

causal link between what people learn in their SLTE program and what they do in the classroom. 

Any attempt to do so would be speculation at best, given the potentially infinite range of 

influencing factors. It is entirely possible, though, to make an informed speculation based on the 

triangulation of interview and observational data. This is appropriate for the exploratory nature 

of the present study, whose purpose is to identify potential influencing factors which appear to 

merit particular attention in follow-up investigations. 

Second, it is difficult to prove the impact of US training without comparing it to local 

training. How can we be sure that someone could not have learned the same knowledge in an 
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SLTE program in China? Such a comparative study could only be done with a large number of 

participants in two groups, involving astronomical amounts of data over a long period of 

fieldwork. This was, in fact, my original plan, though it ended up being infeasible to conduct 

such a project within my particular time and budgetary constraints. It is possible, though, to lay 

the groundwork for such a larger-scale study, by using an exploratory design to identify potential 

key factors which could be compared across US-trained and China-trained teachers in the future. 

That is one of the purposes of the present study. 

Finally, a sample of three may be too concise to make any generalizable findings. Yet 

even so, it is enough to identify key issues in the participants’ experience which could be worth 

examining in greater depth in future studies with a more generalizable research design. The 

qualitative and exploratory nature of the design makes it suitable for such a purpose. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Overview 

With respect to the teaching of English in China, three trends have remained remarkably 

consistent over the past 170 years. First, English education policies and ideologies have been 

closely tied to China’s political relations with the West, particularly the United States. Whenever 

political relations alternated between friendly and hostile, the teaching of English alternated with 

it. It is important to examine those events. Second, the Chinese have always been internally 

divided between what I would call the English-resistant, the English-friendly, and the English-

reluctant. During the previous two centuries, English education policy in China has seen a 

regular alternation between these three. There were even some periods where none of these 

views took precedence, with all three views clashing to the point where the government was 

unable to put forward a cohesive policy. Third, China has often demonstrated the seemingly 

contradictory behavior of resisting Western powers—politically or militarily—while at the same 

time adopting Western knowledge for self-strengthening purposes, including the learning of 

English. In short, since the end of the Opium Wars of the mid-nineteenth century, the Chinese 

have attempted to balance between the promotion of Mandarin for its connection to the culture 

and the promotion of English for its practical utility (Adamson, 2002; Ross, 1993; Yuan, 2001). 

The Language of the Barbarians 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, China was still under rule of the imperial Qing 

Dynasty. The government had long dismissed the English language as impure and barbarian, 

going so far as to outlaw its citizens from learning it. Still, they recognized the need to maintain 

some degree of trade with the European powers who were colonizing Malacca, the Philippines, 

and other parts of Southeast Asia during this time. In 1755 they allowed the British to conduct 
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trade activities on their soil but restricted them to the southern region of Canton (in today’s 

Guangdong Province). The Qing government also recognized the need for a common language to 

use in business transactions, so they allowed a small number of citizens to use a Pidgin English 

and act as intermediaries. These citizens, known as compradors, enjoyed a wealthy lifestyle but 

low social status due to their contact with foreigners. English also began coming into China 

through Christian missionaries, leading to the establishment of the first English school in 1818 

by Robert Morrison (Kachru & Nelson, 2006; Pan, 2015). 

The Opium Wars, which began in 1939 when China attempted to restrict the forced 

importation of large amounts of opium on the part of the British, resulted in bloody defeats for 

the Chinese, and in the ‘unequal’ treaties which gave the American and European colonial 

powers far greater trade and missionary rights in port cities such as Canton, Macau, and 

Shanghai. The British made a colony of Hong Kong, while the Germans took control of 

northeastern Shandong Province. The Chinese saw these defeats as a humiliation, becoming that 

challenged their longstanding view of themselves as the superior ‘Middle Kingdom’ free from 

other impure cultures, and the bitter reality that centuries-long isolationism had caused them to 

fall behind other countries militarily and economically. This ambivalence extended to their views 

of the English language, where they became torn between their longstanding view of English as 

an inferior barbarian language, and the reality that learning English was necessary to modernize 

and compete more effectively with the European colonial powers (Fairbank & Goldman, 2006; 

You, 2010). 

Chinese officials and intellectuals were divided on how to view the missionaries. Some 

viewed them positively as a source of technical and scientific knowledge that could help them 

modernize their country, with English being the language of their modernization. Others viewed 
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them negatively as the carrot behind the stick of colonial oppression, with English being the 

language of cultural destruction (Deng, 1997). Regardless of these two divergent conceptions, 

the Qing government recognized the need to be more pragmatic concerning the acceptance of 

English. In 1862 they established the Tongwenguan (同文館, which literally means “bureau of 

combined languages”), a government institution charged with the training of translators and 

interpreters for business and government. Soon after, they expanded the Tongwenguan’s 

functions to include the teaching of scientific and economic subjects (You, 2010). Scholars and 

intellectuals during this time attempted to balance the two languages, viewing Chinese for its 

essence of the culture (體 “ti”, which literally means “substance”) and English for its practical 

uses (用, “yong”, which literally means “to use”). Eventually, the Pidgin English was dropped 

entirely, and Standard English became the language of trade, with missionaries being the primary 

English teachers in port cities and government academies (Bastid, 1987; Pan, 2015). 

As the nineteenth century began to near its end, it became clear that the Qing would 

never fully recover from the myriad wars, rebellions, and internal divisions. Officials had a 

difficult time agreeing on how to reconcile Western modernization with traditional culture. This 

led to a kind of paralysis, which made them lose a number of key wars (including a Sino-French 

war in 1884-1885) and struggle to put down internal rebellions (notably the Taiping Rebellion in 

1850-1864). A major defeat by Japan in 1895 forced China to hand over the island of Taiwan 

and other island chains in the East China Sea to the Japanese Empire. To top it all off, a violent 

massacre of hundreds of missionaries and Chinese Christians (the Boxer Rebellion of 1900-

1901) led to a devastating and coordinated bombing of Beijing by eight colonial powers in 

retaliation, forcing the Chinese to pay considerable restitution money, known as the Boxer 

Indemnity Funds (Fairbank & Goldman, 2006; Reynolds, 2001). 
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Yet, while they fought the Western powers politically and militarily, they attempted to 

adopt Western knowledge. In 1903, the government established several Western-style 

universities, including Peking University, and pushed to reform the education based on Japan, 

which at that time was shedding its own feudal past and modernizing its economy according to 

Western standards. In 1905 they took the significant step of abolishing the Confucian imperial 

examination system, which for more than a millennium had determined the selection of 

government officials based on their knowledge of Confucianism and the Chinese classics. Some 

would argue that this abolition was the most symbolic indicator of China’s shift toward Western 

thinking. Following that, the Chinese introduced more Western-style math and science teaching, 

in addition to English. They based their English teaching primarily on the Japanese model of 

reading and translation, and increased their English classes from three hours a week to eight 

(Adamson, 2002; Orton, 2009; Wang, 1981). Christian missionaries were among the primary 

teachers during this time. For instance, the Anglo-Chinese College, a Protestant school in the 

coastal city Fuzhou, taught English in addition to using English as the medium of instruction 

(Dunch, 2001). 

At that point, the dynasty was in its last throes, with many factions claiming that the 

government was still too conservative. Sun Yat-sen, a medical doctor who spent decades 

gathering support among the Chinese diasporas in Hawaii, Japan, and Southeast Asia (and who 

himself was a converted Christian), led a revolution in 1911 to establish the Republic of China, a 

nationalist autocracy based (in theory) on three principles: unity of the ethnic backgrounds that 

make up the Chinese nation, the right of the people to rule themselves through constitutional 

governance, and social welfare accessible to all of the citizens (Ebrey, 1996; Fairbank & 

Goldman, 2006). 
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The Language of the Diplomats 

To understand the fractured nature of English education policy in the Republican era 

(1911-1949), it is important to understand the politics of the time. The new Republic was in a 

constant state of war and upheaval. Barely a few years after Sun Yat-sen founded the Republic, 

he was engaged in a bitter power rivalry with a prominent general, Yuan Shi-kai. Yuan usurped 

him and established a brief military dictatorship in which he attempted to revert to the feudal and 

Confucian principles of the past. When Yuan died suddenly in 1916, the resulting power vacuum 

left the country fractured into rival warlord clans. Sun Yat-sen managed to take back control of 

the government, but had difficulty controlling the warlords. In this climate, education in China 

remained a disjointed patchwork of public, private, and missionary schools, some of them run by 

the warlords themselves. The teaching of English therefore did not have a systematic pedagogy 

that was used by all teachers. Nor was it always oriented toward practical communication. Many 

English teachers during this time still emphasized knowledge of the Chinese classics, while 

considering everyday communication to be too vulgar (Ebrey, 1996; Wang, 1981; Wang, 1986). 

The central government then attempted to shift its education model from the Japanese to 

the American. As a result, English classes became more focused on oral and listening. Some 

officials promoted English as the medium of instruction, on the grounds that it would enable the 

country to participate more fully as a modern state in the international system. Other officials 

wanted to keep Chinese as the medium of instruction, on the grounds that it would maintain the 

cohesiveness and self-determination of the Chinese people. Both sides had a nationalist vision 

for their country, though with such differing interpretations of what that nationalism meant, the 

two sides found it difficult to reach a compromise, making it difficult for the government to set 

forth a coherent English education policy (Adamson, 2002; Cleverley, 1985; Taylor, 1981). 
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The Chinese also assisted the Allies during World War I, digging trenches and unloading 

cargo ships. They hoped that in return, the Allies would compel Japan, who had taken Shandong 

Province from Germany during the war, to give the province back to China. They felt deeply 

betrayed when, during the Treaty of Versailles, the Europeans allowed the Japanese to keep 

Shandong. Students in Beijing erupted in anger, pouring into Tiananmen Square on May 4, 1919 

to demonstrate, partly against the Europeans and the Americans who had betrayed them, partly 

against their own government who had ineffectually allowed it to happen. For months, students 

across the country skipped their classes to hold protests. The May Fourth Movement, as it would 

come to be called, created considerable rifts between politicians and intellectuals, who viewed 

the students either positively as a force for change, or negatively as a source of disruption. 

Paradoxically, the movement took a stand against the Western countries’ mistreatment of China, 

but in favor of Western ideas as a way to make up for the Chinese government’s weakness, 

which many of the protesters attributed to the old ‘feudal’, Confucian ways of thinking 

(Cleverley, 1985; Ebrey, 1996). 

Language education was at the center of this debate, one side advocating for oral and 

vernacular instruction (白話, “baihua”, literally “white words”), the other side advocating for the 

preservation of written and classical instruction (文言, “wenyan”, or “literary language”) 

(Adamson, 2004). A central figure during this time was John Dewey, who happened to arrive in 

China three days before the outbreak of the protests. Dewey had originally planned to spend only 

a few months in China, delivering guest lectures on science and democracy. However, he was so 

impressed by the student movements and by the complex situation of education reform that he 

saw in China, that he decided to take an extended sabbatical from Columbia University and 

remain in China for two years. Several of his former students at Columbia had returned to China 
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and now occupied key posts in the country’s top universities. One of those students was Hu Shih, 

a leader of the New Culture Movement, which advocated for vernacular instruction and the 

adoption of Western political philosophies into Chinese culture. Another student was Tao 

Xingzhi, who initially attempted to implement Dewey’s ideas about experimentalism and 

experiential learning. As time went on, given the volatile political climate in China during this 

time, Tao began to doubt whether politics and education could truly be separated in an autocratic 

political system. He also questioned whether the classroom could serve as a microcosm for 

society in a culture where education had for centuries been structured to produce bureaucrats, not 

problem-solvers (Dewey & Dewey, 1920; Du, 1992; Hartnett, 1998; Yuan, 2001). 

Incidentally, in 1926 Tao also founded Nanjing Xiaozhuang University, which is 

currently the University of Florida College of Education’s primary partner in the China 4+1 

Program. Tao designed the university as a teachers college, to train teachers to address the 

problem of mass rural poverty and illiteracy that was plaguing the country at that time. He did 

not only want his teachers to transmit knowledge to the students, he also wanted them to become 

involved in community projects. He based his approach on Dewey’s ideas about life experience 

as a part of one’s all-around education (Brown, 1987). Today, NXU continues as a teachers 

college in China, and is a particular proponent of Tao Xingzhi Thought. 

The May Fourth Movement also produced many opponents to the spread of English. 

Some scholars argued that multiple languages caused divisions and reinforced the economic 

divide between the rich who could afford high-quality English instruction and the poor who 

could not. The education system was still heavily disjointed around the country, especially at the 

K-12 level, with wealthy families able to send their children to elite private academies (some of 

which were run by missionaries), where they would become fluent in English. Scholars also 
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advocated for Mandarin as a language of national unity and efficiency in business and 

government (Gil & Adamson, 2011; Hayhoe, 1992). 

Just as importantly, though, the May Fourth Movement produced another set of ideas 

about how to modernize and move the country forward. Some intellectuals turned to Marxism. 

Inspired by the Russian Bolsheviks who had just undergone their own revolution several years 

prior, several professors and librarians at Peking University established weekly Marxism study 

groups. These meetings attracted the attention of a young library assistant named Mao Zedong, 

who had participated in the May Fourth protests. The study groups argued that the only way to 

truly eliminate the Confucian hierarchies which they believed had contributed to the country’s 

problems was to overthrow them entirely through class struggle. When the Soviets learned of 

these study groups, they sent advisers to help those groups formalize into cells that reported to a 

national party congress. Two years later in 1921, the Chinese Communist Party was founded at a 

secret meeting in Shanghai, with attendees including Mao Zedong and several communist 

advisers from the Netherlands and the Soviet Union (Ebrey, 1996; Pan, 1998). 

In the beginning, the ruling Chinese Nationalist Party and the fledgling Chinese 

Communist Party maintained amicable if slightly mistrustful relations with each other. Both 

parties sought advice from the Soviets on how to establish a joint cooperation. For a brief period 

in the mid-1920s, the Communist Party was even a branch within the Nationalist Party. They 

both cooperated in the Northern Expedition, which was a successful military campaign to crack 

down and take back the northern part of the country from the warlords. This tide shifted when 

President Sun Yat-sen died in 1925, and his successor, the military general Chiang Kai-shek, was 

strongly anti-Communist. He began cracking down and imprisoning Communist Party members, 

often with the help of local organized crime elements such as the notorious Shanghai-based 
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Green Gang. Even so, the reality is that Nationalists, Communists, and Japanese all tended to 

make use of these gangs in attempting to achieve their various political objectives (Sergeant, 

1998; Rossabi, 2013). 

Within this climate, the status of English continued to increase, promulgated by several 

factors. First, China was gaining prominence in international relations, especially in the 

development of its relations with the US, in the acquisition of military and industrial 

technologies from Western countries, and in the assertion of greater control over tariffs which 

the European powers had long still regulated. English became a language for military and 

diplomatic affairs. Second, international mass media such as print and radio, as well as Western 

sports and movies, were becoming more widespread during this period. This gave China’s urban 

citizenry greater exposure to Western culture and entertainment. Third, anti-Japanese sentiment 

was beginning to rise. The Japanese at this time were becoming more aggressive and militaristic 

in their design for an empire in East and Southeast Asia; they began moving more troops into 

their bases in Shandong Province, and attacked Manchuria in 1931. When this occurred, the 

Chinese turned even more to the West for support, with English language and culture becoming 

more prominent as a result. Publishing companies printed magazines related to English learning. 

In addition, the direct method of language instruction began to replace the grammar-translation 

method for the teaching of English (Adamson, 2004; Rossabi, 2013; Wang, 1981). 

The situation began to deteriorate in the late 1930s, internally between the Chinese 

Nationalists and the Chinese Communists, and externally between the Chinese and the Japanese. 

Political rivalries gave way to guerrilla insurgencies, as Nationalist and Communist armies 

fought each other for key cities such as Changsha and Guangzhou. Both armies also confronted 

Japanese forces in small skirmishes in the north, until full-scale war finally broke out in 1937. 
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The Japanese then tore through the coastal provinces, taking major economic centers such as 

Shanghai, Wuhan, and most infamously, Nanjing, before turning to the interior and taking major 

cities such as Changsha and Nanning. The Nationalists and the Communists agreed to a cease-

fire, establishing a joint base of operations far up in the interior mountains of west-central 

Chongqing, out of the way of Japanese bomber planes (Ebrey, 1996; MacKinnon, 2012). 

English education encountered obstacles during this time, along with much of the 

country’s education in general. The Chinese continually relocated their schools as they retreated 

from city to city in the face of Japanese advances, preventing the possibility of a stable or 

cohesive curriculum. Concerning the rival parties’ attitudes toward the West, both the Nationalist 

and Communist Parties sought help from the US, with negotiators from both parties allegedly 

impressing the American military officials with their English. When the Japanese bombed Pearl 

Harbor in 1941, the US declared war on Japan and began sending more weapons and supplies to 

the Chinese, over the Himalayas and through the Burma Road. The Communist Party’s stance 

toward the US at this time was one of pragmatic cooperativeness (Adamson, 2002). 

Starting in 1945, the situation deteriorated quickly. After the Yalta Conference in 

February, the US became increasingly critical of the Communist takeovers in Eastern Europe, 

causing the Chinese Communists to become increasingly critical of the US as a result. When the 

Japanese surrendered in August, bringing an end to the war, the US attempted to broker an 

agreement between the Nationalists and the Communists. This was hampered by deepening 

mistrust between both sides, who eventually fell back into armed conflict. When full-scale war 

broke out between the Nationalists and the Communists a few short years later, the US supported 

the Nationalist side with military aid. At that point, however, the Nationalist government was 

deeply corrupt under Chiang Kai-shek, with government officials seizing ordinary people’s 
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property for the alleged purpose of supplying themselves against the Communists in the coming 

resumption of hostilities (Fairbank & Goldman, 2006). 

When the Chinese were given back possession of Taiwan following the Japanese 

surrender, Nationalist officials brought this corruption to Taiwan. They hoarded Taiwanese 

goods in order to supply themselves for the fight against the Communists on the mainland, 

causing rapid inflation and opening a large black market in Taiwan. At the same time, the 

Nationalists treated the Taiwanese as second-class citizens, preventing them from holding high 

government offices, and persecuting them to root out any communist sympathizers. The 

Taiwanese, who had just been through a different experience under fifty years of Japanese 

colonial rule, were rioting openly in the streets by 1947—and receiving a severe crackdown as a 

result, with tens of thousands of Taiwanese intellectuals arbitrarily killed or jailed. Meanwhile, 

the Communists were gaining moral support among the mainland’s peasantry, with messages of 

land reform and redistribution of wealth (Rigger, 2013; Rossabi, 2013). 

By 1949, the Nationalists were all but defeated. Their military was larger in size, but 

more corrupt, disorganized, and unpopular than the sleeker Communist guerrilla forces. They 

had generally lost the moral support of the people, as well as of the United States. The 

Communists entered Beijing, and Mao Zedong declared the establishment of the People’s 

Republic of China on October 1st. Nationalist leaders and millions of refugees fled to Taiwan, 

and the Republic of China designated Taipei as its temporary capital in exile while still claiming 

legitimate sovereignty over the entire Chinese mainland. 

The US was ready to allow Taiwan to fall to the Communists. The Korean War played a 

major role in preventing that from happening. When fighting broke out on the Korean Peninsula 

less than a year later, US President Harry Truman decided on a policy of communist containment 
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in Asia. As he sent troops into Korea, he sent the Navy’s Seventh Fleet into the Taiwan Strait to 

block the Communists from taking Taiwan, as well as to block the Nationalists from attempting 

to retake the mainland. He also signed the Sino-American Mutual Defense Treaty with Chiang 

Kai-shek to provide weapons and support to the Nationalists on Taiwan. This infuriated the 

Communists, who sent volunteer troops to Korea to fight against the Americans. Even today, the 

Chinese name for the Korean War is “抗美援朝戰爭”, which means “war to help the Koreans 

resist the Americans” (Rigger, 2013; Rossabi, 2013). 

Price (1979) provides a succinct and convincing summary of the Republican era: “Old 

traditions struggled with foreign ideas, and both largely failed in the face of the poverty and 

political confusion of the country” (p. 27). The Republic of China promoted English as one of 

the means by which the country could modernize and play a more prominent military and 

diplomatic role internationally. Western popular culture became more widespread within the 

country, as international mass media technologies became more advanced. Government officials 

attempted to improve the quality of English instruction using American models. Those who lived 

in urban centers had access to English-medium schooling and viewed English as a pathway to 

economic and professional advancement. Yet despite this, it cannot be forgotten that the majority 

of Chinese were living in rural poverty during this time. In the end, the Republic of China was 

unable to overcome its internal corruption, its disputes with Communists, or the challenges of 

educating such a populous peasantry. The Republic of China would end up having a different 

future in Taiwan (Seeberg, 1990; Wang, 1981). 

The Language of the Enemy 

The People’s Republic of China was quick to take a staunch anti-American stance, with 

English considered the language of the enemy. Chinese and American troops fought each other 
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in Korea. Chinese Nationalist pilots in American fighter jets and Chinese Communist pilots in 

Soviet fighter jets shot each other down over the Taiwan Strait as the People’s Liberation Army 

made vigorous attempts to take Taiwan. Given the new government’s close ties with the Soviet 

Union, Russian became the primary foreign language that was taught in schools, with many 

English teachers being forced to retrain as Russian teachers. Soviet cadres came to China to 

provide guidance on centrally planning the new country’s economy, from education to heavy 

industry. Education began to follow the Soviet model of technical subjects to prepare workers for 

industrial jobs, as well as a structured pedagogy based on memorization and teacher-centered 

instruction. Language teaching followed this trend, being based on rote memorization and rigid 

grammar rules. The government tolerated English as a means to access technical and scientific 

knowledge, so they allowed a minimum to be taught in schools. Since they did not initially have 

their own English textbooks, they had no choice but to make temporary use of old textbooks 

from the Republican era, as well as of borrowed texts from the Soviet Union. They also took 

control of private and missionary schools (Adamson, 2004; Rossabi, 2013; Taylor, 1981). 

In 1950, Deputy Minister of Education Qian Junrui issued a scathing criticism of 

academic intellectuals as being too Anglo-American, too disconnected from the social problems 

of Chinese society, and too permissive of English which had no practical value for solving those 

problems (Pepper, 1996). One might say that English has always been the victim of association 

with “Anglo-American” ideas, whether the view was positive or negative at any given time. 

As the 1950s decade advanced and more countries began to recognize the People’s 

Republic as the legitimate government of the Chinese nation, China began to expand its official 

diplomatic relations and play a more prominent role internationally. This led to an increase in the 

need for English. The People’s Education Press created its first series of homegrown English 
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textbooks in 1957, with assistance from the Beijing Foreign Languages Institute, which at the 

time was the language training school for diplomats. The textbooks’ pedagogy still followed the 

structural approach of the Soviet model, but focused more on translation skills (Adamson, 2004). 

In the early 1960s, the Soviet Union began a détente and warming of relations with the 

US, with Khrushchev denouncing Stalin. This angered Mao Zedong, who started becoming more 

critical of the Soviet Union. As a result, Russian language education became less popular as a 

subject in school, and English began to take its place. Many of the English teachers who had 

been forcibly turned into Russian teachers were once again re-trained as English teachers. Since 

the Chinese government hoped to compensate for what it saw as the ideological impurity of 

emerging Soviet “revisionism”, English textbooks began to include more political messages of 

patriotism, love of labor and of the Party, and scorn for the old Chinese Nationalists and their 

American lackey supporters still on Taiwan. Pedagogy was still highly structural. However, the 

textbook chapters shifted from context-reduced grammar structures to context-richer dialogues 

and reading passages. The government developed more English textbooks that were specifically 

for primary and secondary school, thus attempting to bring English to younger learners. This 

effort was hampered by the fact that many English textbooks during this time were designed by a 

small number of education specialists with consultation from a few elite language universities, 

without significant input from practicing teachers themselves (Adamson, 2004; Rossabi, 2013). 

As the 1960s progressed, the Sino-Soviet relationship continued to deteriorate. The 

Chinese denounced the Soviets’ withdrawal of missiles from Cuba, as well as Soviet support for 

India during the Sino-Indian War of 1962. This led the Russian language to diminish even 

further in popularity, with a comparable increase in the popularity of English. Meanwhile, the 

Chinese Communist Party itself was in the midst of a bitter power struggle. Mao had become 
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marginalized within the Party, due in part to the failure of the Great Leap Forward in the late 

1950s. Intellectuals who had been persecuted during the previous decade enjoyed a few years of 

respite and increased prominence. Those intellectuals believed that the political content of 

English textbooks should be reduced in favor of issues that were of more immediate relevance to 

the students’ daily lives. They also consulted a greater number of classroom teachers themselves 

on how to improve instructional quality, in addition to diversifying language teaching pedagogy 

to include the audiolingual approach and eventually even sound recordings. Even so, the political 

messages did not disappear entirely. As the Vietnam War got underway, and the Chinese 

supported the Viet Cong, some of the reading passages in English textbooks narrated the stories 

of brave young Communists giving their lives to stop the evil American invaders (Adamson, 

2004; Cheng & Wang, 2012; Ebrey, 1996). 

In the first few decades of the People’s Republic, English went from being strongly 

disliked but tolerated, to being accepted as an element of modernization. Many intellectuals, 

particularly in the early 1960s, attempted to improve the quality of instruction while making sure 

not to entirely discard the use of English for political messages. Those intellectuals attempted to 

divorce ‘modernization’ from ‘Westernization’, and to adopt a more pragmatic use of English. 

The Ministry of Education was even in the process of developing a new twelve-year education 

curriculum that included English as an important component. However, the Communist Party 

was seeing increasing rifts and internal divisions. Mao attempted to regain control of the party, 

thereby initiating the Cultural Revolution in 1966, during which time the teaching of English 

would once again see high restrictions (Gu, 2012). 

The teaching of English would continue to undergo a constant cycle between periods of 

promotion and restriction, guided by the principle of ‘Chinese for its substance, English for its 
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utility’. English saw a promotion in the late 1970s in the post-Mao reform era, but again saw a 

restriction in the mid-1980s during the ‘Anti Spiritual Pollution’ campaign. With the fall of the 

Soviet Union in the early 1990s, English once again saw a resurgence as the Chinese aimed to 

fill the political power vacuum left by the Soviets (Cheng & Wang, 2012; Lam, 2008). 

When China entered the World Trade Organization in 2001, the teaching of English saw 

perhaps its most significant expansion to date. The government called for a substantial increase 

in the recruitment of qualified English teachers, as well as for an increase in partnerships with 

Western universities. In addition, the government called for an expansion of bilingual education 

programs that use both English and Chinese as the medium of instruction; the objective of these 

programs was to produce workers who possessed the necessary fluency to conduct business and 

scientific research activities in both languages. These bilingual programs included immersion, 

transitional, and maintenance (Yu, 2008). 

The next event which had a decisive impact on the development of English policy was 

the selection of Beijing as the site of the 2008 Summer Olympic Games. The government viewed 

the Olympics as a vehicle for the country’s further political and economic integration into the 

international system, with English promoted as the language to facilitate that integration. A 

revised national curriculum was implemented, and the number of private and community-based 

English learning centers swelled (Pan, 2015). 

In recent years, the government has made attempts to curtail what it views as the 

pervasive spread of English to the detriment of the national cultural identity. Officials have been 

pushing for the elimination of English loanwords and acronyms from dictionaries and official 

publications, for a reduction in the English portion of the national college entrance examination, 

and for a later age at which schoolchildren would begin their studies of English. These officials 
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have typically argued that the prominence of English requirements within the school curriculum, 

and the younger age at which children begin learning English, could result in an erosion of a 

China-centric cultural identity. Again, we see the negotiation of ‘Chinese for its substance, 

English for its utility’ (Gil, 2016). 

Chinese Study Abroad in the United States 

The trend of Chinese students coming to the United States for academic study began in 

the early nineteenth century and is rooted in two separate but related developments: missionary 

attempts to bring Western knowledge and Christianity to the Chinese, and the Chinese 

government’s attempts to strengthen their country through the acquisition of Western political, 

scientific, and military knowledge (Gil, 2016). Hsu (2014) documents several boys having 

studied at a Christian mission school in Connecticut in the 1820s, with the first bachelor’s degree 

by a Chinese being conferred to Yung Wing in 1854 from Yale College. Yung went on to 

become a key player in China’s late nineteenth-century reform efforts, including helping to 

garner official support for the Chinese Educational Mission which sent 120 college students to 

the US between 1872 and 1881. 

Hsu (2014) also analyzes the greater geopolitical situation that sparked further Chinese 

study in the US at the turn of the century. Two trends appeared to converge during this time: (a) 

Chinese intellectuals’ increasing push to acquire Western knowledge in order to reform China in 

light of the declining Qing Dynasty, and (b) the US’s push to increase its soft power in light of 

the Japanese Empire’s increasing military might, which the US was not yet strong enough to 

confront directly. In this climate, the US ended up reinvesting a substantial portion of the Boxer 

Indemnity Funds to bring Chinese to study at American universities. Many scientists and 

political reformers during the Republican era had studied in the US under a Boxer Indemnity 
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Scholarship (Hayhoe, 2018), including John Dewey’s student, the abovementioned Hu Shih. 

Study abroad continued in the 1930s and 1940s under various government and nonprofit 

programs, but ceased after the Communist revolution, though many Chinese already in the US 

during the revolution were allowed to remain (Hsu, 2014). 

Chinese study abroad in the US saw a resurgence in the wake of the post-1979 reform 

and opening up. Exact data on Chinese students pursuing a second language teacher education 

graduate degree in the US are difficult to obtain; statistics are typically counted for education and 

the humanities, and second language teacher education could fall under TESOL, literacy, applied 

linguistics, or another similar name, and could be housed within an education department or a 

linguistics department. Circumstantial data, though, could still lead to some plausible inferences 

regarding current study abroad trends. 

The 2016-2017 academic year saw an enrollment of 350,755 university students from 

China in the US, a 6.8% increase from the 328,547 the year before. Of those 350,755 students, 

128,320 (36.6%) were enrolled at the graduate level (Open Doors, 2017a). Moreover, of those 

350,755 total students, a combined 11.8% were studying in the fields of education, humanities, 

and social science (Open Doors, 2017b). While this data is not able to conclusively determine the 

number or percentage of Chinese students that are focusing specifically on SLTE at the graduate 

level, it does indicate a significant altering of the student demographic landscape in American 

universities. In addition, 61% of all international graduate students studying in the US during the 

2016-2017 academic year were privately funded, while 31.1% of them were funded by their host 

institution (Open Doors, 2017c). While this data is not specific to country of origin or field of 

study, the data source does specify that much of the host institutions’ funding tends to be in the 

form of teaching and research assistantships, which are usually given to doctoral students. Some 
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anecdotal experiences suggest that Chinese master’s students in the field of education are often 

self-funded. This opens the possibility of some academic programs receiving financial benefit 

without making significant programmatic adaptations to meet the needs of this new student 

demographic, a possibility that teacher education programs should take steps to avoid. 

English Teaching in China Today 

The research in which I have been involved over the past few years (Murray & Coady, 

2018) has suggested a shift away from the teaching of general or comprehensive English toward 

the teaching of EAP in Chinese higher education settings, with native Chinese who received their 

second language teacher education graduate degrees in the US often being assigned to (or 

sometimes even expressing a preference for) the teaching of writing. This opens up many 

questions concerning the definitions of ‘academic English’ and ‘academic writing’ in the 

Chinese higher education context. What are its structures and functions? What are the purposes 

of academic writing for Chinese college students? Most importantly for the present study: how to 

best prepare those teachers who come to the US to receive their language teacher education, and 

who will be on the front lines in the EFL classrooms defining this new landscape? This opens up 

many questions for language teacher learning, education, and development. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The present study was theoretically framed by the concepts of teacher knowledge: what 

teachers need to know, how teachers learn it, and how teachers use it to make their instructional 

decisions in the classroom. Scholars have long been interested in how a theoretical understanding 

of these issues might help language teacher education programs enact sounder educational 

practices that better cultivate that knowledge base in their teachers (Freeman, 2016; Johnson & 

Golombek, 2016). This has become more challenging as the teacher education programs are 

receiving increasing numbers of international graduate students, all of whom have different ways 

of learning and will be returning to teach in different types of education contexts. It is therefore 

imperative for education researchers to gain a better theoretical understanding of how non-

Western teacher-candidates learn within the Western teacher education programs that they 

attend, including: how those teacher-candidates use their new knowledge within their home 

teaching contexts, what factors facilitate or hinder the adoption of their Western knowledge, and, 

if applicable, what other types of knowledge they use more often. This chapter will review some 

of the previous literature on language teacher knowledge and language teacher education, then 

highlight several salient research gaps with respect to the training of non-Western teachers 

within Western teacher education programs. 

Historical Development of Research on Teacher Knowledge 

Parsons et al. (2018) outline several distinct phases in the development of teacher 

knowledge as an academic field of study: the behaviorist phase (pre-1975), the cognitive phase 

(1975-1984), the sociocultural phase (1985-1994), the multicultural phase (1995-2004), and the 

critical phase (2005-2014). In the 60s and early 70s, teacher education research was heavily 

based on the externally observable (Cyphert & Gant, 1970; Hamachek 1969). That began to 
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change when scholars such as Clark and Yinger (1977) suggested that understanding the way in 

which a teacher determines how certain behaviors might be appropriate for different settings 

requires a more thorough understanding of “how teachers exercise judgment, make decisions, 

define appropriateness, and express their thoughts in their actions” (p. 280). The mid-70s to mid-

80s saw a burgeoning of decisionmaking models, in the form of flowcharts, tree diagrams, and 

process models (e.g. Clark & Peterson, 1986; Shavelson, 1973). 

Shulman (1987) argued that teachers’ decisionmaking processes were guided by an 

internal body of knowledge called pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which he described as 

a combination of teachers’ subject matter expertise and knowledge of human learning (p. 8). 

Consequently, the 1990s saw an increased attempt to define the structure of that knowledge base. 

Woods’ (1996) landmark study found that teachers’ belief systems were strongly hierarchical in 

the sense that they were organized around a series of basic principles, and that these principles 

were formulated largely by the teachers’ own language learning experiences and early teaching 

experiences (pp. 197-212). He stated—as many academics were saying at the time—that teacher 

education should not be a simple matter of teaching them a discrete series of pedagogical skills, 

and that the process of translating the thoughts inside one’s head into actions in the classroom 

was anything but linear. 

By the early 2000s, the number of definitions of teacher knowledge had become so large 

that they often contradicted one another and made it more difficult for scholars to know which 

ones to use, much less advance the field. As Borg (2006) put it, “multiple perspectives have been 

brought to bear on the conceptualization of the cognitions underpinning instructional decision-

making and these tend to obscure any substantive overlap which these studies might have” (p. 

92). He reviewed a large number of prior conceptualizations of teacher knowledge, such as 
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beliefs, implicit theories, and situated knowledge, and attempted to incorporate them into a single 

unified definition: “an often tacit, personally-held, practical system of mental constructs held by 

teachers and which are dynamic – i.e. defined and refined on the basis of educational and 

professional experiences throughout teachers’ lives” (p. 35). This definition carries the inherent 

implication that teacher knowledge and belief systems have some structure and organization 

inside the mind, and that this structure can be ‘mapped’, its linkages to observable classroom 

behaviors and instructional decisions able to be documented. 

Kubanyiova (2018) characterizes the most recent ‘critical turn’ in language teacher 

education as broadening from a predominant focus on language development to a focus on how 

teachers envision their roles as agents of social change. For instance, do teachers focus primarily 

on cultivating their students’ language skills, or on guiding their students to apply those language 

skills to address current issues in their major or discipline? Additionally, Kubanyiova argues that 

“what happens outside of teacher education may be as important, if not more so, as what happens 

inside its traditional spaces” (p. 8). In other words, teacher development is shaped by numerous 

experiences outside the classroom, creating a need to investigate these experiences further. This 

shift in language teacher education is part of a ‘critical turn’ in teacher education more broadly, 

where teachers are being encouraged to reexamine their role in the classroom: whether they are 

there simply to cultivate a set of knowledge or skills in their students, or whether they are also 

there to engage their students in a process of social transformation (Bondy & Hambacher, 2016). 

A review of the recent literature on teacher knowledge has demonstrated four salient 

areas of research: (a) reflective practice and post-method approaches, (b) a diversification of the 

teacher knowledge base, (c) a search for a unified theoretical framework in the investigation of 

teacher knowledge, and (d) a ‘sociocultural turn’ in language teacher education. 
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Reflective Practice and Post-Method Approaches 

This strand of research aims to shift the study of teacher education and teacher practice 

from an emphasis on teaching methods to an emphasis on the teacher’s metacognitive awareness. 

In other words, a shift in emphasis from the ‘what’ to the ‘why’. Canagarajah (2016), in his 

comprehensive overview of the changes in TESOL research over the past 50 years, describes this 

post-methods approach as a transition from a focus on skills to a focus on cognition, where the 

focus of the teacher’s decision-making process is not on which teaching methods should be used 

but rather on why the teachers’ own beliefs and their understanding of the classroom context are 

driving them to make the instructional decisions that they do in that moment. This post-method 

thinking has implications both for pre-service and in-service situations. The traditional approach 

to teacher education has been to focus on methods first and application second: to treat teaching 

approaches almost as physical tools that the pre-service teacher receives from faculty instructors 

and then keeps in a toolbox to be pulled out in the most appropriate circumstance. However, 

Richards and Rodgers (2014) suggest that mere transmission of a prescribed series of teaching 

approaches will generally be of little use if these approaches are incongruent with the teacher’s 

general philosophy toward language teaching: teacher education must therefore also focus on the 

cultivation of the teachers’ own philosophy through increased reflective practice. This reflective 

practice could be in the form of written journals, or even stimulated recall interviews, where the 

teachers might consciously reflect on what they might not have previously considered. 

Griffith, Bauml, and Quebec-Fuentes (2016) refer to this as ‘metacognitive decision-

making’: the ability for a teacher to be cognizant of the reasons why he or she is making a certain 

decision, the ability to take influencing factors into consideration, and the ability to measure 

one’s own beliefs against the demands and realities of the classroom in that moment. In a study 
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of pre-service teachers in the US, they found that this awareness could be cultivated by 

incorporating reflective writing into the teacher education program. The field of second language 

teacher education (SLTE) is moving in a sociocultural direction where teachers spend time 

making explicit reflections on their role as teachers and on the ways in which their own previous 

knowledge and beliefs would influence their classroom decisions (Crandall & Christison, 2016; 

Liu, 2009). These reflections enable teachers to become more aware of the internal and external 

factors which cause them to make the decisions that they do (Catalano, Shende, & Suh, 2018; 

Kubanyiova & Crookes, 2016; Zeng, 2018). 

Reflective practice has also been studied in in-service teaching contexts. Yuan (2016) 

conducted a study of university faculty in Hong Kong, finding that the participants were able to 

use reflective practice to overcome certain obstacles in their classrooms and to narrow the divide 

between their ideal teaching approaches and the realistically feasible teaching approaches. Farrell 

(2007) reached a similar conclusion, proposing a type of combined inductive-deductive approach 

to self-reflection, where teachers would sometimes reflect on their beliefs and the ways in which 

those beliefs played out in the classroom (deductive), while at other times paying attention to 

their classroom practices and the types of beliefs that were evident from those practices 

(inductive). Jackson and Cho (2018) discuss how self-reflection can come in various different 

forms, such as written journals, observation by peers, and reading of the academic literature. 

They also point out that the self-reflection can focus on a variety of general or specific classroom 

elements such as instructional pedagogies or the social dynamics between students. 

Xu (2015a) conducted a study of first-year in-service high school English teachers in 

Beijing. The study involved the teachers meeting regularly over the course of a five-week period, 

to design and discuss lesson plans which they then used in their classrooms, then bringing those 
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lessons back to the weekly meetings for further discussion. The author concluded that practice-

based approaches to teacher education, such as this one where teachers were able to use material 

from their own in-service class, were more effective at expanding their pedagogical content 

knowledge than were classes which focused primarily on general teaching theory. In the 

implications, the author described how such practice-based approaches could be incorporated 

into existing in-service professional development programs. Collectively, the above literature 

highlights the value of an approach to teacher education that focuses on reflective practice. 

Diversification of the Teacher Knowledge Base 

Knowledge 

This strand of research focuses on what teachers need to know in order to make their 

decisions. Freeman (1989) defines four components of what a teacher needs to know in order to 

teach: knowledge, skills, attitudes, and awareness. Conceptions of teacher knowledge have since 

become far more diverse, to the point where the topic of teacher cognition has what feels like an 

alphabet soup of overlapping acronyms related to knowledge. Even the concept of knowledge 

itself has been the subject of analysis. Kumaravadivelu (2012) makes a differentiation between 

knowledge and knowing, the former carrying the static connotation of being like an object, the 

latter carrying the dynamic connotation of teachers constantly learning and applying their 

knowledge and experience in the classroom. Kumaravadivelu makes a further sub-division of 

knowledge into professional, procedural, and personal: (a) professional knowledge being the 

knowledge about language teaching and learning, (b) procedural knowledge about student and 

classroom management, and (c) personal knowledge being the individual experiences that the 

particular teacher brings to the profession. These three types of knowledge were examined in the 

present study. 
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Pedagogical Content Knowledge 

This distinction between knowledge of general pedagogy and knowledge of language 

teaching-specific pedagogy is a common thread running through the various definitions of the 

teacher knowledge base. This is well exemplified by a concept that has gained prominence over 

the past 30 years, which is that of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). Shulman (1987) first 

coined the term when hypothesizing the potential links between content knowledge and general 

pedagogical skills. PCK was something in between: an understanding of the specific pedagogies 

that were most applicable to the teaching of one’s particular subject matter. This knowledge was 

more specific than merely general pedagogical knowledge, such as how to take general 

pedagogical principles and customize them for the specific content demands of the teacher’s 

academic discipline. 

Personal Practical Knowledge 

Another term that has gained prominence is that of personal practical knowledge (PPK). 

First coined by Clandinin & Connelly (1987), PPK refers to the values and beliefs that teachers 

formulate based on their own prior educational experience, including those teaching approaches 

that they have been exposed to as students. In contrast to pedagogical content knowledge, which 

tends to emphasize the collective and accumulated wisdom of all language teachers, PPK tends 

to be more personalized, emphasizing the individual wisdom and experience that have been 

acquired by an individual (Golombek, 2009). Because of the personal nature of PPK, studies 

often employ narrative inquiry to determine how that knowledge and beliefs were formed. 

In exploring PPK from a non-Western perspective, Sun (2012) conducted a series of 

classroom observations and in-depth interviews of a Chinese language teacher in New Zealand. 

Findings demonstrated that the participant’s PPK was centered around three elements: a desire to 
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be accepted and win the students’ trust; a desire to create a qi-field, which might loosely translate 

as energy field or life force, essentially creating a vivid and productive classroom dynamic; and a 

desire to maintain a smooth flow of class. Sun interprets these elements as being deeply rooted in 

the Confucian concept of the ‘model teacher’ who maintains a smooth class flow while providing 

the step-by-step procedures that the students model off. Western teachers might interpret such an 

approach as leading to rote memorization; but as Sun argues, “in this Confucian culture, teaching 

is based more on mastery [emphasis original] than on discovery” (p. 765). What might be viewed 

within a Western cultural frame as ‘rote learning’ might be seen from within a Chinese cultural 

frame as ‘mastery’. Hence, investigating the cognitions and knowledge bases of language 

teachers from non-Western cultural traditions carries the additional responsibility of 

investigating the cultural frames that one might take for granted when investigating Westerners. 

More recently, Swart, de Graaf, Onstenk, and Knezic (2018) suggested a definition of 

PPK which focuses on the knowledge that the students and teacher co-construct with each other, 

with a specific focus on linguistic knowledge. As they put it: “Teacher educators’ professional 

language development should therefore focus on promoting practical knowledge of language 

both personally and collectively, including cognitive, social, and interpersonal aspects” (p. 178). 

This suggests that PPK is viewed by practicing language teachers as having a largely linguistic 

focus, and that language teacher education (particularly for non-native English speakers who will 

be teaching English) should focus as much on language skill development as on language 

teaching pedagogy. Swart et al. also call for “more data sources such as classroom observations 

and reflective writings … in order to increase our understanding of this extension of practical 

knowledge” (p. 179). The present study aimed to fill this need by collecting observation and 

teacher reflection data. 
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Oss (2018) argues that personal practical knowledge is necessary to inform teacher 

education practices. Learning what teachers do on the ground in different educational settings, 

learning from them what works and what does not work in different contexts, is important 

information which should feed back into the teacher education practices of SLTE programs 

whose teacher-candidates tend to teach in those types of settings. 

Disciplinary Linguistic Knowledge 

Turkan, De Oliveira, Lee, and Phelps (2014) proposed that teaching academic content to 

‘special populations’ such as English learners required specialized knowledge of how to model 

the appropriate linguistic forms and functions that are commonly used within that content area. 

They proposed that the ability to do so required a special knowledge which they called 

disciplinary linguistic knowledge (DLK). They defined it in terms of two subdomains: the 

“knowledge for identifying and unpacking the linguistic features and language demands of a 

disciplinary discourse to make the content accessible to ELLs” (p. 10), and the “knowledge for 

modeling the ways in which the discourse of a discipline is constructed and for engaging ELLs in 

communicating meaning in the disciplinary discourse orally and in writing” (p. 11). In other 

words, it is the knowledge of how to teach English learners to decode and deconstruct the lexical 

and grammatical features of academic language, based on the principles of systemic functional 

linguistics. They advocated the explicit cultivation of DLK to all teachers who are going to have 

English learners in their classrooms. 

English-for-Teaching 

Freeman (2016) suggested that English fluency in itself was not enough to become an 

effective English teacher in EFL contexts. Freeman and his team proposed that English teachers 

needed a “specified subset of the language that might be used to enact lessons” (Freeman, Katz, 
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Garcia Gomez, & Burns, 2015, p. 136), with a specific focus on the specialized language 

necessary for managing the classrooms, communicating the content of the lesson, and providing 

feedback and assessment to students. They called this subset English-for-teaching (EFT). They 

conceived of EFT as a subset of English for Specific Purposes (ESP), in this case the specific 

forms and functions of English necessary to perform pedagogical tasks such as modeling, 

corrective feedback, or delivering concise explanations. 

Interdisciplinary Approach 

A group of studies has examined Chinese teachers’ attitudes toward specific teaching-

related issues and concepts, such as teacher autonomy (Xu, 2015b), task-based teaching (Zheng 

& Borg, 2014), teachers’ perceptions concerning educational reform (Li & Edwards, 2014), and 

university professor preparation necessitating both content knowledge and pedagogical 

knowledge (González Valencia, Enríquez, & Ramos Acosta, 2018). Collectively, these studies 

point to a growing diversity of concepts that are becoming a part of teacher knowledge. The 

original conceptions of teacher knowledge were focused heavily on the teachers’ subject matter 

and how to teach it. However, as Kubanyiova and Crookes (2016) argue, the teacher knowledge 

base “increasingly draws from the interdisciplinary connections with the domains of second 

language acquisition, psychology, linguistics, anthropology, and education” (p. 121). In other 

words, teacher knowledge is becoming much more interdisciplinary, requiring teachers to draw 

from a broadening range of academic subject areas when making their instructional decisions. 

More recently, Teemant (2018) argues that language teachers should be trained to draw on a 

critical consciousness of social activism and inequality alleviation when making decisions. 

All of these developments might be seen as a reflection of the increasing maturity of the 

field of language teacher education. And yet more work is needed. As Kubanyiova and Crookes 
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proceed to argue: “Empirically…the field has yet to generate substantial data-based evidence of 

how language teachers make sense of their professional lives at different stages of their career” 

(p. 124). In other words, there is still a need for more longitudinal studies concerning the ways in 

which teachers’ knowledge develops over a longer period of time, more ground-level data 

concerning the process by which it changes. 

One researcher who examined the processes of cognitive change was Zheng (2015). He 

conducted a four-month observational study of high school English teachers in China. Using a 

combination of interview, observation, and stimulated recall instruments, findings demonstrated 

that cognitive change is often driven by tensions, specifically at three levels: micro-level, such as 

when students do not understand a concept in the way the teacher had expected; exo-level, such 

as when teachers’ beliefs run counter to the teaching requirements determined by the provincial 

education bureau; and macro-level, such as the tensions between the demands for standardized 

test preparation and the demands for global communicative skills. In some cases, the teachers’ 

handling of these situations was driven by a focus on tension reduction, identifying solutions to 

maintain the smooth flow of the class, even if those solutions ran counter to the teachers’ own 

preferences. In other cases, teachers handled the situation by determining which contextual factor 

took priority in that particular circumstance. In all cases, Zheng concluded that teachers may not 

necessarily use the same decision-making paradigm to handle every particular situation; 

teachers’ moment-to-moment decision-making was not so linear, and its development over time 

was also not so linear. This is consistent with previous observational studies (e.g. Farrell & Lim, 

2005) which demonstrated how classroom realities may interfere with teachers’ ideal decisions. 

Zhang, Yuan, and Wang (2018) extend the concept of ‘tensions’ to the institutional level. 

As they suggest, an EFL teacher’s instructional practices are inevitably influenced in part by the 
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institution’s teaching ‘culture’, which itself is shaped by tensions between the teachers’ desired 

objectives and the institutional administration’s desired teaching objectives. The way in which 

the teachers negotiate these tensions drives forward the development of their own teaching 

approaches. Teacher development, viewed from this standpoint, is a constant cycle of tensions 

and resolutions as teachers continually adapt to classroom realities. 

Regarding the study of cognitive change, several longitudinal studies have been 

conducted over a longer period of time. However, they have tended to focus either on the change 

in cognition from pre-service to in-service phase (So & Watkins, 2005), or on describing what 

beliefs the participants adopted over time without describing the process by which they acquired 

those beliefs (Lidstone & Hollingsworth, 1992) 

Search for a Unified Theoretical Framework 

Over previous decades, numerous attempts have been made to advance some form of 

unified theoretical framework to capture all the elements that comprise teacher knowledge: an 

all-encompassing conceptual framework that synthesizes the various components which 

constitute the teacher’s knowledge base. Borg’s (2006) book is one attempt, but certainly not the 

first. One of the most influential studies that deserves mention was Freeman and Johnson (1998). 

Their study is commonly regarded as a ground-breaking moment in the field of language teacher 

education. In the study the authors provided a conceptual framework for the teacher knowledge 

base that incorporates the teachers’ prior language learning experiences, pre-service educational 

experiences, the social contexts within the school and classroom environment, and pedagogical 

processes of language teaching. This conception is noteworthy, because it was the first time that 

the field of language teacher education developed its own homegrown theoretical framework that 

did not borrow and adapt a framework from the more well-established disciplines in sociology 
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and the Humanities. In fact, Lee, Murphy, and Baker (2016) recently conducted a reception 

study, which found that Freeman and Johnson’s original 1998 conceptual framework continues 

to grow in popularity within the field of language teacher education. 

König et al. (2016), who drew from Freeman & Johnson’s framework, identify the 

knowledge base for an English teacher as being comprised of four elements: (a) content 

knowledge (CK), which is the knowledge of whatever subject area such as math and science that 

the teacher might also have to teach; (b) general pedagogical knowledge (GPK), which is general 

knowledge of pedagogy and classroom management; (c) pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), 

which is the more specific knowledge of pedagogical strategies that are appropriate for one’s 

particular subject area discipline, for example math or English; and finally, (d) language fluency. 

The influence of language fluency on a teacher’s knowledge base is an important factor to study 

with respect to non-native English speakers teaching in foreign language contexts. 

Feryok (2010) proposed a comprehensive theoretical framework based on complexity 

theory. She believed that previous theoretical frameworks, including Borg’s, were too static in 

how they conceptualized the structure and components of teacher cognition and did not capture 

the dynamic complexity in action. Through a primarily e-mail interview-based study of a single 

Armenian English teacher, she argued that teachers’ decision-making processes could be studied 

as a complex adaptive system, given the ways in which the participant’s knowledge appeared to 

be constantly self-organizing as teachers negotiated the different classroom environments. The 

aforementioned Zheng (2015) study built on Feryok’s complex adaptive systems framework. 

Freeman (2016) proposes a framework for language teacher decision-making that does 

not attempt to directly modify any individual previous paradigm but merely places them all along 

a continuum of axes with four quadrants, forming a composite theoretical framework (pictured in 
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Figure 3-1). The top two quadrants focus on general teaching, the Shavelson (1973) quadrant 

representing the older behavioral-focused flowchart concept of teacher decisionmaking, with the 

Clark and Peterson (1986) quadrant representing the traditional conception of a teachers’ thought 

processes as constrained by observable classroom factors. The bottom two quadrants are newer 

and more specific to language teaching: the Woods (1996) quadrant (referenced earlier in this 

paper) representing the 1990s new turn in language teacher decision-making theory based on the 

interplay of decision, planning, and interpretative processes; the Borg (2003) quadrant (updated 

in Borg, 2006) representing the updating of the Clark & Peterson model with cognition factors 

specific to language teaching (such as the teacher’s own previous language learning experience). 

In effect, Freeman demonstrates the way in which the research on language teacher cognition has 

built upon the previous research on general teacher cognition, and the ways in which language 

teacher decision-making has built on the previous research in general teacher decisionmaking. 

Follow-up research may aim to fill the bubbles of Borg’s (2003) framework with more specifics. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Adapted from Freeman’s (2016) composite decisionmaking framework (p. 160). 

Reprinted with permission from the publisher. 
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Models and composite models such as these demonstrate the ongoing attempts to 

cohesively situate the diversified array of social, cognitive, and linguistic factors that might bear 

influence on teachers’ thinking and classroom decisions. This is not to prevent researchers from 

developing new insights on the structures and functions of teacher cognition. However, common 

conceptual and theoretical frameworks provide the field with a greater sense of cohesion and can 

facilitate discussion and collaboration among scholars. Every academic field has its own body of 

collective knowledge, the accumulated wisdom that its scholars pool together. In effect, scholars 

have been working to help the field of teacher cognition develop a knowledge base of its own. 

Sociocultural Turn in Language Teacher Education 

A number of studies have pointed to a so-called “sociocultural turn” (Firth & Wagner, 

1997), whereby a greater emphasis is placed on the social and cultural environmental factors of 

the cognition of teachers. Scholars of this school of thought generally trace their roots to 

Vygotsky (1978) and his theories on the zone of proximal development (ZPD). Toth and Davin 

(2016) advance a hybrid ‘sociocognitive’ approach that amalgamates the internally-oriented, 

‘context-independent’ cognitive theories of teacher decision making with the externally-oriented, 

‘context-dependent’ sociocultural theories. In effect, they argue, a teacher’s decision making is 

constrained and directed by a series of ‘negotiable’ factors (such as learning objectives and 

instructional support) as well as ‘non-negotiable’ factors (such as one’s background knowledge 

and the nature of social interaction), which neither a cognitive nor a sociocultural approach alone 

can fully account for. Toth and Moranski (2018) point out the importance of learning by doing, 

and how knowledge is constructed through contextual social interactions. Johnson (2016) echoes 

these claims, arguing that teachers act within a complex web of factors that shape their beliefs 

and decisions, including internal (such as prior schooling and pre-service education) and external 
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(such as institutional context and student personality). In effect, argues Johnson, the teacher is at 

once a doer, a knower, and an interpreter. 

Johnson and Golombek (2016) advance the concept of responsive mediation, founded on 

the dialectic approach initiated by Marx in the field of political theory and adapted by Vygotsky 

into the field of psychology. The dialectic approach, they argue, provides the researcher with the 

ability to study the driving forces that have shaped social phenomena over time. Cultivating this 

ability in pre-service teachers enables them to better mediate between the various demands and 

social factors within the classroom environment, thus enabling teachers to make theoretically and 

pedagogically informed classroom decisions. This approach builds on earlier work by the authors 

(Johnson, 2009, 2013; Johnson & Golombek, 2011), which explored the ways in which language 

teacher education programs could train their pre-service teachers to adopt a more sociocultural-

historical approach to their own teaching practice and to the analysis of classroom dynamics. 

Observation of classroom practice is seen as important for the study of teacher education, one 

which informs teacher education practice. 

This need for increased sociocultural awareness was highlighted by several studies into 

English teachers in China. Zhao (2014) conducted a series of classroom observations as well as 

interviews with students and teachers at a vocational high school, finding that many teachers at 

these schools had a difficult time negotiating their grammar-oriented conceptions of English 

teaching with the more practical, job-related demands of vocational schools. By contrast, Hong 

and Pawan (2014) found that a group of US-trained English teachers in China were better able to 

negotiate the complex social and institutional factors to introduce some more communicative and 

critical thinking approaches within their testing-heavy academic environments. This study, which 

drew heavily from Johnson (Johnson, 2009; Freeman & Johnson, 1998), found that participants 
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“did not perceive Western theories and pedagogies as prescriptive knowledge they had to 

apply in their own teaching contexts. Rather, they viewed their training interpretively, as 

a lens through which they could reevaluate and rethink their own knowledge, their 

profession, and who they were as English teachers.” (Hong & Pawan, 2014, p. 98) 

 

In other words, the participants were able to take a more metacognitive approach that 

focused less on the importation of pedagogies and more on a post-methods reflective practice. In 

effect, they were able to draw from their knowledge base of Chinese and American educational 

experiences when navigating their social contexts and making their classroom decisions. Chou 

(2008) reached a similar conclusion regarding locally-trained elementary school English teachers 

in Taiwan: the teachers were able to take the lessons from their early teaching experiences and 

blend them with ongoing TESOL instruction that they received as part of their in-service 

continuing education; in so doing, they were able to create the supportive language learning 

environment with the necessary scaffolds to enhance their students’ learning. More recently, 

Jiang (2017) discussed how teacher education in China is shifting from an emphasis on the 

objective assessment of what the teacher knows toward a more holistic examination of how the 

teacher is able to organize activities and facilitate discussions. Chien (2018) adds to this the 

importance of formally instituted mechanisms for professional dialogue between teachers. 

Ebadi and Gheisari (2016) described the sociocultural approach as ‘consciousness-

raising’. They conducted a study in which an Iranian English teacher videotaped several of her 

class sessions, then attended a series of workshops where she was required to reflect on the 

strengths and weaknesses of her own teaching and the beliefs that had motivated her classroom 

decisions. The participant therein continued to maintain a regular schedule of self-videotaping 

and reflective writing. The authors found that some of the participant’s beliefs and classroom 

practices were effectively reshaped as a result of this exercise. Using a theoretical framework 

that drew from Johnson and Golombek (2011), they concluded that 
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“to better support teachers’ professional development, and to create harmony between 

teachers’ professional development on the one hand and the cultural, institutional, and 

historical situations in which that professional development occurs, we need to step into 

exploring classroom moment-by-moment complexities, determine the present practices of 

the in-service teachers, and then articulate sound ways to support and enhance teacher 

professional development within SLTE programs.” (p. 11) 

 

Allen (2018) advocates for a dialogic pedagogy, in which a teacher learns to teach not 

simply by receiving a series of discrete pedagogical methods, but by cultivating their sense of 

identity through dialogue with students and colleagues. Hsiao (2018) identified a “hybrid space” 

between student-teacher and professional-teacher, during which the confluence of mentorship, 

pedagogical skills development, and administrative support are key to helping people cultivate 

and negotiate their identities as rising teachers. Ishihara and Menard-Warwick (2018) promote 

the idea of language teachers engaging in practice which is responsive to their environment and 

which draws upon their own multiculturalism, building on Canagarajah’s (2013) notion of 

sociocultural in-betweenness. 

The sociocultural turn also includes the impact of emotion on teaching pedagogy. Toraby 

and Modarresi (2018) found a positive correlation between the emotions that teachers exuded 

and the students’ perceptions of the teachers’ effectiveness. Given that such perceptions of 

effectiveness are an important part of student receptivity to the teacher’s instruction, teacher 

emotion is an important aspect of the study of language teacher education. 

Technological knowledge is becoming a more important aspect of student-teacher 

engagement. Alterator, Deed, and Prain (2018), in their analysis of common metaphors that are 

used to describe teachers, place particular emphasis on the increasing range of technological 

tools that teachers are expected to use to engage with their students. This is particularly true in 

the STEM disciplines, where teachers are expected to cultivate students’ problem-solving 

capacities for tackling scientific issues. 
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Directions for Future Research 

What Teachers Learn in their Teacher Education Programs 

The sociocultural turn in language teacher education research requires researchers to 

investigate how the teachers’ prior education and language learning experiences affect their 

classroom and living experiences during their LTE studies to determine what the teachers 

ultimately take away from the program. Do the teachers describe their takeaways in terms of 

specific areas of knowledge or skills? A different worldview? An evolution or reaffirmation of 

previously-held beliefs? Most importantly for this study, in what specific ways do non-native 

English-speaking teachers of English learn when they attend US-based second language teacher 

education programs? It is crucial for US-based teacher educators to be aware of those issues if 

they are to enact sounder teacher education practices that provide effective teacher development 

to their international teacher-candidates. 

How ‘Teacher Knowledge’ Should Be Studied 

The growing diversity of conceptions of teacher knowledge (e.g. PCK, PPK, DLK, EFT), 

and the equally growing diversity of disciplines from which teacher knowledge is being 

investigated (such as linguistics, psychology, sociology, and anthropology), can make it difficult 

for researchers to know exactly how teacher knowledge should be studied—or, in the case of 

teacher education programs, how teacher knowledge should be developed or cultivated. 

Investigating the structure and components of the teacher knowledge base requires an 

understanding of the educational environments in which those teachers operate. It is not enough 

simply to study the teachers’ beliefs and classroom practices; it is also necessary to study the 

classroom and institutional environments that shape those beliefs and practices. As teaching 

environments around the world continue to evolve, it is crucial for teacher educators to 
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constantly be updating their knowledge of those environments. We cannot assume that the above 

conceptualizations of teacher knowledge, many of which were developed in Western educational 

contexts, will be readily relevant or transferrable to non-Western contexts or readily relatable to 

teacher-candidates from non-Western countries. 

Factors That Influence Teacher Learning and Classroom Practice 

Previous literature has highlighted factors which can determine the extent to which a 

teacher-candidate learns or does not learn the material provided in his or her teacher education 

program, prominent among those factors being how congruous that material is with the teacher-

candidate’s own prior beliefs and experiences. Previous literature has also pointed to a number of 

local conditions that can determine the extent to which teachers are able to apply the knowledge 

and skills from their teacher education programs, prominent among those conditions being class 

size, institutional requirements, and the students’ degree of receptivity. Prior research in which I 

have been involved (Murray & Coady, 2018) has suggested that more work needs to be 

conducted within foreign language contexts, particularly higher education contexts which are 

undergoing a rapid transformation and whose teachers often come to the US for their teacher 

development. As we see rapid changes in EFL teaching contexts and in the nature of second 

language teacher education itself, there is a need to investigate what new factors emerge which 

could have an influence on the way teachers learn. Additionally, an investigation of the factors 

which might hinder or facilitate the implementation of the knowledge gained from their teacher 

education programs would be useful. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Overview 

As stated previously, the purpose of the study was (a) to investigate the knowledge and 

skills from their US-based SLTE programs the participants tended to apply within their local 

teaching context, and (b) to understand the most common local conditions that hinder or 

facilitate the application of their US knowledge within their local instructional environments. To 

accomplish this, the study employed an exploratory, multiple-case design (Yin, 2018). 

According to Yin, a case study is appropriate when the research question deals with how or why 

some phenomenon occurs. In this case, how does the participants’ US training appear to 

influence their teaching practice, and why (i.e. what local conditions can facilitate or hinder) can 

participants use some parts of their US-gained knowledge and skills to a greater or lesser extent 

than others? Implications for teacher education were then drawn. 

“Impact” and “influence” can be studied in several ways. They can be studied using a 

large N, with a battery of tests to determine statistical significance. They can also be studied 

using a small sample, with different sources of data triangulated to make an informed speculation 

on the likely impact. Both kinds of studies are necessary and should ideally be conducted in 

conjunction, to complement each other’s findings. For the present study, time and resource 

constraints necessitated the adoption of the latter kind of research design. The design was 

structured around the goal of triangulating multiple sources of data to make informed 

speculations on the types of knowledge and skills from their US SLTE programs the participants 

appeared to be using—consciously or unconsciously. Such speculations could be further 

explored or tested in future studies. While the range of possible influences is potentially infinite, 

I began to question whether or not certain patterns of influence appeared to be recurring. 
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Participant Selection and Recruitment 

Participants were selected using purposive sampling (Patton, 2002) using the following 

criteria: (a) Chinese nationality; (b) graduated from a US-based SLTE program; (c) specialized 

in TESOL, applied linguistics, or a related discipline (theoretical linguistics was excluded if the 

teacher had no teacher education or second language acquisition coursework); (d) currently 

teaching at a university in China. Table 3-1 provides basic information about each participant’s 

background, the classes which I observed, and the hours of interview and observation with each 

of the participants. 

 

Table 4-1. Study participants 

Pseudonym Degree Hours of 

Interview* 

Hours of 

Observation 

Classes Observed 

Chu Ph.D., TESOL 5.5 23 Academic English 3 

Public Speaking 

Tao Ph.D., Literacy 4 12 Academic English 1 

Scientific Writing 

Li Ph.D., Applied 

Linguistics 

8 19 Argumentative Writing 

IELTS** Writing 
* Personal interviews and stimulated recall interviews were grouped together, since they often overlapped within the 

same interview 

** International English Language Testing System 

 

Collection 

Interviews 

Two types of interviews were conducted: semi-structured and stimulated recall. The 

semi-structured interviews were guided by a prepared list of questions (Appendix A), divided 

into two areas of focus. The first area was the SLTE program, such as its curriculum and 

sequence of courses, the internship and teaching assistant experiences that the program provided, 

and the types of knowledge and skills that the participant gained from each course. The second 

area of focus was the current institutional environment, such as the structure and contents of its 
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core and elective courses, the bureaucratic structure and administrative pressures, and the 

classroom environment itself: the student characteristics and motivations, the teaching materials, 

and of course, the most common types of US-gained knowledge or teaching strategies that the 

participants found to be most important and applicable. The semi-structured format enabled me 

to capture the same basic data for each participant, while enabling both of us to explore other 

issues or topics that each individual participant considered to be of particular interest and 

relevance to him or her (Hatch, 2002). 

The stimulated recall interviews had a different purpose, although they were often 

conducted within the same session as the semi-structured interviews. For the stimulated recall 

interviews, I would ask the participant about specific instances of teacher talk or instructional 

decision that I had noted during a classroom observation, with a focus on identifying any area of 

knowledge or experience on which the participant had drawn when performing that action, 

particularly whether they had been drawing on their US teacher education experience. Most of 

the time, I was able to ask the participant these questions immediately following the class, or a 

few days later at the most. Stimulated recall interviews have been identified as essential to 

documenting teacher knowledge in action, for a better understanding of teachers’ moment-to-

moment instructional decisionmaking (Borg, 2012). In this case, stimulated recall interviews, 

when triangulated with other data, gave me valuable insight into the ways in which the 

participant’s US-gained knowledge was influencing his or her classroom practices. 

Classroom Observations 

Classroom observations were partly deductive, partly inductive. Deductively, during the 

semi-structured interviews I would take note of details such as teaching methods or US 

knowledge which the participants raised, then during the classroom observations I would 
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document instance of those details. At the same time, I would document other phenomena that I 

saw and which the participant appeared to be doing with frequency. 

I developed a shorthand system for quick documentation of phenomena with 

corresponding timestamp. Observations were guided by two sets of observable phenomena: 

behavior codes and time allocation (Appendix B). Behavior codes were teaching strategies, 

lesson objectives, lesson structure, classroom language, and teaching materials. Time allocation 

codes were how much the teacher talked versus how much the student talked, which language 

skills the teacher most emphasized, how much material was provided by the teacher versus how 

much was generated by the students, time spent on class-wide or small group/pair work, and time 

spent on the predetermined lesson plan versus time spent deviating from it. My observation notes 

were made with a focus on enabling me to understand “members’ knowledge and consequently 

understand from the participants’ point of view what motivated the participants to do what the 

researcher has observed them doing and what these acts meant at the time” (Schwartz & Jacobs, 

1979, p. 8, cited in Hatch, 2002, p. 72), with a particular emphasis on determining which of their 

acts were guided by their US-gained knowledge. 

Analysis 

Interviews 

Analysis of interviews began with open coding (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016), where every 

sentence or idea unit was assigned a code. While this phase of coding was largely inductive due 

to the exploratory nature of the study, my codes did have a focus on two general aspects: (a) US-

gained knowledge, skills, and experiences; and (b) influential environmental factors. 

After completing this round of coding, I examined the entire list of codes, consolidating 

repetitive codes and grouping similar codes together into broader themes. I tested the suitability 
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of these themes by re-reading the transcripts to determine which themes could best be supported 

by direct quotes from the participants (Creswell, 2018). Simultaneously, I compared the themes 

to the theoretical literature on teacher knowledge and language teacher education, particularly 

Freeman and Johnson’s (1998) framework, as well as the theoretical constructs of pedagogical 

content knowledge (PCK) and personal practical knowledge (PPK). On this basis, I arrived at the 

final list of themes for each participant, subdivided into themes which dealt with the participants’ 

US-gained knowledge, skills, and experience on the one hand, and themes which dealt with 

apparent influencing factors on the other (Appendix C). My objective was to identify the schema, 

those ‘mental models’ through which the participants understood their experience, both in their 

teacher education programs and in their current teaching (Bernard, Wutich, & Ryan, 2017). 

Coding was conducted using the software program QDA Miner. In addition, analysis was 

guided by handwritten notes which I took during the interviews. In fact, throughout the course of 

the fieldwork, I refined a technique of co-constructing charts and diagrams with the participants 

which summarized the information as they were providing it. These visuals ended up being a 

useful tool in the process of analysis, in addition to serving an important member checking 

function (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Classroom Observations 

Classroom observations were analyzed through a combination of scan sampling and time 

allocation analysis (Bernard, 2013). Scan sampling is the observation of an individual over time, 

with a focus on identifying changes in behavioral state under different circumstances and at 

different time points (Mulder & Caro, 1985). In effect, I was trying to learn why a participant 

might have been able to implement some given US knowledge or instructional approach more 

successfully in one circumstance and less successfully in another; or whether the participant had 
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to modify that knowledge or approach for one circumstance versus another. This was intended to 

help me answer the question of what factors appeared to hinder or facilitate the participants’ 

ability to implement—or require them to modify—their US-gained knowledge. 

Time allocation analysis is the study of what portion or percentage of the time an 

individual devotes to certain actions. While scan sampling focuses on individual instances of 

behavior, time allocation analysis focuses more on periods of time (Stinson, 1999). In this case, I 

was attempting to determine things like the types of teaching strategies the participants devoted 

the greatest time to, the types of knowledge or skills they were most focused on cultivating in 

their students, and the types of class activities on which the participants appeared to place the 

greatest emphasis. 

Trustworthiness 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide guidelines for how to increase the trustworthiness of 

one’s findings and analysis. Chief among these is to maximize credibility through prolonged 

engagement, triangulation of data, and member checking. Prolonged engagement is defined as 

spending enough time in the research site to become oriented to its social customs and cultural 

idiosyncrasies, with the objective of understanding the environmental contexts within which 

participants’ words and actions are situated. Prolonged engagement in this case was established 

in several ways. 

First, when I lived in China many years ago, I was an English teacher in the kinds of 

higher education environments in which I conducted the present fieldwork. This provided me 

with a partial insider’s understanding of the linguistic demands and institutional structures of 

Chinese higher education environments, and their situatedness within Chinese society more 

broadly. Second, I spent the previous two summers (2015 and 2016) doing research within these 
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kinds of environments; I therefore came into the present fieldwork having already studied such 

environments from a more formal researcher perspective. 

Third, during my time onsite in the present fieldwork, I spent considerable time 

becoming familiar with other aspects of campus life outside the classroom, including the 

libraries, campus centers, and even the local neighborhoods in which the universities were 

located. While these were obviously not actual sources of data for the fieldwork, my familiarity 

with these aspects of local life enabled me to make better interpretations of the interview and 

observation data that I did formally collect. Fourth, I have established longtime professional 

relations and personal friendships with the participants, providing me with an additional depth of 

understanding of their classroom actions, and of their thoughts and feelings as they were making 

their instructional decisions and reacting to classroom conditions and on-the-spot challenges. 

Triangulation is defined as the synthesis and comparison of multiple sources of data to 

identify patterns or explain phenomena (Barkhuizen, Benson, & Chik, 2014). In this case, the 

three sources of data were (a) the semi-structured personal interviews about the participants’ US-

based SLTE experience and the current institutional environment, (b) the stimulated recall 

interviews on the teachers’ moment-to-moment instructional decisions, and (c) the classroom 

observations of the teachers’ instructional practices. Barkhuizen et al. further discuss how such 

triangulation enhances trustworthiness by maximizing the degree to which the researcher’s 

retelling and analysis of events approximates the actual events. I made every effort to support 

each finding with a combination of multiple data sources, then to support each analysis point 

with findings from all three participants. 

Member checking is also an important part of trustworthiness and credibility (Morse, 

2018). At multiple points throughout the collection and analysis process, I conferred with my 
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participants. During the collection period, I ran many of my preliminary ideas by them, to check 

whether they believed I was on track or not. As mentioned above, as the interviews were taking 

place, I created a number of charts and diagrams to summarize the data that they provided. This 

enabled me to confirm with them on the spot whether I was understanding them in the way they 

had intended. Oftentimes, looking at those charts and diagrams caused them to open up even 

further and provide additional information. Subsequent to the fieldwork, I asked the participants 

for slight clarifications on certain points, as part of my regular personal contact with them. 

Finally, I showed the participants the first drafts of their corresponding chapters and incorporated 

their ideas into subsequent drafts. This also enabled me to check the accuracy of the interview 

and observation segments that I reported. 

Barkhuizen et al. (2014) also address the issue of generalizability. While the present 

study might not be generalizable to a greater population in a statistical sense, findings could still 

be generalizable to theories of teacher knowledge. This requires that the study be well framed 

theoretically; I made every effort to frame the study based on the most classic and the most 

recent literature on language teacher knowledge. I tied each point of analysis as much as I could 

to the existing theoretical literature. In addition, I attempted to identify enough common patterns 

of experience to have meaningful implications for the process of teacher development more 

broadly. Finally, generalizability could be realized indirectly if the data allow for the formulation 

of hypotheses which could be tested in subsequent larger-scale studies. I have proposed potential 

hypotheses which could be further tested using other types of research designs in future studies. 

The researcher, as the primary instrument of collection and analysis, will naturally bring 

in some of his or her personal biases to the study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Given my own four 

years of experience as an English teacher in mainland China and Taiwan, as well as the 
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departmentally-funded research that I conducted on US-trained Chinese English teachers in 

China during the summers of 2015 and 2016, it is perhaps inevitable that I would have held some 

personal preconceptions going into the dissertation fieldwork. I made every effort to minimize 

the influence of these preconceptions through the use of bracketing. Bracketing is the explicit 

acknowledgement of such biases, for purposes of minimizing their influence on the information 

collection and analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

I consider that my own background experience with this research, and in Chinese culture 

more generally, was advantageous in several ways. First, I believe that I was better able to detect 

and understand the schema or unspoken assumptions underlying many of the participants’ 

statements. Second, I believe that I was better able to guide the interviews in a manner that 

resulted in deeper insights from the speakers and from my own analysis. Third, I believe that my 

previous experience as an English teacher in China enabled me to better connect with the 

participants during interviews. Participants often felt more comfortable with me because they 

knew that I could closely relate to many of the things they were saying during interviews. This 

provided an additional level of rapport between myself and the participants. 

In addition, my fluency in Mandarin enabled participants to speak with me more freely. It 

made them feel comfortable speaking to me more candidly. I had used these advantages to great 

effect in previous research, and felt confident going into the field that I would be able to use 

them to great effect during the present study as well. 

Several other potential pitfalls arose from the fact that I was not a neutral or invisible 

observer. Classroom observation inevitably involved some degree of disruption simply by my 

physical presence. I took several measures to minimize this disruption to the greatest possible 

extent. First, I attempted to determine the most appropriate times during the semester to enter 
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and exit the field sites. These times were mutually agreed upon by myself and the participants. 

Second, I aimed to ensure that observations were regular and consistent, instead of occasional 

and intermittent. This enabled the students to become more acclimated to my presence, reducing 

my visibility and minimizing disruptions. 

Personal interviews can be something of an art form, particularly stimulated recall 

interviews where the participants are asked to reflect on specific moments or decision points in 

their classes. This reflection might inevitably have an influence on the ways in which 

participants change and adapt their teaching in the future. In essence, the act of conducting 

regular interviews with them could be one of the influences which causes their instructional 

decisions to change over time. The nature of this research made it difficult to completely avoid 

this potential pitfall, yet it was possible to minimize its influence through the types of questions 

that I asked: probing enough to get the participants to reflect on their classroom experience, 

without leading or suggesting that participants do something differently next time.  

Classroom observations can also be something of an art form: the researcher is present in 

one sense but invisible in another. However, with careful planning and continuous open 

communication with the participants, it was possible to work out a plan for minimum disruption 

and maximum quality of data collection. 

In short, I believe my own background knowledge and experience brought a combination 

of benefits and drawbacks. I attempted to minimize the influence of my biases while capitalizing 

on the advantage of those biases, with the aim of strengthening the trustworthiness of the data, 

the findings, and the analysis. Careful planning and execution on the above issues ensured that 

the data collected and the analysis conducted could be as trustworthy as possible. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES – THE CASE OF CHU 

 

Overview 

This chapter presents the individual findings for Chu. I start by presenting an overview of 

her current teaching institution and her US educational background. I proceed to detail the most 

common facets of her US training that I saw reflected in my personal interviews and classroom 

observations. Finally, I analyze some of the local factors which I believe exerted an influence on 

the extent to which she was or was not able to apply her US training. While all of her academic 

degrees and teaching experiences invariably feed into her current teaching practice, a careful 

triangulation of interview and observation data enabled me to tease out specific areas of 

knowledge and skill that appeared to be cultivated most strongly in her US doctoral program. 

Current Institution 

Chu works in a university of science and technology in one of China’s special economic 

zones (SEZ). These ‘zones’ are cities to which, beginning in the 1980s, the central government 

allowed a greater degree of autonomy to experiment with Western-style capitalist economic 

policies. The result is that many SEZs today are sprawling megacities with dozens of software 

and industrial parks. Many SEZs also provide their education institutions with greater flexibility 

to experiment on matters such as curriculum design and admissions requirements. 

This university is well funded and maintains numerous partnerships with local industry, 

as well as a regular stream of international conferences on everything from earthquake safety to 

road construction—conferences in which the students themselves take active part. The students 

are all undergraduate science and engineering majors, many of them conducting and publishing 

original research in collaboration with their faculty advisers, most of whom have overseas 

degrees or work experience. The university’s administration places pressure on the English 
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teaching faculty to teach the students about Western academic writing conventions and cultivate 

the students’ ability to publish in international journals in English. 

English classes at the university are housed in the Foreign Language Institute (FLI) (a 

pseudonym). It is not a full department, as it does not have its own major. It provides the 

common English classes which all students of the university must take, as well as a variety of 

elective classes which are designed by individual professors. The semester that I conducted my 

fieldwork, Chu was teaching a sophomore academic English course and an elective public 

speaking course. At that time, the core English curriculum was undergoing a major restructuring. 

The old curriculum, which is the one that I observed but which is in the process of being phased 

out, consists of four semesters of academic English, with an integration of the four language 

skills, as well as considerable overlap in the content of the courses from one semester to the next. 

As of this writing, the new curriculum is currently in the process of being redesigned. Chu is one 

of the faculty in charge of this redesign, and her US training exerts a strong influence on how she 

helps redesign, as will be detailed below. The new curriculum aims to cultivate EAP beginning 

from smaller and more accessible building blocks. 

Moreover, in what might be considered a microcosm for the constant change and rapid 

expansion of the city (and the country’s coastal areas as a whole), the FLI has been moved and 

restructured two or three times in the past few years. Three years ago, the English teaching 

faculty were housed in the main teaching building, near the offices of faculty from some of the 

science content area departments. The English classes did not yet have their separate division; 

they were situated within a department of ‘core requirements’—mostly liberal arts—that all 

students of the university were required to take. Subsequently, as the university’s physical layout 

was in a constant state of construction and renovation—with new buildings being erected and old 
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ones being torn down—the English teaching faculty were shuffled around campus several times, 

before finally being given their own hallway inside a newly-constructed complex of scientific 

research institutes.  

Educational Background 

Chu received her bachelor’s degree in English from an international studies university in 

China. Immediately following, she went to the US to pursue a Master of Education in secondary 

English education from a major school of education. Upon graduation, she returned to China for 

a year to teach English courses at a polytechnic university and at several private language 

training centers. Following that, she returned to the US to pursue her doctoral degree in TESOL 

at another major school of education. In recounting her doctoral coursework, Chu divided it into 

three broad clusters: language education, educational technology, and a broad cluster that I label 

as “career development”. 

Language Education Cluster 

This cluster of courses is related to language teaching theories and pedagogies. She 

further divided this cluster into two sub-clusters: TESOL-related and literacy-related. The 

TESOL-related sub-cluster included courses in L2 acquisition theories, L2 teaching 

methodology, testing and assessment, bilingual education and American language education 

policy, and curriculum materials development. The courses tended to be heavily US-centric. As 

she explained to me, “when I was in TESOL, it was more about American contexts, about K-12 

education, it was not related to my teaching career after I came back” (Personal Interview, 

11/24/2017). Many of the teaching methods textbooks had a decidedly American K-12 

orientation, except for one course pack which she found useful at the time and still makes 

extensive use of today. “There was one course pack that we used in the TESOL teaching 
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methods course, it covered reading, writing, listening, speaking, these four skills. I realized that I 

would be able to use many teaching strategies from that course pack” (Personal Interview, 

11/27/2017). That course pack was created by an adjunct faculty member, who taught the 

teaching methods course during the semester that Chu was enrolled. The course pack is a 

compendium of articles on pedagogies for teaching each of the four language skills, as well as 

other teaching approaches such as process writing, semantic mapping, and collaborative 

learning—all three of which ended up surfacing in her current teaching practice. Chu still has 

that course pack on her bookshelf; she refers to it often, and she showed it to me when I visited. 

Two things are noteworthy here. First, many of the course pack’s teaching strategies that 

she frequently uses in her current teaching—such as process writing and semantic mapping—

were not directly covered by the instructor during class. The course pack seemed to function as a 

kind of varied toolbox, with only a portion of its ‘tools’ being covered by the course, but the rest 

of the tools being available for the teachers to refer to where necessary in their subsequent 

teaching where useful. This suggests that the value of a teaching methods course may not only be 

in what the course itself covers, but also in the wide array of other teaching methods that are 

provided for reference. Second, while this particular teaching methods course was taught with a 

focus on American K-12 contexts, the course pack materials themselves were not so context-

specific. I would postulate that this made it easier for Chu to adapt those methods into her local 

EFL teaching contexts. This postulation is supported by prior findings (Murray & Coady, 2018), 

which suggested that if a textbook introduced a set of teaching methods with too much of an 

explicit focus on American K-12 educational contexts, then the Chinese students did not 

necessarily see the relevance of those methods for their own future teaching contexts, and 

consequently did not use them. 
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The literacy-related sub-cluster included courses in reading, literacy, and academic 

writing. Curiously, she did not spend a substantial amount of our interview time talking with me 

about these courses. In fact, she appeared to downplay the importance of those courses for her 

teaching practice. However, I found that the knowledge and materials from those courses 

appeared to figure just as prominently into her teaching practice as the knowledge from her 

TESOL-related courses. In fact, I would argue (based on the evidence presented below) that the 

bulk of the linguistic knowledge that she taught to her current students came from those few 

literacy courses. I would speculate that she downplays the importance of these courses in her 

teaching practice because she views herself primarily as a TESOL student, not a literacy student. 

This belief might have been inculcated by her own US institution, which tends to operate under 

the ideology that TESOL and literacy are two separate fields: (a) TESOL being the teaching of 

the English language to non-native English speaking children, and being more related to culture 

and society; and (b) literacy being the facilitation of content knowledge learning (e.g. math, 

science) for all school-aged children, and being more related to academic language. I personally 

tend to believe that the TESOL-literacy distinction is largely ideological, not substantive. 

Regardless, the emphasis that Chu’s current university places on the development of the 

students’ academic writing skills has meant that Chu ended up drawing just as extensively from 

her few literacy courses as from her many TESOL courses. 

Educational Technology Cluster 

This cluster included courses in (a) media literacy; (b) technology, culture and society; 

and (c) the integration of technology into the curriculum. She pursued an optional educational 

technology minor as part of her doctoral studies. This material ended up figuring heavily into her 

dissertation, which focused on the literacy practices in which middle school English learners 
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engaged while playing a popular massive multiplayer online roleplaying game (MMORPG). 

When she first returned to China, she made extensive use of this technology expertise in her 

classroom teaching. She feels that her use of technology has decreased since coming to her 

current university, simply because she felt that she did not have sufficient time to integrate 

technology into her teaching as extensively as she would have preferred, given the heavier 

teaching load and the sheer time commitment that it took to remain updated on all the latest 

technological developments. Consequently, she did not feel that she was able to make as 

extensive use of her US-learned educational technology knowledge as she would have liked, yet 

she still found ways to incorporate aspects of it in her classroom teaching. 

“Professional Activities” Cluster 

I label this cluster for lack of a better term. It includes the courses that she took in her 

doctoral program but which do not fall into the above categories. These courses consist primarily 

of research methods courses, including qualitative and quantitative. They also include a course 

on career preparation, which she took from the school psychology department within the school 

of education, and a course on grant writing, which she took from the department of entomology 

outside the school of education. She used the latter course to obtain an external grant, which she 

used to complete her dissertation fieldwork. 

Research Question #1: Types of Knowledge from US-Based SLTE 

TESOL for the Mindset, Literacy for the Substance 

By Chu’s own account, the teaching methods and second language acquisition courses 

from her US studies appeared to shape her general teaching approach and orientation, while the 

literacy courses appeared to provide both the materials that she directly taught in class and the 

micro-teaching strategies that she used from moment to moment. “From literacy, it’s more about 
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the content. From TESOL, it’s more about the way I teach, the philosophy, the way I make 

students be connected to the content, so that they can see the significance of what I’m teaching” 

(Personal Interview, 11/27/2017). In other words, the literacy courses provided much of the 

material that she delivered to her students, while the TESOL courses influenced the way in 

which she delivered it. Two of the most important TESOL concepts which she emphasized were 

(a) teacher as facilitator, and (b) connecting to students’ daily lives. 

Teacher as Facilitator 

The attitude of “teacher as facilitator” was one of the primary ideas that Chu took from 

her TESOL teaching methods class: “Specifically, the role of teacher as facilitator to do some 

introductions with students, do some reading activities like jigsaw or other activities in class. So 

they’re very practical, I can use them directly and think about how to involve students and make 

them motivated” (Personal Interview, 11/24/2017). She typically did this in one of two ways: By 

asking students to take notes on a reading or video, then having a class-wide discussion on those 

notes. Or, by splitting the class into small groups, then moving around the different tables as the 

small groups talked among themselves. While many teachers, US-trained and otherwise, may use 

a combination of class-wide and small-group activities, she made clear that her manner of 

implementing them was developed and refined in her US doctoral experience, through a 

combination of taking TESOL teaching methods courses and teaching assistant experience. 

Class-wide discussions. An example of the class-wide discussion approach could be seen 

in a session of the sophomore academic English class on 11/24/2017. She began with a TED talk 

on drug addiction by Johann Hari (TED, 2015). Before the video began, Chu instructed students 

to take notes on two things while they watched: (a) the individual verbal and nonverbal language 

that the speaker used to deliver his talk material, and (b) the general idea or message that the 
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speaker attempted to convey in his talk. After the video, Chu asked the students to list some of 

the main points that the speaker was attempting to make. 

 

Chu: What is the main information in this talk? What does the speaker try to convince 

us of? 

S1: That we have the wrong attitude about addicts. We are used to reducing our 

connections with them. 

Chu: Okay, so? 

S1: So, we used to think we had to treat them as terrorists or terrible people. Now, he 

finds that those people maybe have some social trouble. They feel so alone, so we 

should make more connections with them, and love them more. 

Chu: Okay, to make them feel more welcome again so they can break that habit. So this 

talk is ‘everything you think you know about addiction is wrong’. So what is the 

preconception that he thinks we have? 

S2: That the reason for addiction is a chemical reaction. But he found that the real 

reason is that they have trouble making emotional connections. 

Chu: Very good … How about the presentation, the speaking skills? Because you’re 

going to do your presentation very soon. So what are your observations on 

nonverbal language? 

S3: Gestures. 

Chu: Gestures, hand gestures. Very good. He uses a lot of gestures … Like when he 

said, “Those in the middle row”, you see the hand, the palms pointing out … And 

how about eye contact? Did you talk about eye contact before, in your previous 

classes? 

Ss: [Nod collectively.] 

Chu: Yes, I bet you did. So what is effective eye contact? Scan your audience in 

different directions … Let’s talk about verbal language, how does he open his 

talk? 

S4: He starts with a personal story. 

Chu: Yes. So there are different ways to open your talk. Maybe if you talk about your 

personal experience. People like to listen to stories. And when speaking, how 

does he refute our preconceptions about drugs? “It’s only about chemicals.” How 

does he refute that? 

Ss: [No one answers.] 

Chu: Just like when writing, what do you need to use? 

S5: Evidence. 

Chu: Very good. You need concrete support. What kind of evidence does he use? 

S5: The experiment in Vancouver. 

Chu: Yes, previous studies by some researchers. 

S5: About rats. 

Chu: And he also talks about the veterans of Vietnam. They were expected to continue 

using their drugs when they came home, but they stopped. So it shows that 

environment is very important for their connections. 
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This segment demonstrates some specific techniques that Chu used for facilitating 

discussions. First, she provided the students with a set of things to look for when watching the 

video. Second, she integrated student-generated content with teacher-generated content. When a 

student made a point, she would take it and elaborate on it, then build on it with something of her 

own. This could enable students to buy into the class material even further, because they had a 

hand in generating it. Third, she attempted to tie the material directly to the assignments that the 

students were working on, including an upcoming presentation, thereby helping the students find 

even greater value in the discussion. 

Chu explained to me that her US-based teaching assistant experience was important in 

cultivating her sense of teacher as facilitator. As a TA, she taught an undergraduate TESOL class 

as part of her fellowship requirements. At that time, the TESOL course format consisted of a 

large lecture delivered in a lecture hall by the course’s faculty instructor, followed by the 

splitting of the cohort into smaller groups of 20 or 30. Each of these smaller groups was led by a 

teaching assistant. Chu was in charge of one of those smaller groups, with her role consisting 

entirely of fostering discussions, since the lecture had already been delivered by the course’s 

faculty instructor. 

“The professor gave lectures every week, and we had small sessions, more like cohort 

discussions. So she would teach them the content, and we would have the discussions. 

What made me change was that student-centered discussion, not just the content delivery. 

Because when I was educated in China, there were a lot of lectures instead of interactions 

with the teacher. Because of the class size, you cannot have the chance. But in that [US] 

class, with no more than 30 or 20-something students, you have the chance to have a very 

close relationship. I learned to listen to them and give them feedback, so it was more like 

communication, I am not the authority to teach … So I still tell my students that I’m not 

the authority on teaching, I’m here to help, but I can also learn something from them.” 

(Personal Interview, 11/24/2017) 

 

As demonstrated in this quote, Chu’s TA requirements at that time consisted entirely of 

being a discussion facilitator, and that mentality has stuck with her to this day. That TA 
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experience was important in cultivating a view of herself not as an authority who is above her 

students, but more as a coach who draws the potential out of her students. She aims to tap into 

the knowledge that students already possess, integrating it with the knowledge that the course is 

intended to provide. 

Chu understood that her American undergraduate students already possessed a great deal 

of the knowledge that they needed for their careers. Those students were pre-service elementary 

school teachers, many of whom already possessed considerable knowledge of pedagogy and 

instructional scaffolding, and even some second language acquisition theories. Their curriculum 

required them to take the TESOL courses in order to be better prepared to address the specific 

needs of the English learners that they would encounter in their future elementary school 

classrooms, particularly in the public school system. 

When I was a TA during my own doctoral studies, I had a similar situation as Chu did: 

My students were undergraduate pre-service elementary education majors who already possessed 

a substantial knowledge of teaching and education. They had to take my TESOL course as part 

of their teacher certification process. Given this, I came to view my job not as providing them 

with new information—much of which they already knew—but rather as helping them take the 

information that they already possessed and apply it specifically to English language learners. 

From her TA classes in the US to her current classes in China, Chu appears to have 

adopted this approach. Her students in China were undergraduate science majors who already 

possessed some knowledge and experience with different forms of oral and written academic 

communications, especially for their scientific fields. Her role, as she saw it, was to bring out the 

knowledge that the students already possessed, and to help them cultivate that knowledge for 

their careers and for their own future studies abroad. 
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If she were teaching the students a content course, such as physics or biology, then she 

might have been more inclined to act as the authority who delivered information, since in that 

case she would possess a body of content knowledge that her students would not yet have. 

Language skills were different. Even if she was more of an “expert” on language and academic 

communication than her students were, language was still not something that could be learned 

simply by “transmitting” or “receiving”. In sum, Chu’s mentality of ‘teacher as facilitator’ was 

doubly reinforced when she learned it in the graduate-level TESOL teaching methods course that 

she took, and then applied it in the undergraduate-level TESOL methods course that she taught. 

Small-group discussions. The other type of discussion of which Chu made frequent use 

was the small-group discussion, where she would split the class into groups of four or five per 

table. She would assign each table a topic to discuss, usually with some combination of language 

and content goals toward which to work. For instance, in her public speaking elective class on 

11/21/2017, she began the hour by reviewing the different purposes of a speech (to convince or 

to actuate) and the different types of speech foci (fact, value, or policy). She then split the class 

into five groups and assigned each group a different TED talk to watch and then discuss among 

themselves. The guidelines for the discussions were delineated on the PowerPoint (Figure 5-1), 

which she left on the projector screen while delivering her instructions. 

As can be seen in Figure 5-1, the students in their small-groups were asked to discuss the 

following features of their assigned TED talk: (a) the speech function or purpose, (b) the focus of 

the speech, (c) the organizational structure, and (d) the persuasive tools or strategies employed 

by the speaker. Chu provided each group with the link to their assigned TED talk, so the students 

could watch it on their laptops or smartphones at their respective tables. During the activity, she 

left that slide up on the projector screen for students to refer to when needed. 
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Figure 5-1. PowerPoint slide from Chu’s academic English class on 11/21/2017 

 

Speaking of the classroom’s physical layout, it is worth pointing out that every classroom 

which was used for language classes had its desks arranged in clusters of six, so that the students 

would face each other in small groups. Moreover, all of the tables were freestanding, not simply 

writing surfaces attached to chairs. This allowed for one large table surface on which to share 

materials during small-group projects or discussions. These seating arrangements appeared to be 

deliberately arranged for small-group interactions. By contrast, science content classes tended to 

be taught in larger lecture halls which had the traditional arrangement of chairs and writing 

surfaces in rows facing the front of the classroom. The allotment of large lecture halls with fixed-

position chairs for the science content classes, and the smaller classrooms with movable tables 

for the English classes, suggests that the university administration had intended the English 

classes to focus on interaction and communication. This configuration ended up better enabling 

Chu to implement her US-learned orientation of teacher as facilitator. 
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As the students were discussing in their groups, Chu floated between them, asking some 

prompting questions to each group. For instance, one group was assigned to discuss a talk by 

Arthur Benjamin (TED, 2009) on why statistics should be taught before calculus. The group was 

having trouble agreeing on whether the purpose of the speech was to convince or to actuate (i.e. 

to sway toward a viewpoint versus to call for an action). Chu leaned on the table into their group, 

and the discussion went as follows: 

 

Chu: What’s the function? Do you think he tries to persuade us or convince us about 

something or make us to do something? 

S1: [Trying to think of an answer.] 

Chu: So you are going to analyze the function, or are you doing that together? 

S1: Together. 

Chu: So what’s their idea about the function? [Turning to another student.] What’s your 

idea about the function of this speech? 

S2: [Trying to think of an answer.] 

Chu: I mean, does the speech try to make us do something or believe in something? 

S2: Believe in. 

Chu: Okay, so you think he just makes us believe instead of doing something? 

S2: [Nods.] 

Chu: Believe in what? 

S2: That statistics is more important than calculus. 

Chu: It’s not really more important. Both of them are important. 

S1: It means that our math education should turn from analog to digital. Statistics is at 

the top of the pyramid. 

Chu: So, what is the status quo right now in math education? Which one do we teach 

first? 

S3: Calculus. 

Chu: So what point does he try to make? To teach statistics before… [Pauses.] 

S2: Calculus. 

Chu: Calculus. Right. So you can say the function is to make us believe. And 

personally, I think that the function is to make us to change the education. 

S1: The teachers can’t change it. Only the President can change it. 

Chu: Yes, but he tries to make it as a policy. You’re right, the audience are not 

policymakers, but he says it’s worth trying to persuade us. So there’s no standard 

answer. 

 

In this segment, Chu was clearly having some difficulty getting students to talk. She 

appeared to use two techniques to attempt to overcome this difficulty. First, Chu prompted a 
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student to seek help from his groupmates, promoting the spirit of working together as a team. 

Second, when a student was having difficulty answering a question, she repeated the question 

with increasing simplicity: first an open-ended question, then a one-or-other question, then a yes-

or-no question, and finally a one-word prompt. She did not provide her own answer until the 

student finally gave an answer. In this way, she avoided feeding answers to the students, and 

instead aimed to build on what the students already knew. In addition, Chu believed that 

collaboration was a better way for students to learn certain language concepts that she wanted 

them to. On 11/27/2017, she gave the following instructions in preparation for a group activity: 

 

Chu: When you work in your groups, you solve the problems if you have questions 

about vocabulary. Because you will work on the same section of reading, so you 

can help each other. Ask each other, “Do you know what this word means?” You 

help each other to learn that effectively, instead of everyone using a dictionary to 

look up the same word. 

 

Here, we can see her attempts to foster discussion by getting the students to search for the 

answers among themselves. She clearly operated under the assumption that students would learn 

more by asking the answers of each other than by seeking the answers alone. Working alone, the 

students might find the answer and learn something. But working together, students could find 

the same answer while getting even more interactive practice time, making the students’ learning 

even more efficient. Chu often adopted this approach, instructing students to have these 

discussions among themselves while she moved around between the tables. 

Connecting with Students’ Daily Lives 

Chu attempted as much as possible to relate her teaching material to the students’ daily 

lives. She did this by finding new materials to give to students; or, if she was required to use 

certain textbook materials in class, by modifying those materials. For instance, one of the reasons 
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why she chose the abovementioned Johann Hari TED talk (on 11/24/2017) was because she 

thought that it was more useful than the textbook reading passage which had been assigned for 

that week. She was required to use that reading passage, because it was one of the materials 

which all the faculty who taught sophomore academic English that semester had agreed to use 

during that particular week. She only used that text for a portion of the hour, while she used the 

TED talk for the rest of the hour. During the discussion after the TED video, she made the 

following comments to the class: 

 

Chu: When we started this unit on addiction, I thought that this was so far away from 

us. Did any of you have that kind of feeling? So you might have wondered, 

what’s the significance of learning this chapter? I asked myself that, too. And 

first, I thought it’s something about your scientific reading, because there is 

something about chemistry and biology. It’s because of the chemicals that make 

people hooked on or addicted to. But also, I read an article last month, an article 

about laughing gas. If you don’t have any knowledge about drugs or those things, 

it may be easy to get addicted to, it might be very dangerous, this is what happens 

in real life. Some Chinese students, when they go study overseas, they get 

addicted to laughing gas. So laughing gas is one type of, what? It’s called nitrous 

oxide, 一氧化二氮 [its Chinese name]. At the very beginning, it was used for 

medical reasons. Laughing gas was used by dentists to relieve the pain of patients. 

And now some people abuse it, it’s become a type of drug. So maybe it’s not only 

about the chemicals. As this talk informs us, it’s not only about the drugs. Any 

addiction maybe indicates that we need some type of connection for something. 

 

Chu appeared to be attempting to accomplish three things. First, she was trying to relate 

the chemical aspects of drug addiction to the students’ personal interests in chemistry—and 

science more broadly—given that all the students at the university were science majors. She even 

looked up the name of the chemical element of laughing gas in English and Chinese. This 

demonstrates the ample preparation that Chu put into each class period. 

Second, Chu shared with them a recent news article about how Chinese students abroad 

were becoming further addicted to laughing gas. Since her university was strongly pushing the 
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English teaching faculty to prepare the students for study abroad, Chu was trying to help those 

students with more than just the language skills; she was also trying to help the students prepare 

for other aspects of study abroad life, such as the stress that could lead some students to turn to 

substance abuse for relief. 

Third, Chu was attempting to tell the students that addiction could happen to anyone, 

including them. She felt that it was important for them to be informed about the dangers and 

warning signs of addiction, given the danger that the people who most strongly believed that it 

would never happen to them could often be the ones who were the most susceptible to it. When 

people begin to form habits without realizing it, those habits could already be too deeply 

engrained by the time the people realize that it could happen to them. She was trying to make the 

point that addiction could involve any substance or even any activity, and that the main cause of 

it (and the most visible warning sign) was often a lack of human connections. She hoped the 

students would understand that this lack of human connection was something that could happen 

to any of them during their studies abroad. In sum, since Chu was required to cover the topic of 

substance abuse during that week, she attempted to modify and introduce new materials which 

would tie more closely into the students’ daily lives, by universalizing it to any kind of addiction. 

Peer Review and Process Writing 

Chu made frequent use of process writing in her classes, typically by having students 

submit multiple drafts of essays that were revised based on peer-reviewed feedback. As she 

explained to me, process writing had not been directly discussed in any particular class in the 

US, although she identified two sources that were heavily influential in cultivating her interest in 

process writing: (a) the professor of her doctoral courses in literacy, with whom she had many 

informal discussions about process writing; and (b) the aforementioned TESOL methods course 
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pack, which contained a chapter on how to implement process writing (Personal Interview, 

11/13/2017). 

Chu found that her students were not always improving their academic writing skills 

from one essay to the next. This made her consider that the students might benefit from spending 

additional time on each essay, either by revising the whole essay multiple times, or by writing 

one section of the essay at a time. As she described it, “I think process writing is very important. 

I can’t just give them a topic and expect them to write about it in one lecture, so step by step, one 

week one part” (Personal Interview, 11/13/2017). 

In addition, Chu had to coordinate her instruction with colleagues who taught other 

sections of the same sophomore academic English level 3 course during that semester. In this 

particular course, the instructors agreed by consensus to include peer review in that semester’s 

syllabus. The teachers also collaborated in the development of the guidelines on which the 

various drafts of the students’ argumentative essays and peer reviews would be evaluated. 

Therefore, Chu had some input into the development of the peer review guidelines that were 

collectively used by the sophomore academic English instructors. She summarized those 

guidelines for me, as shown in Figure 5-2 below. I have placed arrows next to the parts which 

Chu said she contributed to the rubric. 

As can be seen in this illustration, when Chu contributed her input to the peer review 

guidelines, she placed an emphasis on three particular aspects: (a) transitional words and phrases, 

(b) the distinction between academic and non-academic language usages, and (c) the use of 

refutations and counterarguments. When I asked her where she had gotten the idea to suggest 

those aspects, she explained to me that she had gotten them from her US-based academic writing 

class, taught by a professor who specializes in applied linguistics (and who also happens to be 
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Chinese). That class, she explained to me, had emphasized the importance of presenting 

counterarguments in an argumentative essay: “It’s more convincing. It shows that the essay is 

more than propaganda, that you’re thinking from different sides and weighing the advantages 

and disadvantages of two sides. As a writer, you show that you consider two sides of an issue” 

(Personal Interview, 11/27/2017).  

 

 
Figure 5-2. Peer review guidelines co-constructed by the course instructors 
 

Introduction 

• Hook 

• Background information 

• Thesis statement 

• Transitional words and phrases  

 

Body paragraphs 

• Topic sentence 

• Supporting evidence 

• Transitional words and phrases  

 

Counterargument and refutation  

• Counterargument  

• Refutation  

• Transitional words and phrases  

 

Concluding paragraph 

• Restated thesis 

• Summary of main points 

• Final remarks 

• Transitional words and phrases  

 

Use of language 

• Informal or non-academic language  

• Grammar, punctuation, and capitalization problems 

 

Format and mechanics 

• Appropriateness of centering, indentation, and line spacing 

 

Use of resources 

• In-text citations 

• Reference list in proper format 
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In that academic writing class during her doctoral studies, Chu learned that her 

argumentative essay would be more credible if she took the initiative to present some of the 

opposing side’s counterarguments and then refuted them. She took this knowledge and added it 

into her classroom teaching. as well as into the collective guidelines for peer review. 

Signal Words and Rhetorical Structure 

Chu appeared to place a heavy emphasis on the ability to identify the rhetorical structure 

of a text by identifying certain individual ‘signal’ words within that text. For instance, 

identifying a cyclical process by identifying signal words such as rise, fall, and stabilization; or 

determining a historical account by identifying signal phrases such as ‘in 1900’, ‘then in 1920’, 

etc. To teach students about the relationship between signal words and rhetorical structure, she 

often used small-group activities such as the jigsaw, which she had picked up when some faculty 

instructors in her US doctoral program used it in their classes. 

For instance, in the sophomore academic English class on 11/27/2017, the class was 

analyzing a reading passage on the globalization of drugs such as crack and heroin. It should be 

noted that Chu did not particularly like this reading passage; but it was part of the course packet 

which all the instructors who taught sophomore academic writing that semester had to use. Being 

obligated to use it, she decided that it could be best used to teach her students about signal words 

and how they point to a text’s greater rhetorical structure.  

For this activity, Chu divided the class into small groups and assigned each group a drug 

from the reading passage to focus on. The groups were supposed to read the paragraphs 

pertaining to their assigned drug: cannabis, cocaine, heroin, inhalants, alcohol, or tobacco. She 

instructed the students to (a) read for comprehension, (b) talk to each other about vocabulary that 

they did not know (instead of checking a dictionary individually), (c) summarize the main ideas 
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of the reading passage, and (d) identify certain rhetorical structures in the reading passage. 

Students were to do this with the assistance of three fill-in-the-blank diagrams (shown in Figure 

5-3) which appeared in the text after the reading passage: 

 

            
 

Figure 5-3. Diagrams for cyclical process, cause and effect, and sequence of events 

 

The first diagram was a circle with four blank text boxes around the perimeter; students 

were to fill in the four steps of a drug epidemic cycle. The second diagram was a table with two 

columns, labeled as cause and effect; students were to identify certain effects that were described 

in the readings, and to identify their causes, or vice-versa. The third diagram was a linear series 

of three blank text boxes connected by arrows; students were to identify some sequence of three 

events in the reading and fill them into the text boxes.  

These diagrams corresponded to the three rhetorical structures contained within the text: 

cyclical processes, cause and effect, and sequence of events. The cyclical process in question 

was the rise, peak, decline, and resurgence in the use of certain drugs. The cause and effect was 

the impact of globalization on the dissemination of those drugs across borders and continents. 

The sequence of events was the historical trend in drug use from medical to recreational. 

As the students discussed their assigned drug in their small groups, Chu floated around 

the different groups, spending several minutes at each table, trying to get the students to identify 

different signal words that marked each of the three rhetorical structures. The following segment 

of conversation took place at the table that was assigned to discuss cocaine, when the group was 

feeling stumped with the reading passage: 
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Chu: So, how does cocaine provide an example of globalization of substance abuse, 

and the cyclical nature of drug addiction? 

Ss: [No one answers.] 

Chu: What does ‘cyclical’ mean? 

S1: Circle. 

Chu: Yes, a circle. So there are two keywords here, one is ‘globalization’, and the other 

is ‘cyclical structure’, right? And in the reading, what information is very 

important? What kind of feature did you identify in this part of the reading? What 

information indicates globalization? 

S2: South America, North America, and Europe. 

Chu: Yes, exactly. Different countries in different continents. That indicates 

globalization. And also, there are a lot of numbers, those are years. It’s like a 

timeline, because we talk about development or a change based on the timeline. 

So we have the timeline, including 1860, 1900, 1960s and 70s and 80s and 2001. 

Right? So in your reading, you should have the kind of visualization, that’s a 

timeline. And globalization, what countries are involved. And how about cyclical 

structure? What is the cyclical structure that this reading is talking about? 

S3: This word, ‘stabilization’. [Reading from the text] “This stabilization may 

demonstrate the cyclical nature of drug epidemics”. 

Chu: Yes, ‘epidemics’. This is a word we just used. So ‘stabilization’ is one stage. But 

what else? If you don’t know, turn to the diagram after the reading. It’s the 

cyclical nature of drug epidemics. And you see, the first box is already filled in 

with the words “increase in drug use”. Where can we find “increase in drug use” 

in the text? What words indicate ‘increase’? 

Ss: [No one answers.] 

Chu: Did you see in this line, ‘popular’? And how about the words in this line, ‘widely 

available’. And in this line, what’s that word? 

S4: ‘Popularity’. 

Chu: Right. All those words indicate what? An increase in drug use. And then later in 

the second paragraph, it talks about stabilization and decline. ‘Decline’, we can 

also see in the first paragraph, the word ‘decrease’, ‘loss’. So when you read, you 

should highlight those words, because it shows the trends of what the cyclical 

nature means there. That will be the key information … So you see in the reading, 

first you have ‘increase in drug use’, then you have ‘stabilization’, then ‘decline’, 

and finally ‘further increase’. That’s the summary from the second paragraph. 

Because this passage talks about globalization and the cyclical structure. That’s 

the key information. But how? So you can find all the details. Teach each other if 

there are any vocabulary terms you’re not sure about. 

 

We see several things in this exchange. First, Chu was trying to get the students to see 

which signal words indicated different types of rhetorical structures, such as country names to 

indicate globalization; dates to indicate a sequence of events; or words pertaining to rising and 
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falling, or increasing and decreasing, to indicate a cyclical process. She proceeded to help the 

students identify other signal words such as ‘air travel’ and ‘transportation’, which suggested 

cause and effect, namely improved transportation causing drugs to travel globally. 

Second, Chu was not feeding answers to the students, but trying to lead them to identify 

those signal words for themselves. If students had trouble answering, she did not provide them 

the answer, but simply rephrased her question in a simpler manner. Only once she believed that 

the students had identified enough keywords on their own, did she provide an explanation of her 

own to cement their new knowledge. Chu then floated to another table, where the group was 

talking about the social, psychological, and physical reasons for alcohol consumption in different 

countries. Chu’s conversation at this table included the following segment: 

 

S1: These three boxes talk about alcohol in China, India, and Mexico, and different 

views and attitudes. 

Chu: And the reasons. 

S1: The reasons and control of alcohol. 

Chu: And there is one question. Which word indicates ‘decrease’ here in the first 

paragraph? 

S1: ‘Decline’. 

Chu: ‘Decline’. That’s the word. And also the second question. Do you think it makes 

sense, the reasons why it says Chinese people consume alcohol? 

S1: Chinese people use alcohol more because of social [sic.]. 

Chu: And psychological. Do you agree with that? What does it mean for social? 

S1: 社交 [social interactions]. 

Chu: Yeah, some occasions where people have to show intimacy. You’re close, you’ve 

got to drink. What does ‘psychological’ mean? 

S1: Just like, I am not happy today, and after a sleep, I will feel better. 

Chu: Relieved, the pain. And physical? [Turns to speak to the whole class] Why do you 

think Chinese people drink alcohol? We talked about social reasons. People, 

especially in the north, they have to drink to show intimacy. “We are brothers”, 

兄弟 [siblings], you have to drink to show that, right? So the second one is 

psychological, increase in confidence and decrease in negative feelings. So if 

you’re feeling bad, some people will have some alcohol to feel relief. What about 

physical? Think about it, people in the north usually drink more than people in the 

south. Maybe it’s because of the weather, they feel warm after they drink alcohol. 

So I think it’s interesting, I never thought about that, about why people can drink. 
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In this segment, we see Chu attempting to get her students to identify causes and effects, 

namely by categorizing different types of causes (i.e. social, psychological) for the consumption 

of alcohol. We also see Chu attempting to get her students to tie the reading material to their own 

culture and society; for example, some of the reasons why Chinese people drink. 

Chu’s approach to teaching these concepts was originally cultivated in the academic 

writing class that she took in the US, but it was further developed in the academic writing classes 

that she taught in her first teaching job after returning to China. In her US academic writing 

class, the core textbook was the classic academic writing manual Inside Track (Gillett, 

Hammond, & Martala, 2009) and its companion website (Gillett, 2018). It also happens to have 

been the core text for the academic writing class that I took in my own doctoral studies, making 

it one of the strongest influences on my own academic writing and on my teaching of academic 

writing to others. It also meant that I could more readily detect the textbook’s influence on Chu’s 

teaching focus, even when she herself might not have been as consciously aware of its influence, 

as she admitted to me on several occasions. 

Jigsaw Method 

In one of the above quotes, Chu mentioned learning the jigsaw method from her US-

based TESOL teaching methods class. The course instructor had not only discussed it, but also 

used it as a teaching method herself. During class reading assignments, Chu made frequent use 

of the jigsaw method, where her students would be divided into groups, with each group 

focusing on a different section of the reading passage. 

“The good thing about the jigsaw is that everyone has to speak, even if it’s a little bit … 

Especially in classroom reading, if it’s a long piece, it takes forever for them to read, and 

it doesn’t make any sense for the teacher to teach each vocabulary, I think they can help 

each other, it’s more effective, saves time, and they have more interactions with each 

other” (Personal Interview, 11/27/2017). 
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To set up the jigsaw activity, she went around the room and had the students count off by 

number and letter, i.e. A1 to A5, then B1 to B5, etc. She then had the students get into groups by 

number (i.e. all the 1’s together, all the 2’s together), labeling these the ‘expert groups’. She 

assigned each group a section of the reading passage that the group would become the ‘expert’ 

on. She put up a PowerPoint slide (Figure 5-4) with four questions that the groups would have 

10-15 minutes to discuss among themselves. She described to me how the PowerPoint slide was 

important to maintain on the projector screen during the discussions, because otherwise, “if I tell 

them to introduce the main idea of their section, then they have no idea what they should focus 

on” (Personal Interview, 11/27/2017). 

 

 
Figure 5-4. Peer review guidelines from Chu’s academic English on 11/28/2017 

 

After the 15-minute discussion period was up, she would have the students reshuffle and 

regroup according to letter (i.e. all the A’s together, all the B’s together), which she referred to as 

the ‘home group’. Since each group had someone who was familiar with a different section of 

the reading passage, each person could introduce their respective portion of the reading passage, 
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so that in the end, each person in the group had a chance to introduce his or her section of the 

reading passage, enabling every person in the group to have a chance to speak. This way, rather 

than have all students read the entire passage, and inevitably cause some students to take up most 

of the speaking time while others sat back quietly, each group could discuss a manageable 

section of the passage. The groups would then reshuffle, so that each student could in turn 

introduce his or her corresponding section of the passage to the ‘home group’. In this way, every 

part of the article was discussed, and every student had a chance to speak. 

On 11/28/2017, she implemented the jigsaw activity in her class, and she assigned a blog 

post entitled “The World Unplugged” (ICPMA, n.d.). The article contained 15 ‘points’ about 

smartphone addiction, and Chu broke the class into five groups so that each group would discuss 

three of the points. The implementation of the activity went similarly as the one just described. 

After class, she explained to me, 

“That article is easy to divide … It has fifteen points, you can ask them to read just three 

points so that it won’t hinder their comprehension of the whole. If I use the other article, 

it’s more difficult. I don’t know where I should start and stop for each group.” (Personal 

Interview, 11/28/2017) 

 

The ‘other article’ she was referring to was another textbook reading passage on drug 

addiction. She considered this reading passage to be denser, lengthier, and more difficult to 

divide cleanly. Chu has learned through experience that the best articles to use for the jigsaw 

activity were those which could be (a) easily dividable so that the different sections could be read 

independently of the other sections; (b) more accessible in terms of technical complexity; and (c) 

more relevant to the students’ daily lives, since smartphones were a likelier source of addiction 

for her students than drugs. This is a clear example of how Chu took an aspect of her US training 

and adapted it into her own local teaching context through her own personal practical knowledge 

(PPK), which she has cultivated during her time at her current university. 
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Educational Technology 

As part of her US doctoral studies, Chu pursued a minor in educational technology. At 

her first university teaching position on returning to China, she made extensive use of 

technological tools, particularly smartphone apps. In her current university, she makes frequent 

use of blended learning, as well as allowing the students to access websites and videos on their 

mobile devices during class. Far from reprimanding the students for using their smartphones and 

laptops during class, she welcomes it. In her first job after returning to China, 

“I used blended course format, which I used a lot when I studied in the US and I taught 

online courses there. So I chose to use a blended course format [in China]. … I published 

one paper about my teaching using blended format in that doctoral writing course … So I 

did have blended learning experience when I worked as a TA in a graduate course after I 

defended my dissertation but before I came back to China. My adviser gave me an online 

graduate course about teaching English, it was about content, helping students’ English 

learning in their content areas. I think that this developed my teaching experience using 

online components, and this came back to help with my current curriculum design, the 

blended course format. I have students use a discussion forum, I ask them to answer 

questions each week, and they give each other feedback … In my educational technology 

courses in the US, I took online and blended courses as well. And when I TA-ed for that 

undergraduate TESOL course, there were two courses that I taught online. Just like you 

observed in my public speaking class, I have the modules online as well.” (Personal 

Interview, 11/25/2017) 

 

In other words, Chu gained significant experience with blended learning from her US 

teacher education program. She gained this experience in two predominant ways: by taking a 

number of educational technology courses for her minor during her doctoral studies, and by 

frequently using blended format when she worked as a teaching assistant in the US. These 

courses taught her how to integrate various technologies into the curriculum, including 

screencasts, media literacy, evaluating web sources, and the use of smartphone applications for 

teaching and learning. 

Concerning her teaching assistant experience, most of the courses for which she worked 

as a TA were either face-to-face with a heavy online component, or fully online. The students of 
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the face-to-face courses were usually undergraduate education majors right within her 

department, while the students of the online courses were usually current elementary school 

teachers from around the state who needed to take TESOL courses for their continuing education 

credits. In either case, the blended format often consisted largely of posting weekly assignments, 

and of having students post on a weekly discussion board and respond to each other’s posts. 

Chu continued this practice when she returned to China. In the first university at which 

she taught, she used this format extensively in the doctoral writing and master’s-level academic 

writing course that she taught. At her current university, she continues to use this format. In the 

published paper that she mentioned, she and her co-author described how the blended learning 

format allowed them to send out general announcements, upload curriculum materials, regulate 

discussion forums, and develop online-based activities. Their goal, as they described it, was to 

achieve a balance of inputs (reading) and outputs (writing), along with ample student-to-student 

and student-to-teacher interaction (Authors, 2017). The digital component of her course 

consisted largely of posting the reading assignments and providing discussion forums for the 

students to interact with each other on course-related materials outside of class. 

I observed this myself during classroom observations. Aside from the weekly online 

forums and allowing students to use their electronic devices in class, she made frequent use of 

several popular Chinese instant messaging applications: WeChat for announcements and other 

communications with her students, and QQ for the sharing of larger files and documents. In fact, 

I have observed many teachers in China making frequent use of WeChat as a communication 

tool with their students, most often by creating a group so that they can message their students 

simultaneously. I used WeChat in this way myself when I taught a short-term academic writing 

course at a Chinese university in the summer of 2017. 
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Academic Writing in Steps 

The university administration was pushing Chu and the other English teaching faculty to 

teach their students to write a research paper starting in freshman year. Chu felt that this was 

impossible. Academic writing had to be taught in steps, she felt, with each step accessible 

enough so that the students could catch on without being too overwhelmed. 

“The administration has very high expectations, to teach students to write a research 

paper. I think it’s impossible for us to teach them to write a research paper, especially 

since the students are not graduate students … I can only teach them how to write an 

argumentative essay about academic topics in their own field, like physics or biology. 

And also, I think it’s very important to teach them to read academically, like knowing the 

elements of a research paper. In their second year, some of them have not even read a 

research paper, so it goes without saying, the freshmen would not have either. Their 

departments should teach them that.” (Personal Interview, 11/21/2017) 

 

Several issues are highlighted by this quote. First, the university administrators appeared 

to want their students to begin writing for publication from the first year, expecting the English 

teaching faculty to somehow “make that happen”. Second, the faculty from the actual science 

departments appeared to focus on teaching their students the scientific content knowledge while 

expecting the English teaching faculty to train the students in the skills of writing for publication. 

These content area professors appeared to have little regard for the partial responsibility that they 

bore in preparing students to publish in their respective sub-disciplines, or for the reality that the 

English teaching faculty could not automatically teach every type of research article format. 

The old English core curriculum was designed in an attempt to meet this demand, by 

focusing intensively on EAP for all four semesters. There was significant crossover in content 

from one semester to the next. Chu did not believe that this was useful or practical. 

“I think that from the first semester, they need more general English. They’re just high 

school students. Of course, academic English is needed. But later, not at the beginning … 

A lot is repeated from the first semester … and they still have a lot of problems … Four 

semesters of academic English, it’s not fun.” (Personal Interview, 11/24/2017) 
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In essence, she felt that the old curriculum was counterproductive, because it weighed the 

students down so much, that little of the material “stuck” in the first place. For her, it was better 

to begin from a foundation and cultivate the skills in accessible steps over the course of two 

years—already a tight schedule as is, but at least was better than a solid wall of four heavy 

semesters of academic English. In fact, when I examined some of the syllabi for the current 

academic English courses, I noticed that they were densely weighed down with highly technical 

academic skills, such as finding evidence and using transitions, and with heavy topics such as 

drug addiction and abnormal psychology. By contrast, Chu described the new curriculum thus: 

“The new curriculum will be English 1, 2, and 3, then EAP. I’m not going to ask the 

students to write research papers, I don’t think they’re ready … So I think I’m going to 

focus on academic reading and also writing, but writing is more about argumentative 

essay writing, but they should use academic topics, and learn to use references and 

citations in their writing. I think we’re going to focus on argumentative essays, and they 

need to learn to use references, evidence in writing, avoiding plagiarism. The language 

style, academic language use.” (Personal Interview, 11/25/2017) 

 

In other words, she did not consider the first three English courses to be EAP per se, as 

they would not focus directly on publication or other academic activities. Instead, the courses 

would contain some building blocks leading up to EAP. At the time of my fieldwork, the exact 

contents of each course had not yet been determined, although Chu had the general idea that 

English 1 would focus on paragraph building; English 2 would focus on essay building; English 

3 would focus on the different essay functions, primarily argumentation but also description and 

persuasion; and EAP would focus on putting all those skills toward specific academic venues in 

the students’ own academic and professional lives. 

When I asked her what was guiding her decisions on this curriculum redesign, she 

explained: “The academic writing course that I took [in the US], the only course I can really 

draw on … I’m going to use the EAP website that [the academic writing course instructor] used. 
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I used that website before, in my academic writing course when I worked for my previous 

university” (Personal Interview, 11/25/2017). That website is Gillett (2018), which was the main 

text of the academic writing course that she took in the US. She also used that website as one of 

the main texts of the academic writing courses that she taught in her first job after returning to 

China. During her first few years at her current university, she was not able to use the site as 

extensively as she had before, largely because many of the course materials were already decided 

upon by senior faculty. Now that she has been tasked with helping redesign the whole 

curriculum, she has used it extensively to guide her design decisions. From that website, Chu 

took many of the elements that she was implementing in the new curriculum, such as the 

paragraph as the most basic unit of writing, the various functions of an academic essay, and 

citation and referencing. We see, then, the influence of her US academic writing class, which 

planted the seeds that have been further developed over the years. 

Research Question #2: Influencing Factors 

Testing Focus (but not in the way you think) 

Chinese education, including higher education, is often labeled as being heavily oriented 

towards teaching to the test. While tests and exams did have a strong influence on the teaching 

objectives and the teaching methods that the participants used, the influence that I saw during my 

fieldwork had little to do with the teachers making their students memorize facts for a test. 

In the case of Chu, the influence of testing was more complicated than that. The 

university administrators wanted the English teaching faculty to redesign their curriculum with 

the TOEFL and IELTS in mind. This did not mean that the faculty directly prepared students for 

those exams, nor did they even prepare the students for the College English Test (CET), which 

has traditionally been a graduation requirement for non-English major college students in China. 
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“At the end of the sophomore year, they should reach IELTS or TOEFL over 100. They 

should be able to survive in an American university … Other universities may value the 

CET-4 and CET-6 … If your university ranks high in terms of CET-4 and CET-6, they 

think your university teaches good English. But we value different things. We don’t care 

about CET-4 or CET-6, we have a higher demand.” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017) 

 

CET-4 and CET-6 refer to the two most common levels of the CET on which college 

students in China have traditionally focused. Level 4 is the minimum required for graduation, but 

students may opt to try the more difficult Level 6, which looks better on their CV. In the above 

quote, Chu was basically saying that, while many other universities in China might still focus on 

preparing their students for the CET, her university now focused on cultivating its students’ 

academic language skills, to take the study abroad tests and survive in their studies overseas. The 

CET, at her university, was no longer as stringent a requirement; writing instruction therefore did 

not need to be structured very much around it. 

So how did this influence Chu’s use of her US training? By making her draw heavily on 

argumentative writing skills, on which the GRE, TOEFL, and IELTS place a heavy emphasis. In 

fact, during most of my fieldwork, argumentative writing was the academic writing genre that I 

saw most strongly emphasized. When I asked her why argumentative writing appeared to be the 

most common kind that I have seen taught in the college classrooms that I visited, she speculated 

that, “Students will have an argumentative essay in their TOEFL, and in their IELTS, and GRE 

as well, they need to argue for something … I think the GRE writing topics are argumentative” 

(Personal Interview, 11/27/2017). In other words, because the study abroad standardized tests 

placed such a strong emphasis on academic writing, it filtered into many college English classes 

whose students would one day take those tests. And yet, Chu did not “teach to the test”. In fact, 

she rarely mentioned the tests themselves during class. She focused entirely on academic writing 

concepts, of which she deepened her knowledge through her US experience. 
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US Training of Other Professors 

Chu found that she was able to adopt with relative ease many of the interactive teaching 

approaches that she cultivated during her time in the US, because the students tended to be 

receptive to these types of teaching approaches. Chu speculated that her students might have 

shown receptivity to these approaches because they were also used by the content area 

professors, many of whom also received their degrees from foreign universities as well. 

“I think the students at this university are getting more used to group work. But maybe in 

other universities, they still use traditional ways to teach. I recall my learning experience, 

we didn’t have much group work. I didn’t do any presentations during my undergraduate 

study, even though I majored in English. And the thing is, most of the professors here 

have overseas experience, so consciously or unconsciously they transfer their previous 

learning experiences to their teaching as well, especially since those professors never had 

training about teaching, I think their teaching is determined by their learning experience. 

We are in education, we are taught how to teach, but they’re not” (Personal Interview, 

11/27/2017). 

 

This suggests that Chu’s students may have already been accustomed to a more 

interactive, group-based style of classroom learning, because many of their content area 

professors also taught in similar manner. Those professors, who were generally required to have 

a foreign degree in order to even be hired at this university, were themselves not trained as 

teachers, yet many of them taught in an interactive and group-based way, because that was how 

they were taught in the courses they took during their US studies. 

Students in other universities did not always show the same receptiveness to such 

teaching approaches. Chu’s quote suggests a potential hypothesis that students’ receptiveness to 

certain teaching approaches is based at least in part on whether a majority of the students’ other 

professors within and across departments also use that approach. This could be an interesting 

question for future investigation, because it has potential implications for ‘communities of 

practice’ (Wenger, 1998) among teachers and students. 
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Administrative Pressures 

A considerable influence on Chu’s teaching appears to have come from university 

administrators, who often provide somewhat vague mandates without having much linguistics or 

language teacher training themselves. These mandates are oftentimes ambitious, not so much in 

the goals themselves as in the time frame that they expect. 

“The Teaching Affairs Office is involved with students’ study, so they hope the language 

teachers can prepare [the students] for academic study in their subject learning, both here 

and in their [foreign] exchange programs. And other departments like Global Education 

want students to ‘survive’ when they’re thrown into the English-speaking world. So 

academic and general English as well” (Personal Interview, 11/25/2017). 

 

Chu was saying that one administrative office wanted the English teaching faculty to 

prepare the students for academic survival in graduate studies abroad (as if that were an easy 

task), while another administrative office wanted the English teaching faculty to prepare the 

students for daily life abroad (as if that were an easy task as well). This appeared to affect Chu’s 

use of her US training in several ways. 

First, she adapted her instruction to what was appropriate for their current proficiency 

level and what was relevant for the students’ daily lives. If that week’s topic was about drug 

addiction, and Chu felt that the textbook’s reading passages on drug addiction were linguistically 

inaccessible and substantively irrelevant, then she found articles and TED talks on smartphone 

addiction, social connection, and other issues which she felt the students were more likely to 

encounter during their studies abroad. She felt that such materials enabled her to introduce 

academic language principles at an appropriate level to be challenging but not inaccessible. 

Second, she drew on her US-gained knowledge of academic writing, to help design a 

curriculum that cultivated the building blocks which could be applied to a wide variety of 

academic genres. This contrasts with the old curriculum, which she believed introduced too 
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many academic writing concepts all at once for four semesters, making it difficult for the 

students to even begin to get a handle and cultivate a solid foundation in the first place. Chu’s 

training played the role of leading her to develop a step-by-step curriculum that was intended to 

build the foundations of academic writing toward those higher-level professional functions: 

progressing through paragraph level, essay level, academic function level, and finally, 

professional level such as research and science writing. 

Chu’s US language teacher training helped her understand that the lofty goals of the 

administrators would not be so easy to accomplish. Professional activities, such as reading and 

writing research publications, take years to cultivate. The English curriculum at the school only 

lasts two years. How could undergraduate students accomplish in two years what many graduate 

students with native English fluency often struggle with? 

The administration appeared to be heavy-handed in some ways and hands-off in others. 

On the one hand, they appeared heavy-handed in the ways that they imposed sometimes vague 

and lofty goals and left it to the English teaching faculty to figure out how to implement those 

goals. On the other hand, they appeared hands-off in that they did not micromanage the actual 

content or teaching approaches of the English teaching faculty. Contrary to what appears to be 

commonly believed about Chinese education (including higher education), Chu and many of her 

colleagues did not appear to be prevented from using interactive teaching methods by a heavy 

teaching load. The role of institutional administration was more complicated than that, and 

deserves further investigation, especially as Chinese higher education is in a state of flux. 

In fact, this appears to contradict another popular notion, about Chinese education being 

rather rigid and inflexible. The challenge facing Chu and many of her colleagues was not that 

they were dealing with a system that offered little flexibility. On the contrary, they were dealing 
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with a system that was in a state of constant flux, so that their challenge was to define the shape 

of the new curriculum in line with changing administrative and global demands. 

It is also worth noting that Chu made no mention of government or Education Ministry 

requirements. This might be partly related to the fact that, as described above, the university is 

located within a Special Economic Zone, where the government tends to give greater degrees of 

latitude in experimenting with different kinds of education policies. Instead, Chu’s institutional 

pressures, at least those which appeared to affect her most directly, lay with the university’s 

various administrative offices and their overlapping language, as just discussed, as well as with 

her own intradepartmental collaboration. 

Team Teaching 

This intradepartmental collaboration was one of the factors which appeared to most 

strongly influence Chu’s use of her US-learned knowledge. She had to coordinate her teaching 

with other teachers who were responsible for other sections of the same course. Prior to the 

semester, they had to sit down and agree to teach the same syllabus with the same textbook. The 

textbook that she and her colleagues had to use in the sophomore academic English class that I 

observed was selected by the FLI’s former director (Personal Interview, 11/27/2017). The peer 

review was agreed upon by all the faculty beforehand, which facilitated her use of it in class 

(Personal Interview, 11/24/2017). 

Teaching Assistant Experience 

Chu worked as a TA throughout most of her doctoral studies, specifically as an instructor 

for an introductory TESOL course for undergraduate elementary education majors. She 

described this experience as having been influential in helping her to synthesize and cement 

much of the knowledge that she gained from her US doctoral classes.  
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“I think I got a lot of improvement … and became a lot more confident in teaching. And 

about the content, because there was basic content about language and culture, so that 

helped me build the foundation knowledge, because I taught that course a lot. And I also 

shared a lot of personal English language learning experiences with students, because as 

an insider … about the language learning and cross-cultural experience. So that course 

helped me, in terms of teaching, and learning as well … and about language acquisition.” 

(Personal Interview, 11/24/2017) 

 

This undergraduate TESOL foundations course was designed to prepare elementary 

education majors to address the cultural and educational challenges of English learners within 

mainstream American K-12 classrooms. From Chu’s perspective, the TA experience also served 

as a kind of review of all the knowledge that she gained in her graduate-level courses on 

language, culture, society, teaching methods, and language acquisition. Because she had to teach 

much of the information that she herself was learning at the same time, she feels that the 

information became more firmly engrained in her own mind, enabling her to make better use of 

it in her current teaching in China. 

Another important point reflected in the above quote was the notion of having an 

“insider” advantage: she was able to use her experiences as an English learner herself to provide 

better explanations of language learning to her native English-speaking undergraduate students, 

with the positive benefit of improving her own personal feeling of credibility as a language 

teacher, and as a language teacher-educator. 

The influence of the TA experience was not just in the content of what she taught, but 

also in the nature and timing of her TA responsibilities. For example, the semester that she took 

her graduate-level course on TESOL teaching methods, her TA duties consisted primarily of 

running small-group discussions. She learned how to be a discussion facilitator not only by being 

lectured to about it in her graduate class, but also by simultaneously acting out the role of 

discussion facilitator in her undergraduate TA class. 
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After that semester, the teaching format for the undergraduate TESOL course changed, 

and she was assigned to be the sole teacher of a section of that course. However, at just the right 

time, during the semester that she was receiving instruction on how to be a discussion facilitator, 

she was being given the chance to practice that instruction right away, when her TA duties 

required her to focus exclusively on being a discussion facilitator. I would speculate that if she 

had been assigned as the sole teacher of a section of the undergraduate course during that 

semester, the principles of being a discussion facilitator might not have “stuck” as deeply. She 

agreed with this speculation during member-checking. 

In this way, her TA experience shaped many of her current teaching approaches, 

particularly in the integration of language and culture. Moreover, her teaching confidence 

increased when she was able to share her personal English learning experiences with her pre-

service students. She was able to position herself as an English learning “insider”, despite not 

being a native English speaker herself. 

Chu’s TA experience during her master’s which was also in the US but in a different 

university, also contributed to the development of her teaching sensitivity. Her TA duties at that 

time consisted of acting as note-taker for struggling ESOL students in a local area high school. 

There was “one Vietnamese student, he was falling behind, so I sat in with him in his science and 

history class, I took notes and helped him to make sure he understood all the points delivered by 

the teacher” (Personal Interview, 11/24/2017). This TA experience appears to have cultivated her 

ability to catch what English learners were struggling with. 

Educational Technology 

As mentioned above, Chu minored in educational technology. She was strongly 

interested in its use for language instruction, which frustrated her when she did not feel that she 
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was able to make as extensive use of it in her current teaching as she would have liked. 

Educational technology is broad and constantly changing, making it more difficult for Chu to 

stay abreast of the latest developments under her heavy teaching load, let alone integrate them 

extensively into her course. It almost felt like staying updated on the latest technological 

developments required specializing primarily in technology, not in TESOL. Moreover, 

“I feel that I don’t know much about the latest technology. At that time [in my doctoral 

studies], I was exposed to new technology and new applications. But it’s not convenient 

for us to use Google, so I don’t do much research on the latest technology … I have less 

exposure right now.” (Personal Interview, 11/24/2017) 

 

In other words, since Google is ordinarily restricted in mainland China, she found it 

difficult to run a Google search on the latest technology trends. Of course, it is possible to access 

Google by using a VPN, but this tends to be slower, and speed and connectivity are not always 

guaranteed. There are, of course, other search engines, both Western and Chinese, that she could 

use for her online research. However, she felt that these search engines could not usually locate 

the types of materials that she would have preferred to use in her class. Moreover, while there is 

significant educational technology research and development in China, Chu felt that her ability to 

implement it in her class was restricted, or at least slowed, by (a) certain common web and video 

search engines being blocked in China, and (b) the sheer amount of time it took to stay updated 

on the latest technologies. 

Linguistic and Institutional Separations 

This category is slightly more difficult to define, because there were two distinct but 

closely interrelated issues occurring here: the first was a separation between language and 

content instruction, the second was a separation between language instructors and the content 

professors. The latter appears to have been partly responsible for the former, within the 

university’s institutional hierarchy. 
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As described above, the university was institutionally divided into the science content 

area departments and the FLI. The teachers in the content area departments had the full status of 

professor, while the teachers of the FLI only had the status of lecturer or instructor. The 

professors of the content departments were generally responsible for teaching the science 

content, while the instructors of the FLI were generally responsible for teaching academic 

English. At a time when many universities in China are experimenting with the integration of 

language and content instruction, content area professors at this university can be somewhat 

territorial, reluctant to share their content instruction with the language instructors, while 

expecting the language instructors to take care of the students’ academic language teaching and 

development needs. 

“Students need to read papers effectively, and also write for conferences or publications. 

It’s not really content learning. There are other universities which have instructors who 

specialize in science and technology in their language centers, so they collaborate with 

those instructors who major in English education. They collaborate on ESP, English for 

Specific Purposes. But here, we don’t do that. We just do general academic English, to 

prepare students in all majors.” (Personal Interview 11/24/2017) 

 

Chu made a distinction between ESP as the integration of English instruction and specific 

content area disciplines, and EAP as the teaching of general academic language skills such as 

synthesis and argumentation. When I asked her whether it was possible to collaborate with 

professors from the content area departments, she said that “at our university, I don’t think it’s 

really realistic to try and co-work with a professor in biology, they’re not willing to” (Personal 

Interview, 11/21/2027). English teaching faculty were therefore left to teach generic academic 

communication skills. Within the university’s departmental hierarchy, language instructors 

appeared to have a lower “status”. 

This meant that Chu was not able to make as extensive use of the US-based training she 

received in the integration of language and content. Her TESOL degree focused on language and 
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content integration for Hispanics and other minority ESL students in American K-12 contexts. 

Some of these principles might have been transferrable into Chinese EFL contexts, where many 

universities are expanding the scope of their language and content integration. This university 

follows the opposite trend. Chu was therefore limited to the teaching of generic academic 

communication skills, making her draw less heavily from her US-gained language and content 

integration knowledge, and more heavily from her academic writing course, for her classroom 

teaching practice. 

Conclusion 

Given Chu’s focus on TESOL, which had a heavy focus on teaching methods, it is 

perhaps natural that many of the knowledge and skill areas that she took away from her US 

program and made the most extensive use of in her current teaching context had to do with 

teaching approaches and pedagogy, such as techniques for peer review, process writing, and 

connecting with the students’ daily lives. As was reflected during interviews and observations, 

her TESOL-related coursework appeared to shape her teaching approach, while her literacy-

related coursework appeared to provide the material that she directly taught in her classes. Some 

of the most influential environmental factors appeared to be related to what the other instructors 

were doing: if many of them were using similar teaching approaches as she was, then the 

students appeared to be more receptive to them, as if they were institutionalized as a community 

of practice (Wenger, 1998). These findings have some important implications for the 

implementation of US-based teaching approaches within Chinese contexts. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SCIENTIFIC WRITING – THE CASE OF TAO 

 

Overview 

Tao is Chu’s colleague at the university of science and technology. She received her 

Ph.D. in Literacy from the same US university as Chu did. In fact, she and Chu were friends 

during their doctoral studies, having had some overlap in their coursework. Tao uses her US-

gained knowledge of literacy and academic writing to help her students develop their ability to 

write for scientific publication, which is something that the university is pushing its students to 

do. This involves teaching about the structure and content of scientific research articles. 

Current Institution 

Tao works at the same university as Chu. The university is working hard to improve its 

prestige among universities in China, particularly in its push to get its students to conduct their 

own cutting-edge scientific research. In fact, many of the students at that university are already 

conducting their own research jointly with their faculty advisers. They work within one of the 

many research institutes that are tucked away in research building complexes scattered around 

the campus. These institutes range from biological to environmental sciences, and they have 

corridors of rooms filled with lab equipment and sometimes lab mice and other animals. 

Half of these research buildings are covered in scaffolding at any given time, and there is 

perennial construction of new buildings and demolition of old ones. The construction occurs at 

such a rapid pace that many hallways and research rooms sit empty, having never been used. All 

of this is indicative of the university’s intense drive to expand the scope and volume of research 

that it produces. Such an expansion in research output requires a strong system for training 

students in the conventions of academic writing for scientific publication in English. Tao fills 

this niche, using specific areas of knowledge that she gained from her US studies. 
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Educational Background 

Prior to coming to the US, Tao received her bachelor’s degree in English and an M.A. in 

Linguistics, both from universities in China. When she first came to the US for her Ph.D. studies, 

she initially enrolled in Educational Psychology before transferring to Literacy. Her coursework 

in literacy consisted heavily of courses such as reading, children’s literature, and academic 

writing. She also took the TESOL teaching methods course, though she admits, “the course was 

more oriented towards K-12. I think some of the ideas can be transferred to college teaching, but 

I just don’t remember particular teaching methods” (Personal Interview, 11/20/2017). This 

suggests, as I had speculated in the case of Chu, that teaching methods courses which are taught 

with too much of a focus on one particular teaching context might be of little value to 

international students who will be teaching in different contexts. Consequently, many of her 

teaching methods appear to have been developed not as much in the US as during her lesson 

planning for her current courses. 

“I know the importance of organization, I know what is organization, but … I had never 

thought about how to make other people understand organization. It’s the same with other 

aspects: What is logic? What should be added in? I’d never thought about how to pass the 

knowledge to other students, I had to learn quickly, study the textbooks before I want my 

students to study it. Also, Google online about how other teachers did or how foreigners 

think about it.” (Personal Interview, 11/20/2017) 

 

Based on this quote, it appears that she took her US-learned knowledge of literacy and 

academic writing, and she used a combination of textbook study and internet research to develop 

her teaching methods, which she then refined through experience and experimentation in the 

classroom. In addition to this coursework, she noted that she took a large number of independent 

study credits, both with her adviser and with another professor from the anthropology 

department, whom she wanted on her doctoral committee because he is a specialist in 

ethnographic research methods, in which she wanted to further her skills. 
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“He asked me to read a few books and articles, and write a report. I wanted him to be my 

committee member, so I could learn something from him. So he gave me some books and 

articles to read, to study the methods, not just data collection but research methods … He 

wanted me to look at the steps from the anthropological perspective.” (Personal 

Interview, 11/20/2017) 

 

This suggests that Tao may not have received the full extent of the research methods 

training that she wanted through her own department. The qualitative research courses in the 

department consisted primarily of generic methods in data collection and analysis. The majority 

of research methods courses offered by the department tended to be quantitative, with a focus on 

analysis of variance (ANOVA), regression, and survey methods. For the more in-depth 

ethnographic type of training that she wanted, she had to go to the anthropology department.  

This also suggests that her research methods skills were developed at least in part through 

a workshop style of mentoring with guided independent study, instead of purely through lectures 

and term papers. This might have had some influence on the workshop style with which she ran 

her science writing class. While that is difficult to prove empirically, it is interesting to note that 

the way in which she developed her students’ science writing skills bears some resemblance to 

the way in which she developed her own research writing skills while in the US. She developed 

her students’ skills, partly through lecture and classroom instruction, partly by having students 

read actual published articles and develop their own understanding of common research articles’ 

content and style. This closely approximated how she developed her research skills in the US. 

Research Question #1: Types of Knowledge from US-Based SLTE 

Science Writing and the Whole Language Approach 

Tao taught an elective science writing course, which had two objectives: to teach students 

about the structure and components of a scientific research article, and to improve students’ use 

of the linguistic conventions of good science writing. While she admitted that she did not have 
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any previous training in science writing specifically, she was still able to draw on two main 

aspects of her US training when teaching the course: (a) her broad foundation in qualitative, 

quantitative, and ethnographic research methods, which were transferable enough to help guide 

her course design and classroom teaching; and (b) her extensive training in academic reading and 

writing from her literacy studies, including the Whole Language Approach, of which Tao’s 

dissertation adviser is a major proponent. 

The Whole Language Approach is an approach to reading instruction that reverses the 

traditional grammar-focused orientation of many reading pedagogies. Whereas many traditional 

pedagogies build from sentence grammar to paragraph structure to general meaning, the Whole 

Language Approach reverses that so as to start from general meaning. As Tao explained to me 

when she was describing her teaching approach for the scientific writing course, she preferred to 

“focus first on the meaning level, then structure level, then language level … That’s something 

from the US: first focus on the meaning, then focus on the language, then last, focus on the 

grammar” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017). 

This was reflected in her teaching practice. During one class meeting on 11/22/2017, she 

split the students into pairs and gave each pair a set of three science research articles (He & Tritt, 

2017; Maamary, Wang, Tan, Palese, & Ravetch, 2017; Servick, 2017). She asked the students to 

read the introduction section of the He & Tritt (2017) article in their pairs, with these guidelines: 

 

Tao: When you [read] this piece, please look at the information, for example, the main 

idea of each paragraph. As I said before: one paragraph, one idea … The second 

thing is, what information and how they organize it … For example, background 

information, or what research has been done … And knowledge gap, the 

unknown. The hypothesis, questions, purpose, approach, plan, proposed 

solution … Also, highlight any expressions, especially verbs, what kind of verb 

they use, and expressions the author uses, or you can also notice noun phrases … 

And if possible, please notice the tense … The major thing is: main idea, 

information, and language. 
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Figure 6-1. Tao’s PowerPoint of 11/22/2017 

 

Tao’s instructions reflect her US-learned emphasis on the Whole Language Approach: 

She asked students first to identify the meaning or main idea of each paragraph, then to identify 

the specific structure or order of information delivery in each paragraph, and finally, to identify 

noun and verb phrases, and key individual nouns and verbs. After giving students sufficient time 

to read, she started asking the students questions on those points. With practice, the students 

were able to comfortably identify those elements, then add to it with a discussion on their 

opinions about the technological advances described in the articles. 

Tao chose to focus on details such as hypothesis, knowledge gaps, and proposed 

solutions, based on an open courseware series called Writing in the Sciences (Sainani, 2013), 

which was produced by Stanford University’s School of Medicine. Figure 6-1 shows a 

screenshot of Tao’s PowerPoint, which includes details about paragraph organization that she 
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drew from the Stanford course modules. In fact, Tao used this open courseware series as the 

blueprint for her nearly entire course. The original syllabus for her science writing class closely 

followed the sequence of modules of the open courseware series. This sequence was divided into 

roughly three parts: linguistic forms of good academic writing (including paragraph construction 

and removal of “clutter”), the parts and format of a scientific manuscript, and the revision of the 

manuscript (including peer review and plagiarism avoidance). 

That began to change as the semester went along. Tao found herself making 

modifications to the syllabus based on her US-learned understanding of the Whole Language 

Approach. For instance, the original courseware began with basic forms of academic writing, 

such as the structuring of sentences around strong verbs and the use of parallel structures for 

greater sentence clarity. 

“I cut parallelisms, because that’s language level, and I wanted to show them first what 

makes a good paragraph … We focus first on meaning level, then structure level, then 

language level. So that’s why I decided to show certain information later, such as strong 

verbs, punctuation, and parallels … That’s something I learned from the US.” (Personal 

Interview, 11/16/2017) 

 

Tao cut out the introductory sections about verbs and parallelisms, and moved them to 

later in the semester, opting instead to begin the semester by 

“reading the article, getting the information, the gist, the major supporting evidence. 

Library visit in week 4. Week 5, writing process and writing steps, expository, modeling 

of pre-writing steps … Week 7, figures, tables, and writing the results section … Week 8, 

methods section. Although this is revision, this is still writing. Because when they write 

they can revise, and you do that at the same time.” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017) 

 

This quote demonstrates several key indicators of the influence of her US training. First, 

her emphasis on the Whole Language Approach, where she started the semester by teaching the 

students how to read a research article for the general idea and main arguments, then proceeded 

to give an overall view of the writing process, followed by an introduction to the different parts 
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of a science research article. Paragraph and sentence-level mechanics came later. The most 

immediate priority was understanding the main ideas of the paragraphs. 

Second, Tao added in a library visit early in the semester, so that the students could begin 

learning how to gather their own references and study them in order to develop their own ideas 

about how to write a scientific research article. This bears striking resemblance to the way in 

which she herself learned to write a research article, by finding and analyzing her own articles 

under the guidance of her doctoral committee member from anthropology. It also bears striking 

resemblance to the way that she prepared herself to teach the science writing course: Because she 

only had research methods training for the social sciences but not the natural sciences, “I had to 

learn that quickly. I went to the library … and I picked up other journals to see what is in there” 

(Personal Interview, 11/16/2017). In other words, she prepared for the science writing course by 

going to the library and teaching herself the contents and formatting of a science research article, 

and she passed that approach onto her students, having them go to the library to teach themselves 

the contents and formatting of a science research article. 

Third, the idea that revision is a form of writing, was most likely learned through the 

constant writing feedback that she received from her major academic adviser. As will be detailed 

in the sections below, much of what Tao learned about teaching academic writing and giving the 

students different forms of feedback were cultivated through her writing feedback from her 

principal adviser in her doctoral program. 

Tao supplemented the course materials with a book by Tim Skern entitled Writing 

Scientific English (2009), which she had found by doing a Google search for other materials that 

could be useful in her design of the course. The book follows a similar structure as the Stanford 

open course, beginning from the mechanics of academic English sentences, highlighting data 
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from tables and figures, and finally, to the process of writing multiple drafts and preparing the 

manuscript for submission. If this is a conventional approach to the teaching of science writing, 

then Tao opted to reverse much of this approach, based on the influence from her US adviser and 

her US-based reading and literacy training. 

One Paragraph, One Idea 

In the above instructions that Tao delivered to her students, she told them “one paragraph, 

one idea”. That concept came directly from her US experience: partly from her coursework, but 

mostly from her interactions and individualized feedback that she got from her main adviser and 

other professors: 

“Before I became a Ph.D. student, nobody taught me formal English, for instance that it 

should be left-aligned. So I learned from my own writing feedback, professors saying, 

'this is very repetitious and has a lot of information that we don't need, cut this and make 

it more concise’. Then I knew how to make it more concise, and I knew how to write a 

unified paragraph, like one paragraph, one idea. I learned all this from [my US adviser].” 

(Personal Interview, 11/20/2017) 

 

This concept of “one paragraph, one idea” was deeply embedded within her teaching 

practice. Whether by getting her students to identify the main idea of a paragraph, asking them to 

analyze the paragraph’s structure and flow of information, or getting students to place paragraphs 

in some order, much of her instruction focused on the paragraph as a focal unit of analysis, other 

elements building off of that. 

Coherence and Cohesion 

This was one of the aspects on which she placed the greatest importance, the idea that 

there is a difference between making sentences transition smoothly from one to another 

(cohesion) and the ideas themselves being well ordered and organized (coherence). She spent 

considerable time in the classroom explicitly explaining to her students the difference between 

these two. 
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Based on an accumulated number of classroom observations, Tao appears to have 

developed some of the following explanations for coherence. For descriptive essays, ideas should 

have a spatial order, such as from left to right, right to left, front to back, up to down, etc. A 

person could choose any desired order, as long as that order was applied consistently. 

For narrative essays, Tao believed, ideas should be ordered temporally, one after the 

other, marked either by ordinal markers such as first and then, or time markers such as “at 

11:00am” and “at 3:30pm”. While it might seem obvious to say that narrative essays have their 

content ordered according to time, other elements could be involved, such as subordinating 

conjunctions (i.e. “after we left the house”), which link the event which comes before to the 

event which comes after. Sometimes it might be appropriate to mention an event which had 

occurred previously (i.e. “which we had done two weeks before”). Or, it may be necessary to 

digress on a brief tangent before resuming the main story. In other words, events need not be 

listed directly in chronological order. Sometimes they may be presented in a different order to 

suit a certain narrative purpose, such as for literary effect or to backfill information necessary for 

the reader to understand the subsequent series of events in the story. This can be done, as long as 

the cohesion of the sentences is clean enough for the order of events to remain clear in the mind 

of the reader. There is also a consideration of which transition words to use, such as individual 

words like ”then” or “at 2:00”, or subordinating clauses like “after we arrived”. 

For expository essays, Tao conceded that coherence could be somewhat more difficult to 

teach, since there may be no spatial or temporal component. For instance, in one class session on 

11/16/2018, she argued that, when discussing the use of cellphones, one could categorize these 

uses into communication and social networking, video gaming and other leisure, and taking 

pictures for different activities. These are three different categories of things that can be done on 
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one’s smartphone. The question is: How are they grouped? Are they grouped in a random order? 

Or are they grouped according to some logic or categories? 

Tao discussed how she had learned these things in the US. When I asked her how she had 

learned to get students to learn how to describe different things in which order, she said that her 

academic adviser would teach in this way. “Because from her lectures, I knew that she wanted to 

describe, for example, describe money, and you would approach this topic from different 

aspects. If you want to describe a person, there’s a sort of order. I remember that from the 

language arts class” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017). 

In other words, we can see here how her conceptions of expository writing were 

developed in her US adviser’s language arts class, namely to identify the topic or focus of the 

writing, and describe different aspects of it. As long as the essay was organized coherently 

around some aspects with each paragraph covering one aspect, any aspect could be picked. 

During one classroom observation on 11/15/2017, Tao developed a series of activities to 

teach the students the difference between coherence and cohesion. She began by having the 

students read two separate paragraphs from the textbook: One paragraph was an expository about 

a restaurant that was owned by the narrator’s grandfather. The paragraph described the chairs, 

tables and cooking equipment of the restaurant space, describing spatially from right to left. The 

other paragraph was a survivor’s account of the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake, from what the 

narrator was doing when the earthquake began, until the end when the narrator realized who had 

died during the quake. 

Tao began by asking the students to read the first paragraph aloud to themselves. Next, 

she had the students split into pairs and asked them to identify (a) the topic, (b) the controlling 

idea, (c) the order in which ideas were presented, and (d) the linguistic markers (such as 
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transition words and subordinating clauses) that were used to structure those ideas. All of this 

points to the linkage between coherence, which is the way in which the content and ideas build 

directly on one another, and cohesion, which is the actual linguistic markers that are used to 

transition between events. 

Logical Coherence over Grammatical Correctness 

Tao explained to me that when she corrected students’ homework, she tended to focus 

more on logical coherence and the elimination of logical gaps than on grammatical accuracy per 

se. For instance, during a personal interview on 11/16/2017, she showed me a writing sample 

that she intended to use in class as a demonstration on how to provide feedback. The writing 

sample read as follows: 

Femtosecond laser machining has been widely used in precision machining and advanced 

fabrication. Compared to long pulse laser and continuous wave laser as a kind of short 

pulse laser, the heat effect of femtosecond laser is much lower which results in the high 

accuracy of fabrication. To solve this problem, the author proposed a dry etching assisted 

femtosecond laser machining approach by change the pulse number and power of the 

laser and the etching time which can fabricate unique microlens with specific diameter 

and height efficiently. From the point of my view, is it possible to fabricate rectangular 

microlens instead of the circular lens, maybe we can adjust the light distribution from 

gaussian distribution to uniform distribution. 

 

It should first be noted that Tao may not have been an expert in lasers and precision 

machining, let alone this technical vocabulary, yet she could still help improve the structure and 

logic of those sentences, just as I once helped IT and pharmaceutical specialists improve their 

business English communications without necessarily being an IT or pharmaceutical specialist 

myself. This is one characteristic of ESP and EAP: the teachers are oftentimes not content area 

specialists themselves. In fact, they might even have students from a wide array of content areas 

in their classroom, and yet the teachers can still teach a core set of communication skills that are 

applicable to many content areas (especially if those content areas are within the same general 
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field, such as science, as is the case here). That being said, Tao has made an effort to develop a 

working knowledge of some of these content areas. 

Tao felt that there was a logical gap in the second sentence of the paragraph. The first 

sentence says that femtosecond lasers are used in precision machining. The second sentence says 

that femtosecond lasers are more efficient than long-pulse or continuous-wave lasers. Tao felt 

that there was a logical gap here, which could be filled by splitting the sentence in two and 

rewriting as follows: 

Compared to the long-pulse laser and the continuous-wave laser, the femtosecond laser 

has a shorter pulse. This creates intermittent waves, which results in a lower heat effect 

and thus a much higher accuracy of fabrication. 

 

It is likely that the writer of the above sample had originally intended to say that 

femtosecond lasers could cut metal into more precise shapes, because those lasers’ pulses were 

shorter, and a shorter pulse generated less heat. The logic here was that too much heat caused the 

metal to become too soft, which could make it more difficult for the metal to hold in the precise 

shapes that you want it to. Femtosecond lasers generated less heat and were therefore more 

suitable for cutting metal into precise shapes. Tao thought that this logic had not come out 

clearly in the original writing, so she added in the parts that she felt were missing, to ensure that 

the logical coherence of the argument was solid. 

Tao’s primary focus was not on grammar correction. Although she certainly did aim to 

improve the grammatical accuracy, this focus was secondary to fixing logical flow and filling in 

logical gaps. She was not simply taking what someone had already said and repackaging it in 

more correct grammar. She was adding in her own bits of content in order to fill logical gaps, or 

removing bits of content in order to eliminate logical redundancies, all in an effort to improve the 

logical flow of the sentences and paragraphs. As she explained to me, “if there’s a logical gap, 
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we can definitely fill it. The purpose is to make the sentence flow … I think this is a good 

example of where you can add some information” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017). 

The next gap in logical coherence that Tao identified in this writing sample was the first 

clause of the third sentence: “To solve this problem”. What problem? The first two sentences had 

not referred to any kind of problem, yet the third sentence suggested that “this problem” could be 

solved by changing the pulse number and adjusting the microlens diameter. To Tao, there 

appeared to be a gap in the logical coherence of the paragraph, a missing piece of information 

which could explain why higher accuracy of fabrication led to some kind of problem. Tao 

suggested that the following be added between the second and third sentences: 

Although this is useful for carving wood or metal, it is not enough for processing harder 

materials such as silicon wafers. 

 

After adding this sentence, the paragraph said that femtosecond lasering was useful for 

cutting many materials into precise shapes, but that harder materials such as silicon wafers were 

still difficult to cut, with the solution being to adjust the pulse number, etc. In this way, Tao went 

beyond merely correcting the writer’s grammar; to suggesting actual content which could be 

added in order to improve the logical coherence of the paragraph. 

Several aspects of her US training appeared to be reflected in the way she provided 

feedback. She explained to me that, in the academic writing course that she took during her US 

doctoral studies, she learned about the concept of the referent. The referent is the thing or object 

that a phrase refers to. According to systemic functional linguistic theory (which the professor of 

her US-based academic writing course is a specialist in), the first part of a sentence should 

directly refer to something in the preceding sentence, in order for the logical flow to be cohesive 

and coherent. In the abovementioned phrase “To solve this problem”, there was no referent in the 

preceding sentence to which “this problem” can refer. Tao picked up on this, and noted that in 
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order for the sentences to have logical coherence, the writer would need to add some information 

that would specify the problem or issue to which the phrase “this problem” could refer. Only 

then could the writer continue talking about “this problem”. 

Tao also felt that the phrase “fabricate unique microlens” (sic.), which the writer had 

written in the third sentence of his paragraph, did not have a clear referent. The writer appeared 

to be attempting to say that a femtosecond laser could cut metal more precisely if the laser had a 

shape other than a circle. Tao felt that “this word ‘unique’ is kind of weak. What do you mean by 

‘unique’? I understand the rectangular microlens may be the one he wanted to refer to. So I 

would suggest replacing ‘unique’ with ‘rectangular’” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017). In other 

words, Tao did not feel that the writer’s use of the word ‘unique’ was clear enough to specify 

that the shape of the laser should be non-circular. She proposed instead specifying more 

precisely that the shape of the laser be ‘rectangular’, to tie the sentence more directly to the 

following sentence which discusses a rectangular-shaped laser. This is another example of Tao 

using her US-gained understanding of the ‘referent’ in order to help improve logical coherence, 

not simply the mechanics of grammar. 

Tao explained to me that when she met with her students, she would give them this type 

of feedback, asking them what they had intended to say in one place, and suggesting where they 

might improve their logical tightness in another place. Moreover, during the science writing class 

sessions that I observed, she would place those sample paragraphs on the projector screen and 

use a dry-erase marker to circle, strikethrough, underline, and overwrite suggested revisions. She 

would also turn to the class and ask them if they could clearly understand the meanings of the 

paragraphs and sentences. For example, during the science writing class on 11/24/2017, she put 

the abovementioned femtosecond laser paragraph on the projector and said to the students: 
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Tao: If you had this sentence, how would you revise it? This is longer, this is shorter, 

and because it’s shorter, the heat effect is lower. So, “because” of this. “Because” 

lower, so heat lower ... And “because of” this, “resulting in” high accuracy of 

fabrication. Can you see the information and organization of this sentence? … I 

guess this author tried to use the compare-and-contrast structure. But when you 

compare and contrast something, the two parts should be put in parallel. 它應該

是平行的. 比如說, 如果在這裡是 “長” and “continuous”, 那麼這個應該是 “短” 

或者是 “intermittent” [It should be parallel. For example, if this part is “long” 

and “continuous”, then that part should be “short” and “intermittent”] … So, two 

types of lasers. 

S1: One side is long pulse and continuous. Another side is short pulse. 

 

 
Figure 6-2. Tao’s whiteboard diagram from her class on 11/24/2017 

 

 

As Tao was having the above exchange with her students, she stood at the whiteboard 

and drew the diagram shown in Figure 6-2, just outside the margins of where the femtosecond 

writing sample was displayed on the projector screen. Tao was essentially attempting to explain 

that when comparing and contrasting two things, it was necessary to present those two things in 

parallel. In this case, she said, it should be clearly highlighted through parallel sentence structure 

that some types of lasers had a long and continuous wave, while femtosecond lasers had a shorter 

wave which led to lower heat effect and therefore higher accuracy of fabrication. Tao was also 

attempting to explain that during discussion of cause and effect, it was necessary to use cohesive 

sentence structures with the appropriate signal words (i.e. because of, resulting in). When I asked 

Tao where she had learned to take this kind of approach to providing feedback, she explained to 
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me that she had developed it largely from her US academic adviser, with whom she had frequent 

interactions and established a close personal friendship: 

“She asked us to present every week, present a passage or paragraph: how we wrote this 

paragraph, what’s the main idea, what’s your writing. And you have a chance to see each 

other’s writings. I learned a lot from that. That helps my own writing, and now I can use 

that process to teach my classes.” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017) 

 

This quote demonstrates the workshop style of writing feedback that Tao experienced 

with her adviser, both through one-on-one interactions and through the language arts classes. In 

those classes in the US, Tao and her classmates were asked to critique and analyze each other’s 

writings. Instead of simply being told what to fix (in fact, it was not even about “fixing” but 

rather about strengthening logical coherence), she and her classmates were asked to reflect on 

their own writings and develop their own understandings of what might be changed. This 

approach clearly stuck with Tao, as I observed her using it with her current students. In the 

science writing class, after giving several feedback demonstrations using the writing samples that 

she had found, she would ask the students to take out their own writing assignments and provide 

the same kind of feedback to each other. 

Points and Subpoints 

Tao frequently explained to her students that writing multiple sentences was not the same 

thing as making multiple points. If the sentences were largely repetitive, then the students might 

well be writing four or five sentences but only actually be making one or two distinct points. On 

top of that, Tao felt that the students sometimes made multiple points which should really have 

been grouped as subpoints of a larger category. For example, in one session of the academic 

English class on 11/20/2017, Tao asked the students to come to class with a paragraph written on 

their use of QQ, a popular Chinese instant messaging application that is also commonly used for 

file sharing. In this instance, Tao felt that some of the students’ paragraphs did not necessarily 
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have their points grouped and sub-grouped in the most logical or coherent way. Tao split the 

students into pairs so that they could discuss their essays amongst themselves (indicative of 

Tao’s own US training, as mentioned above). As the students were discussing their paragraphs in 

their pairs, she floated around the different pairs and had brief conversations with each. The 

following is one of the interactions in which she attempted to clarify to students how to 

distinguish between points and subpoints: 

 

Tao: So what are the main points about the uses of QQ? 

S1: They want to use for many ways of communication, for example the text 

messages, the video, reading, or some other writing things (sic.). 

Tao: Oh, I see your point. But all those functions would help people communicate. For 

example, the group chat. But what are some of the different features, for example 

upload files. So that’s for message. This is for documents, right? And recording 

experiences. 

S1: Q-Zone. 

Tao: Right, Q-Zone. But as far as I’m concerned, they’re all related to communication, 

just in different aspects. Do you know what I mean? So you talk about 

communication. So you can use voice, you can use words, you can add 

documents. They’re all communication, just different kind. So think about that, 

okay? 

S1: Make them in a logical way. 

Tao: Right. Put them in a logical way, and show them the different features of this. It is 

a communication tool. 

 

Tao was essentially attempting to get the student to view communication as the top-level 

category, with three sub-categories within that: written communication such as text messaging 

and the Q-Zone (the equivalent of the Facebook news feed), oral communication such as voice 

chat and video chat, and file sharing. Tao felt that the student’s essay had simply listed a bunch 

of uses for QQ, without grouping those uses into any real coherent order. She was trying to 

challenge the student to see if he could come up with his own structure that would group those 

uses logically. After class, when I asked what made her decide to use that approach with the 

student, she said that 
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“QQ is a communication tool. So, the students use communication as one of the 

supporting sentences. But for me, that belongs to the topic sentence … If you’re talking 

about uploading files, that’s also another type of communication channel. So what’s the 

difference between this one and that one? So I challenge them to think about that.” 

(Personal Interview, 11/20/2017) 

 

In other words, Tao was attempting to challenge the student to present the different uses 

of QQ in a more coherent structure, instead of simply listing all those uses out in no particular 

order. This type of focus on grouping and subgrouping appears to reflect Tao’s US-learned 

emphasis on coherence and ‘one paragraph, one idea’, where the whole essay might be structured 

around the idea of QQ as a communication tool, while each paragraph might focus on a different 

aspect of communication. 

Use of L1 

Tao also made frequent use of her shared L1 with her students: Chinese. While in the US, 

she came to strongly believe in the value of the L1 as a teaching support. She seemed clear that 

this idea was strongly influenced—as with many other things—by her adviser, who is a strong 

proponent of ‘funds of knowledge’, the idea that students must be able to draw on their reserve 

of prior knowledge and personal experience, much of which is encoded in their L1, and is best 

retrieved by use of the L1. 

“[My adviser] would suggest Chinese students to write in Chinese. Once they get the 

ideas down, then make it more idiomatic, easier to understand, logical, etc. But if you 

have nothing or just some rubbish, even if they are grammatically correct but they don’t 

make any sense, then this is not good … So when I teach scientific writing, my students 

find it difficult to write at first, so I tell them to try writing it in Chinese.” (Personal 

Interview, 11/20/2017). 

 

In other words, it was better for the students to write out their ideas in Chinese and then 

have something to edit and polish, than to try and force the students to write only in English and 

have them end up writing something that might be lexically cohesive but not logically coherent. 

Tao came to value this and many other uses of Chinese as a teaching tool. 
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Generally, Tao appeared to use Chinese in four distinct ways: (a) directly translating 

individual words that the students may not have understood; (b) providing explanations, typically 

by repeating explanations that she had just given in English, like a follow-up to confirm that the 

students had understood; (c) code-switching back and forth between English and Chinese words 

and phrases; (d) as a classroom management strategy to increase students’ active participation or 

maintain their engagement. The following classroom excerpt on 11/21/2017 demonstrates her 

application of this: 

 

Tao: Occasion, what does that mean in Chinese? 

S2: 場合. [Occasion.] 

Tao: 場合時刻 [Important moment], right? So occasion here means a special or 

important event. 常常我們 [Normally, we]—Normally, we would say “that’s a 

special occasion”. What can be a special occasion? 

S1: 開學典禮. [Opening ceremony for the new school year.] 

Tao: Like an opening ceremony. Very good. So our opening ceremony can be a special 

occasion. In my family, when my son gets 100% in an exam, that’s a special 

occasion for my family, so we would go out and celebrate. 所以你們看得出來我

兒子多少機會得一百 [So you can see how often my son gets 100%.] 

Ss: [Laughing all together.] 

Tao: Another one, circumstance. 

S6: 形狀. [Shape.] 

Tao: 形狀. 狀況. [Shape. Circumstance.] Okay, 這裡有一個單詞 [Here is a word], 

“Under this circumstance, you should let your adviser know”. 

 

 

In just under one minute, Tao used Chinese for at least three different purposes. First, to 

allow students to quickly demonstrate their understanding of the word occasion, once by giving 

its direct translation, once by giving an example of an occasion. Second, by making a humorous 

comment—about her son rarely getting 100% on his exams—which got the students laughing 

and therefore more engaged. Third, to indicate that she was about to provide an example. In all 

three cases, Chinese was used as a teaching support. Another excerpt from the same class period 

highlights several more combined uses of Chinese. 
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Tao: 有一個詞叫 [There’s a word called] “reckon”. Do you guys know that? How to 

spell it? 

Ss: R-E-C-K-O-N. 

Tao: Right. So, the meaning, look here, it’s British English. “Think or suppose 

something, or guess a longer amount without calculating it exactly.” 這個單詞非

常的英音. [This is a very British word.] When I was in the US, I rarely heard 

people use this word. Mostly I heard “I think”, “I suppose”. The meaning of 

“reckon” means “think”, “suppose”. So, can you make a sentence using “reckon”? 

And this is very formal English, 比較正式的. [It’s more formal.] “你認為歐洲脫

歐的機率怎麼樣?” [“What do you think are the chances of Europe leaving the 

European Union?”] 

Ss: “英國脫歐”. [“Britain leaving the European Union.”] 

Tao: Right, “英國脫歐”. [“Britain leaving the European Union.”] 

Ss: [Laugh out loud.] 

Tao: Let’s make a sentence. “你認為英國脫歐的利率怎麼樣?” [“What do you think 

are the chances of Britain leaving the EU?”] 用 “reckon” 這個單詞. [Use the 

word “reckon”.] Use “reckon”. 

S1: “What do you reckon the chance, the possibility of Bri-exit [sic.]”? 

Tao: 他們造了一個新的單詞叫 “Brexit”. [We created a new word called “Brexit”.] 

So they created this word. “What do you reckon is the chance of Brexit?” 你就把

那個 [You take the phrase] “what do you think” 換成 [and turn it into] “what do 

you reckon”. 

 

In just under two minutes, Tao used Chinese for at least four purposes. First, to give 

students the chance to demonstrate their understanding of a concept by speaking individual 

words in Chinese (e.g. “Brexit”) or directly translating Chinese sentences into English (e.g. 

“What do you think are the chances of Brexit?”). Second, to repeat specific instructions (i.e. “use 

the word reckon”) or explanations (i.e. “it’s a British word”, “it’s more formal”) that she had just 

delivered in English, almost as a way to clarify or make doubly sure that the students understood 

them correctly. Third, code-switching and interspersing English with Chinese as a kind of 

scaffolding technique, (e.g. “there’s a word called A”, “take the word A, change it into B”). 

Fourth, whether she intended or not, the use of Chinese led to a humorous moment where she 

accidentally said that “Europe was leaving the European Union”, and the students could pick up 

more quickly on this mistake because she had said it in Chinese. 
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Chinese also appeared to serve two useful purposes in the teaching of idiomatic 

expressions. First, to allow students to enhance their understanding of an idiom by finding an 

equivalent idiom in Chinese. For example, during that same class period on 11/21/2017, students 

were able to understand the idiom “to tie the knot” when they were able to identify an equivalent 

idiom in Chinese, 喜結連理 (which might be translated literally as, “to happily bind together in 

an ideal linkage”, with the character 理 having the double meaning of “ideal” and “natural 

order”, as if two people were naturally right for each other). In addition, the students were able to 

better understand the idiom “in the dark” when they were able to identify the equivalent Chinese 

idiom, 蒙在鼓裡 (which might literally be translated as “to be kept ignorant inside of a drum”, 

with the character 蒙 having the double meaning of “ignorant” and “covered away”). 

The second purpose that Chinese served in the teaching of English idioms was in the 

literal translation of the idiom. A literal translation provided a clearer contrast with the figurative 

meaning, as well as created some humor when the literal translation sounded funny in Chinese. 

In the following exchange, Tao was attempting to clarify the figurative meaning of to go along 

with by contrasting it with the literal meaning, making the meaning clearer. 

 

Tao: “The night he announced to the world that I was his girlfriend, I went along with 

him.” So, went along, the literal meaning, 字面的意思是 “跟他走” [the literal 

meaning is “to accompany him”], “went along”, okay? The actual meaning in this 

sentence means what? 

S1: To support. 

Tao: To agree with or support someone or something, right? 

 

Finally, Tao used the literal meaning of the idioms as a tool to create some humor. For 

instance, she translated “once in a blue moon” literally as “曾經有來藍月亮”, which sounds just 

as silly to a native Chinese speaker as its literal English translation, “there was once a blue-
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colored moon”, sounds to a native English speaker. The students laughed at this one. In addition, 

she translated “red tape” literally as “紅色的膠帶”, which sounds just as silly to a native Chinese 

speaker as its literal English translation, “red packing tape”. Tao appeared to make deliberate use 

of these literal translations to great effect to get the students laughing, which made the lesson 

more engaging and the material more memorable. 

In discussing her use of Chinese in the classroom, Tao explained to me that she attempted 

to use it in such a way “so that the students can make a connection. Although the university says 

we should all use English, sometimes I still use Chinese, just a little, so they could make quicker 

connections” (Personal Interview, 11/20/2017). In other words, Tao found that drawing on 

Chinese as a resource during class enabled her students to make stronger and more lasting 

connections with the material that was being taught, a reflection of her US-learned orientation of 

drawing on students’ L1 funds of knowledge to make better connections with the L2 material. 

These findings could have some useful implications for the use of L1 in language instruction. In 

short, the L1 had many uses for classroom management, humor creation, L1 funds of knowledge, 

and, when used judiciously, enabling students to make connections more quickly. 

Research Question #2: Influencing Factors 

Adviser Relations 

Tao’s relationship with her US academic adviser appears to have been one of the most 

important factors which determined what she took away from her SLTE program and how she 

applied it in her current teaching practice. Throughout the interviews and observations, it seemed 

apparent that much of the knowledge about academic writing that she currently teaches, as well 

as the way in which she teaches that knowledge, came from her adviser: through classes that she 

took with her, independent study credits with her, and one-on-one writing feedback. 
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“[My adviser] gave me the time to study the details. I took several language arts courses 

with her, and she was talking about different writing genres, that type of information and 

characteristics of different types of writing. But in terms of writing skills, I learned from 

other classes.” (Personal Interview, 11/16/2017) 

 

From my interviews with Tao, it appears that her academic adviser influenced her 

classroom teaching in several important ways. First, Tao’s own writing style and her approach to 

writing were formulated and cultivated through the constant personal feedback on her writings 

that she received from her adviser. Tao tended to provide similar kinds of feedback to her 

students that she had received from her adviser. Specific aspects of academic writing that Tao 

appeared to learn directly from her adviser were: (a) the concept of “one paragraph, one idea”; 

(b) the use of logical connectors to mark cohesion; and (c) various different styles of writing 

(such as narrative, persuasive, expository, argumentative), each style having its own way of 

organizing ideas for coherence. 

Second, Tao’s adviser recommended some of the textbooks that she used either directly 

in her classes or as a supplement as she prepared for her classes. For the core academic English 

course and for the elective science writing course, she chose some of the textbooks based on her 

adviser’s recommendations. From there, during her lesson planning, she used those textbooks to 

round out her knowledge of academic writing. For instance, in the academic English course, she 

learned about the concept of the “controlling idea” from the textbook that was recommended to 

her by her adviser. As she once explained to me, with that textbook in front of us: 

“You see in the first chapter, ‘Identify the topic sentence’, ‘Circle the topic’, ‘Circle the 

controlling idea’. So ‘my mother’ is the topic, and the controlling idea is ‘happy family’. 

And then my students ask me, why not use ‘happy family’ as the topic? … I explained 

that, you can write about your mother’s appearance, you mother’s characteristics, your 

mother’s background. You can approach ‘your mother’ from all kinds of perspectives. 

But you won’t control this paragraph by just saying ‘family’. So if you just want to focus 

on her family background, then ‘mother’ is the topic and ‘family’ is the controlling 

idea … This is the textbook that [my adviser] recommended. So I learned about it, and I 

recommended that the school library buy it.” (Personal Interview, 11/16/207) 
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Tao was pointing to a textbook reading passage about the narrator’s mother and her 

happy family. During one class session on 11/9/2017, she had assigned the students to read this 

passage to identify its structure and organization. She had also asked them to identify the topic 

and the controlling idea of the passage. The controlling idea, she had explained, was like the sub-

topic which guided the writing. For instance, if “mother” was the topic and “happy family” was 

the controlling idea, then the essay should focus on issues related to family and their relationship 

to the mother, whether it be organized thematically (such as by people and traditions), narratively 

(such as by important events in chronological order), or in some other way. She had come to 

view the concept of the ‘controlling idea’ as an important element for ‘controlling’ or guiding the 

structural coherence of an essay. She had learned about that concept from a textbook that her US 

adviser had recommended to her while she was preparing for the course. This demonstrates how 

Tao continues to maintain a close friendship and collaborative relationship with her adviser even 

after graduation, and how this relationship continues to be a source of knowledge and 

professional development. This ongoing contact with her adviser is a key source of material that 

she uses for her current teaching practice, and therefore it is important to consider the adviser 

relationship—and the tips and suggestions and resources that the adviser often provides. 

Third, and perhaps more subtly, it appears as though the feedback and correction style of 

learning which characterized the relationship between her and her adviser has translated into a 

feedback or correction style of learning that I saw her use with her current students. In other 

words, she became accustomed to learning the craft of academic writing through feedback and 

opportunities for revision that she received from her adviser. It was like a workshop method, 

where her adviser would provide her with recommendations: instead of simply telling her what 

to fix, her adviser would ask her probing and prompting questions to get Tao herself thinking 
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about what the main idea of her paragraph might be, how strong the coherence or cohesion of a 

certain passage was, or how to improve the structure of a given paragraph. This is the style that 

Tao uses with her own students. It appears that the contents of what she taught her students and 

the manner in which she cultivated her students’ writing abilities were both developed from the 

mentoring and feedback that she received from her US academic adviser. It appeared to be 

instinctual, as she did not always realize the source of some of her teaching practices. 

Interestingly, the adviser appeared to play another role as well. When I asked Tao if she 

received any kind of initial training from her current university on being hired, or whether she 

receives any kind of ongoing professional development support on the part of the university, she 

said that she does not. That does not prevent her from seeking other forms of continuing 

professional development. As she explained, “some teachers invite professors to volunteer to 

give talks, give lectures. I invited [my adviser]” (Personal Interview, 11/20/2017). In other 

words, her adviser has come to her university in the past to give talks to the teaching faculty 

about literacy and academic writing. Her adviser continues to play an important role even today, 

not just for Tao individually but for the university as a whole. Tao’s adviser continues to 

maintain contact with that university, having visited several times and being personally familiar 

with some of the university administrators. 

Learning vs. Practicing 

Tao explained to me that when she first returned to China, she attempted to make the 

classes as interactive as possible, believing that it was better for students to maximize their 

practice time instead of simply being lectured to. She soon discovered that if students spent the 

majority of their time practicing speaking or writing, they might feel like they had not taken 

away very much from the class. As she put it: 
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“In the US, I learned that if you spend most of the time talking, you’re probably not a 

good teacher … But Chinese students would like to get information from the teacher, 

have me share some experience and knowledge with them … So some of the knowledge I 

learned in the US, I have to make adaptations for the students’ culture” (Personal 

Interview, 11/20/2017). 

 

In other words, Tao found that the conventional wisdom of students needing minimal 

lecture time and maximum practice time was only partially applicable to Chinese contexts; the 

students wanted to receive some substantive knowledge, instead of simply talking for an hour or 

two. Tao came to believe that it was better to strike a balance between delivering the material 

and having the students practice it. She aimed to achieve the goal where “one-third of the time I 

talk, one-third of the time the students talk, and one-third of the time they work in their own 

groups” (Personal Interview, 11/20/2017). For Tao, there was a distinction between learning and 

practicing; both were required, and each was ineffective without the other. For this reason, Tao 

believed that there was a difference between native and non-native English-speaking teachers of 

English, in terms of how they taught and in terms of what the students felt they took away. 

 “When students’ take native speakers’ class, they remember less, because native 

speakers most of the time just let students talk … But with Chinese teachers, they think 

they learn more … Perhaps the Chinese speaker will give them more knowledge about 

language … but the native speaker won’t do that … They won’t show students those 

details like what’s the topic sentence, the supporting sentence, the concluding sentence, 

and how to make logical connections1 … In the past, my students said that they learn 

more from the Chinese teacher than from native [English-speaking] teachers … [Native 

teachers] may have better language skills, but it doesn’t mean they know how to teach 

language. They may not know the students, or they may not know the context” (Personal 

Interview, 11/20/2017). 

 

In other words, with native English-speaking teachers of English, students often felt that 

they practiced more but learned less. By contrast, for non-native English-speaking teachers, it 

was often the opposite. Thus, students needed a balance of learning and practicing. 

                                                           
1 Speaking in Chinese, she used the term “首尾交易”. The first two characters mean “head to tail”. The second two 

characters could alternatively be translated as flow, exchange, coherence, cohesion, or connection.  
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This quote contains a number of important points. If there is a trend of native speakers 

providing more practice opportunities and Chinese speakers providing more explanations, these 

could be combined so that the students would walk away from every class and from the semester 

having acquired sufficient knowledge of the language as well as sufficient practice opportunities. 

Native and nonnative teachers could each adopt elements of both. Tao’s students felt the need to 

walk away not only with practice opportunities but with substantive knowledge which they had 

received. For those reasons, the common assumption about the need to reduce teacher talk and 

maximize student talk did not hold true in this case. If Chinese (or other international) students 

received extensive instruction in the US on how to use interactive teaching approaches in the 

classroom, they could balance those teaching approaches with additional time spent explaining 

and analyzing language concepts (such as supporting arguments or logical connectors) for the 

students. They could integrate this with their intuitive knowledge of the local teaching 

environments and the local students’ learning and language needs, using their cultural similarity 

with the students to their advantage. 

Conclusion 

Given Tao’s focus on literacy, it is perhaps natural that she would have placed the 

greatest emphasis on concepts such as logic, coherence, and use of the L1. Her relationship with 

her academic adviser appears to have been especially influential on her career and in her current 

teaching. She dealt with many of the same environmental issues as Chu, in addition to finding 

that she needed to moderate her US-learned instincts to maximize the students’ practice time. 

The balanced formula of one-third teacher lecture, one-third student practice, one-third teacher-

student feedback, appeared to be the perfect brew for the learning of EAP and scientific writing. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SYSTEMIC FUNCTIONAL LINGUISTICS – THE CASE OF LI 

 

Overview 

Li received his doctoral degree in applied linguistics from a flagship university in the US. 

Though he teaches a variety of classes which have significant variation in learning objectives and 

student characteristics, he appears to place emphasis on the same core set of US-learned systemic 

functional linguistics principles, while making adaptations to these principles where necessary to 

suit the needs of each individual course. This chapter will examine how those principles are 

applied, and the conditions which appear to hinder or facilitate his application of them. 

Current Institution 

Li works in the College of International Studies (a pseudonym) of a major university of 

foreign languages. The semester that I visited his school, he taught three courses, of which I was 

able to observe two: an argumentative writing course for English majors within the College, and 

an IELTS (International English Language Testing System) writing course for non-degree 

students that is housed within an extension school attached to the university. These courses differ 

significantly in terms of student characteristics, teaching and learning objectives, and of course, 

the teaching approaches that Li uses for each course. The third course he taught that semester, 

but which I was unable to observe due to scheduling conflicts, was a course in sociolinguistics. 

College of International Studies 

The College of International Studies (CIS) was once simply the Department of English. It 

began to reinvent itself in light of the reality that being an English major in China is no longer as 

prestigious or as secure a guarantee of future career potential as it might have once been, because 

it is becoming easier for non-English majors to cultivate a strong English fluency that is often 

more practical than the grammatical and literature knowledge on which English majors tend to 
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focus (Personal Interview, 10/29/2017). The department reinvented itself as the CIS, and is a 

unique institution compared to English departments of other foreign language universities in 

China. The CIS now offers a variety of content courses in order to provide its majors with a 

broader array of marketable knowledge and skills, such as international relations, gender and 

society, and language and culture. In fact, the CIS now has five tracks, from which its students 

can choose to specialize in one: English literature, applied linguistics, sociocultural research, 

international politics and economics, and translation theory and practice. 

In addition, the course offerings within the CIS tend to be categorized into three types: 

lecture style, seminar style, and skills-development style. Within the College, the faculty who 

have foreign degrees typically did not study linguistics or SLTE, but rather content areas such as 

sociology and political science. These faculty members tend to teach courses which integrate 

language and content instruction. In fact, the president of the university is a prominent promoter 

of language and content integration in Chinese higher education. By contrast, the faculty who 

received their degrees right in China tend to teach courses dedicated exclusively to language 

skills. In short, the CIS consists largely of foreign-trained professors who received their degrees 

in content areas and who usually teach courses which combine language and content instruction, 

and locally-trained professors who received their degrees in SLTE and who usually teach courses 

which focus largely on language development. Li is therefore in a unique position, being one of 

the only faculty members in the College who received his foreign degree in SLTE. For those 

reasons, the College typically has him teaching courses that focus on English writing for 

academic purposes, such as persuasive writing and argumentative writing.  

There is another department at the university which takes care of classes for non-English 

majors, and they tend to use similar textbooks to those used in the CIS. Li does not teach any 
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classes in that other department, instead focusing on CIS majors. Despite this, he mentioned that 

the faculty who do teach in that department tend to be recruited from the master’s and doctoral 

graduates of the CIS. Clearly, as a faculty member in the CIS, Li felt that it was important to be 

aware that some of his current students, upon graduation, would likely end up going across the 

street to teach English classes for non-English majors. 

Curiously, students of the argumentative writing class barely noticed me when I sat in the 

classroom, as opposed to the IELTS students, who gave me frequent glances of curiosity. When I 

asked Li about this, he speculated that the argumentative writing students probably “think you’re 

a minority student, from Xinjiang or Tibet” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017). While amusing, 

this could suggest that the CIS receives the occasional ethnic minority student, who may 

typically not mix in with the mainstream Han Chinese students or develop close social linkages 

with them. 

IELTS Preparation 

The IELTS is a common standardized test which students from non-English speaking 

countries must take in order to be admitted to universities in the UK and other countries 

(typically not the US, which uses the TOEFL instead). Li currently teaches an IELTS writing 

class for students who are planning on pursuing their undergraduate degrees in the UK. These are 

non-degree students who typically did not score high enough on the Chinese college entrance 

examination to gain admission to a reputable enough university within the Chinese higher 

education system. These students seek an alternative, which is to go to the UK for undergraduate 

studies. Their families typically tend to be economically wealthy enough to afford the full tuition 

for their undergraduate studies abroad, as well as the preparatory classes to prepare for the 

IELTS beforehand. Despite the broad range of private test preparation centers to which the 
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parents could choose to send their children to prepare for the IELTS, many parents prefer to send 

their children to this university’s nondegree IELTS preparation program, due to the prospect of 

their children being able to study with reputable professors who have advanced qualifications. At 

the same time, such a nondegree program provides a source of additional revenue for the 

university, since the parents often pay for these classes out of pocket. 

Li’s IELTS writing class fits within a broader curriculum of classes in IELTS speaking, 

listening, reading, grammar, math, and even British culture and society. In fact, the students have 

a full daily schedule of all these classes, Monday to Friday, including individual study time and 

even computer lab time in the evenings. It is a comprehensive and self-contained series of 

courses to prepare the students to take the IELTS at the end of the semester. The students 

generally room on campus during the week and go back to their homes on weekends. 

Typically, the professors who teach these nondegree IELTS courses tend to be junior 

faculty members such as Li. This course is not technically counted as part of his regular teaching 

requirements, but more of a voluntary addition which allows him to draw additional income. 

Additional Responsibilities 

In addition to his teaching duties, Li must maintain a research agenda. He typically wakes 

up at 6am to go to campus to get some research done before the start of the teaching day. After 

classes, he often stays late to get some more writing done or meet with students individually. 

With respect to tenure and promotion, he explained to me that he needs three things: a book, a 

national grant, and several articles published in Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) journals. 

For the book, he simply published his doctoral dissertation. For the grant, he was still in the 

process of designing a research project for which he would apply for national funding. For the 

articles, he had already submitted several articles to SSCI journals and was still waiting to hear 
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back from them. Additionally, Li was attempting to develop a writing center, though at the time 

of my fieldwork he was not yet sure what this center would specifically teach. The center is still 

in such an early stage, that little information about it was available to collect. 

Institutional Politics 

Concerning other institutional politics issues, he explained to me that it is easier for a 

man to get this job than a woman, because the universities would prefer to hire someone whom 

they calculated would not require maternity pay and whom they figured would be able to 

dedicate themselves more completely to their work instead of splitting their time between their 

work and their family. 

Educational Background 

Li received his doctorate in applied linguistics. Yet while his degree was in the 

Linguistics Department, he had significant coursework from the College of Education. In fact, it 

seemed quite clear from our discussions that he felt a closer affinity to the College of Education 

than to the Linguistics Department. 

“The education professors are more approachable. Sometimes I just felt like the 

Linguistics professors had really strict guidelines to follow. If you had late homework 

then you couldn’t get a grade. But in Education, if you explained to the professor about 

the difficulty that you had, then they would work with you. I think that it’s because they 

do research on education issues, so they might know more difficulties that the students 

might have. But for Linguistics, they just play with language, they ignore the social and 

cultural factors that the students might encounter.” (Personal Interview, 10/30/2017) 

 

This quote has several key implications for the influence of Li’s US training on his 

current classroom teaching. First, he was impressed by the education professors’ responsiveness 

to personal issues or difficulties that he faced during his studies, particularly due to social and 

cultural circumstances. This responsiveness to students’ difficulties were, to me, clearly reflected 

in his current classroom teaching, as will be detailed throughout this chapter. His responsiveness 
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as a teacher thus appears to have been cultivated at least in part by his education professors’ 

responsiveness when he was a student in his US doctoral studies. It left a deep impression on 

him, and he transfers it to his students. 

Second, Li’s research interests shifted over the course of his doctoral studies, from a 

focus on pure language to a focus on culture and social justice. In fact, his academic adviser was 

a professor in the College of Education who was then on a temporary posting to the Linguistics 

Department. That professor specializes in systemic functional linguistics (SFL) and critical 

discourse analysis (CDA) for the teaching of academic language within American K-12 teaching 

contexts, with a focus on addressing social inequities that language barriers sometimes reinforce. 

Li ended up embracing her research agenda during his work as a teaching assistant under her 

supervision, as well as in his dissertation. 

Li’s doctoral coursework could be broadly divided into three parts. First, there were the 

core linguistics courses, such as phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. 

Second, there were the historical and archaeological linguistics courses in which the Linguistics 

Department tends to specialize. Li found these courses—which included studies of Ancient 

Greek, Latin, and Gothic—to be particularly challenging. Third, there were the teaching methods 

courses that Li took from the College of Education. While Li did list out the courses that he took, 

he appeared to place little emphasis on the content of the courses themselves. 

Rather, he appeared to place a greater emphasis on four aspects: (a) the teaching 

approaches that his professors used when teaching those courses, (b) the teaching and research 

assistant work that he did in collaboration with his adviser, (c) his own reading and analysis of 

research articles during his coursework and action research projects, and (d) his interactions with 

classmates and colleagues more broadly. In general, these aspects appeared to cause Li’s 
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research interests to shift from a predominant focus on language to a broader focus on the 

intersection of language and culture. The apparent influence of these aspects on Li’s current 

teaching will be detailed throughout this chapter.  

Research Question #1: Types of Knowledge from US-Based SLTE 

Systemic Functional Linguistics, Lexical Cohesion, and Lexical Repertoire 

Li placed a strong emphasis on systemic functional linguistics (SFL), a system of 

metalinguistic concepts that allow the reader to analyze how the parts of an academic sentence or 

paragraph function together to produce precise meanings and semiotics (Halliday, 1985/1994). 

For instance, Li was particularly interested in cohesive transition words and relationship markers 

(such as those which indicate time or possession). When he was in the US, he came to embrace 

SFL when he worked on several research projects in collaboration with his adviser. “I spent 

several years researching this with my adviser, for middle school students. We studied how 

academic language can be unpacked, demystified using SFL. So we basically used SFL to 

demystify academic language for content-based ESL teachers. But some teachers do not like it at 

all” (Personal Interview, 10/18/2017). In other words, he came to see that value of SFL when he 

saw it used in practice. “Basically, I’m an SFL lover, so … you can see how I use lexical 

cohesion, modeling to build up field-related lexical repertoire” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017). 

Essentially, he defined SFL heavily in terms of lexical cohesion and lexical repertoire. 

Lexical cohesion is the use of certain words that connect ideas and make them flow smoothly 

and logically. Lexical repertoire is like a mental cache of words from which a person could draw 

when formulating their sentences. In his view, a broad lexical repertoire was especially important 

in academic writing, where precise words are often called for. Additionally, under the time 

constraints of the IELTS examination, Li believed that it was necessary for students to have a 
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reserve of words ready to draw on at a moment’s notice, so that they could sound professional 

without using the same words over and over again. As he described to me: 

 “You have to build up a field-based lexical repertoire, so I want to help students 

accumulate those lexical choices. So when they get nervous sitting the exam, they have 

more to draw on. They can use ‘maintain’, they can use ‘claim’, they don’t always have 

to use ‘think’.” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017) 

 

Li emphasized lexical repertoire, both for the IELTS class and for the argumentative 

writing class, though each for different purposes. For the IELTS class, lexical repertoire provided 

students with a ready-made set of words from which to draw during the time constraints of the 

IELTS exam. For the argumentative writing class, lexical repertoire helped improved the CIS 

majors’ ability to make reasoned arguments through more precise wording. 

It should also be noted that Li typically used SFL as a teaching tool, but not so much as 

the object of instruction: “I can’t directly use SFL terms, otherwise [the students] would go 

crazy” (Personal Interview, 10/17/2017). In other words, he did not directly teach his students 

about SFL, but he used SFL as a tool when teaching his students about lexical cohesion. 

“You really draw on your repertoire, but we have to purposefully develop it. In an 

English-speaking environment, we can develop it in and out of the classroom. But in EFL 

contexts, students don’t have enough exposure. Probably after exiting my classroom, they 

just don’t have too many opportunities” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017).  

 

Lexical repertoire did not automatically build simply by more exposure to academic 

English; it needed to be explicitly taught and expanded. A technique that he has developed for 

expanding students’ lexical repertoire in class was for him and his students to co-construct lists 

of words which had slightly different meanings which were appropriate for different contexts. 

For instance, in one IELTS class on 10/18/2017, Li had the students open their textbooks to a 

reading passage about the benefits of frequent athletic activity. He began by reading the first 

sentence of the reading passage himself: 
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Li: (Reading from the textbook) “Playing team sports is popular all over the world, 

and participation in sporting activities, for example, soccer or basketball, has 

many benefits.” 這一句, 它討論的是甚麼? 好處還是壞處? [What is this 

sentence talking about? Advantages or disadvantages?] 

Ss: 好處. [Advantages.] 

Li: 好處, 是不是? 然後選一個同學讀一段. [Advantages, right? Now let’s choose a 

classmate to read a sentence.] 

S1: (reading from the textbook) “First, sports promote the development of the body 

and muscles and helps to keep the players fit.” 

Li: Yes, thank you. “First, sports promote the development of the body and muscles 

and helps to keep the players fit.” Promote. 還有可以用甚麼詞? [What other 

words can you use?] 

S2: Improve. 

Li: Improve. Great. 還有呢? [Any others?]  

S3: Develop. 

Li: Develop. 很好, 可以的. 然後 “development” 有點囉嗦了, 是吧? 那如果你沒有 

“development”, 那就是 “development” 去掉, “develop body and muscle” 就可以

了. 好吧, 還有嗎? (Students don’t respond.) “Support”, 也可以, 是不是? 這個 

“promote” 我們可以換成 “improve”, “support”, “facilitate”, 是不是? [Develop. 

Good, that works. So “development” is a bit long-winded, right? If you have to 

take away “development”, you can just say “develop body and muscle”. Any 

others? (Students don’t respond.) “Support” is also possible, right? And 

“promote” can be changed to “improve”, “support”, “facilitate”, right?] 

 

The discussion continued in similar manner, as both Li and the students proposed new 

words to add to the list. As words were being suggested, Li was simultaneously typing them in 

real time into a blank Word document, which was displayed on the projector screen behind the 

teacher’s podium: 

 

Promote 

Improve 

Support 

Develop 

Facilitate 

Increase 

Strengthen 

Foster 

Better (as verb) 
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An examination of the above sequence of classroom talk reveals some interesting 

findings. First, Li began by establishing the general category of words (“Advantages”) to be 

sought. Second, he repeated students’ answers to affirm them, almost as a motivational tactic. 

Third, he used a combination of open-ended questions and confirmatory acknowledgement 

(“Right?”) to prompt students to speak. Fourth, he switched into Chinese for these prompting 

functions. Fifth, he co-constructed this lexical repertoire with his students. Categories of lexical 

connectors which Li frequently emphasized throughout his classes included those that referenced 

personal sources (e.g. writes, argues, according to) and those that referenced visuals diagrams 

(e.g. indicates, illustrates). This suggests the strong importance that Li attached to the use of data 

and evidence. 

Moreover, Li remarked to me that other colleagues often felt quite skeptical about the 

idea of using SFL for language instruction: “they’re resistant to it because it goes against what 

they’re used to in terms of how to teach language. What is this concept, and why bring it in to a 

well-established and well-developed system of teaching?” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017). 

These colleagues tended to believe that SFL was simply an additional set of vocabulary terms to 

describe things that they already taught. By contrast, Li believed that SFL used a different 

approach to the teaching of language, one which focused on the functions of certain words and 

phrases, such as words which performed an inferential function (e.g. suggests, implies) or 

phrases which identified cause and effect (e.g. due to, resulting in). Li aimed to teach his students 

how to use these words and phrases properly for the strongest lexical cohesion. 

Co-Construction of Knowledge with Students 

In the abovementioned classroom observation segment, we saw Li co-construct the list of 

terms with his students in order to expand the students’ lexical repertoire. Even if an individual 
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student did not possess a large lexical repertoire, one student knew one word, another student 

knew another word. So in a way, the class as a whole possessed a large collective repertoire; if 

students could simply share those words with each other, then that repertoire would be diffused 

across all students, with the teacher playing a facilitating role in this diffusion. This was the idea 

of knowledge co-construction, which Li learned from his teaching methods classes in his US 

university, as well as from seeing his professors use that method themselves during class. As he 

related to me: 

“My phonology teacher picked up some information from students, to increase their level 

of engagement. She said that we can use that technique. You saw that I pick up a lot of 

information from the students. This kind of thing, I learned in the US. I’m not sure that 

many of our teachers do that in the Chinese context. But my phonology teacher always 

did this. It gives students confidence, and students feel like their performance is 

recognized by the teacher.” (Personal Interview, 10/23/2017) 

 

In other words, he noticed how his phonology professor tended to integrate many of the 

students’ ideas and contributions into the class material. This enabled him and his classmates to 

more readily “buy in” to the lesson and participate more actively. It also enabled him and his 

classmates to feel that they had taken away more from the lesson, since they themselves were 

more actively involved in contributing to the lesson’s content. Li took this lesson, and now 

applies it with his current students. When his students could see that their contributions were 

valid enough for the teacher to build on, then the students’ self-confidence increased, which in 

turn could feed into their own improved language development. 

The abovementioned classroom observation segment demonstrates Li co-constructing a 

list of lexical connectors with his students, words which the students could then incorporate into 

their own writings. Knowledge co-construction could also be extended to other concepts as well. 

The following classroom observation segment from the sophomore argumentative writing class 

on 10/20/2017 demonstrates Li introducing various forms of evidence. 
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Li: In argumentative writing, you have to show your own arguments, which means 

you have your own claim and your own evidence … But not all types of evidence 

are preferred. Which types of evidence do we prefer in argumentative writing? 

S1: (reading from the textbook) Facts, statistics, and expert opinion. 

Li: So it’s really like research-based evidence, which means we have to do a little bit 

of quotation and citation. But this time, you have to keep in mind that you have 

different types of evidence available. You have facts, you have personal 

experiences, you have what? 

S2: Common knowledge. 

Li: Common knowledge. And what else? 

S3: Anecdotes. 

Li: And you also have what? Logical reasoning. You can do pure logical reasoning. 

Or you can do analogy. So we have all these different types of evidence … I 

would like you to use research-based evidence, which means you have to collect 

evidence online or go to the library to check out some resources. 

 

The textbook mentioned three types of evidence: facts, statistics, and expert opinion. To 

this, the students added anecdotes and common knowledge. Li then added analogies, logical 

reasoning, and personal experience. Li spent the rest of the class period covering those types of 

evidence in greater detail. In the end, eight different types of evidence were discussed, with the 

students contributing two of them. The students learned about those types of evidence in a more 

interactive way, to which they themselves contributed some pieces of knowledge. In the end, Li 

spent considerable class time developing material which had been introduced by the students. 

Spontaneity 

In the US, Li learned about the value of spontaneity, and came to believe in its 

importance for teaching practice. His spontaneity in the classroom came in two forms: making 

on-the-spot changes to a lesson during class, and making adjustments to his future lesson plans 

based on how a given class went overall. 

For instance, in one meeting of the sophomore argumentative writing course 

(10/16/2017), Li was teaching the students about the difference between argument and 

persuasion. Instead of simply beginning with his own lecture about the differences, he began 
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playing a video podcast (Baker, 2016) entitled “Claim, Evidence, and Warrant.” Several minutes 

into the video, he made the sudden decision to pause it and pull up a second video, which was a 

2012 campaign ad by then-US President Barack Obama (BarackObamadotcom, 2012). Why did 

he make this spontaneous decision? 

A fine-grained look at the few minutes of this classroom behavior reveals some 

interesting findings. The video podcast about claim, evidence, and persuasion began by 

delineating the difference between argument and persuasion. “Persuasion,” the speaker in the 

video said, “is when a writer or speaker makes a case using emotion and feeling in support of a 

claim … Usually, the companies are trying to make you feel a certain way about their products. 

Or a political candidate is trying to get you to feel a certain way about the other candidate.” It 

was at this point that Li paused the video and said: 

 

Li: Okay, the [speaker] is talking about this, reminds me of a video I need to show 

you. You see, this ad is kind of like persuasion. But you see no evidence, it’s kind 

of like all about personal emotion … They probably use some facts, but they want 

to use emotion to engage people. 

 

 

Li began by paraphrasing the podcast’s explanation, that persuasion focused more on 

emotion than on evidence. He then instructed the class to pay attention to the emotion-based 

arguments that Obama used in the video that he was about to play. The video was saved on his 

USB drive, in an old folder from a previous semester. In this way, he had a reservoir of materials 

from previous classes on which he could draw at a moment’s notice where useful. 

Li began playing the video of Obama contrasting his economic development plan with 

that of Mitt Romney, Obama’s opponent in the 2012 presidential election. In the short ad, Obama 

talked about how he intended to create more jobs and train more math and science teachers while 

Romney intended to pursue the same economic policies which had led to the financial crisis. 
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Li spontaneously paused the Obama video halfway through and went back to the original 

podcast, which gave definitions and examples of claim, evidence, and warrant. The warrant, said 

the video, is the speaker’s or writer’s own explanation of how the evidence supports the claim, in 

case the audience or reader interprets the evidence in a different way. After the video finished, Li 

switched into Chinese and began delivering an explanation: 

 

Li: With persuasion, we sometimes use emotions. 比如說, 你們好好學習, 所以變老

就能成長了. 但是證據, 你們知道嗎? [For example, You should study well, so 

that when you get older you can develop yourselves. But what about the use of 

evidence?] 

S1: 對職業很好. [It’s good for your career.] 

 

Li made spontaneous switches between different videos, in his attempts to teach his 

students about the difference between argument and persuasion. In these brief few minutes, Li 

added various elements of spontaneity: pulling up new videos, eliciting students’ comments, and 

switching to a final Chinese explanation in order to cement the new knowledge. 

When I asked him what made him decide to pause the video podcast and pull up the 

Obama ad, he explained: “Because I felt that it was so empty, so vague. For me the concepts are 

probably clear, but for the students they’re probably not clear. You have to take into account the 

students as your audience, so I just felt that I should pause the podcast to show them that Obama 

speech” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017). In other words, Li had sensed in the moment that the 

video podcast’s explanation about persuasion relying on emotion was not being too well received 

or understood by the students. This made him decide that he needed to show the students a 

concrete example of emotion-based persuasion, so that they would be able to better follow along 

with the rest of the podcast. It is also noteworthy that he did not originally plan on playing that 

Obama video. He had it on his USB stick, in some old folders from a previous semester. When 
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the video podcast talked about political candidates, this triggered his recollection that he had an 

Obama video saved, and that it would probably be a useful video for his students to watch in this 

particular moment. 

When I asked him where he learned about spontaneity, he explained that: “I taught for 

many years in the US [as a teaching assistant], so I had to learn to sometimes be spontaneous, 

because American students are really flexible, they can ask you a lot of unexpected questions, so 

you have to be prepared … That experience taught me that my teaching cannot be too fixed … 

Flexibility is one feature in American classrooms” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017). In other 

words, Li had to accustom himself to coming up with answers to the frequent questions that his 

American students would ask him. 

It is also noteworthy that Li did not appear to have learned as much about spontaneity 

from his language teaching methods classes. Those classes tended to place a greater emphasis on 

how the different teaching approaches worked, but not as great an emphasis on when or how to 

make on-the-spot decisions. Spontaneity appeared to be developed more from his own teaching 

assistant experiences, and yet it appears to feature prominently in his current teaching practice. 

The influence of TA experience on the teaching and classroom practices of US-trained English 

teachers—and perhaps on the teaching and classroom practices of teachers more broadly—is a 

theme that has emerged in the other two participants, and merits further inquiry in the future. 

I was also interested in exploring spontaneity with respect to lexical repertoire: During all 

of those co-constructed word lists (such as improve and support in the above observation), did Li 

decide in advance that he would teach those specific words, or did those words simply come to 

him spontaneously in the moment he was teaching them? When I asked him about this, he 

explained to me that “some of them just occurred to me, some of them I already realized were 
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necessary … based on my own personal experience … I always believe that we are accumulating 

repertoire” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017). In other words, he had accumulated a broad mental 

glossary of lexical synonyms, from which he would draw depending on the situation in the 

moment. It seems that he did not always pre-plan which words he would teach his students; 

when the occasion arose, it would simply occur to him that certain other words would be useful 

for the students to know, based on his previous experience. 

A subtler point of analysis might be that Li’s decision to pull up Barack Obama’s 

campaign ad might have been triggered by the video podcast speaker’s line: “Or a political 

candidate is trying to get you to feel a certain way about the other candidate”. The mention of 

‘political candidate’ might have triggered Li’s recollection that he had an Obama speech that 

might provide a good example for students in that moment. This suggests that spontaneity can be 

triggered by the raising—even briefly—of a particular topic that reminds the teacher that they 

have some other material of relevance and utility. The ways in which certain keywords trigger a 

reaction or recollection appears to be an element involved in spontaneity, an aspect of cognition 

which merits further investigation. 

Apart from these types of moment-to-moment classroom decisions, spontaneity also 

came in the form of adjustments to the entire semester’s curriculum. For instance, during an 

IELTS class meeting on 10/19/2017, Li became frustrated when he felt that the students were not 

absorbing the material that he was providing, and when he felt that their essays and their writings 

were still suffering from problems of basic grammar. The moment came near the end of class. In 

the preceding half-hour, the students had been working on their essays individually, while he had 

been floating around the classroom, giving students individualized feedback. As he continued to 

see the same basic grammar mistakes, and as it became clear to him that the students were not 
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grasping the argumentative writing skills which he had been attempting to cultivate, he grew 

visibly upset, came to the front of the classroom, and told the students in a moment of candor: 

 

Li: 第一個問就題是, 大家的循序不對, 所以不能寫論文, 每個句子寫得不對. 所以

可能明天我們會花時間改掉了, 寫更多的句子. 第二個是我跟你們已經說過多

少次, 你們不寫清楚. 所以明天我們要, 大家寫得清楚. 然後第三個問題就是, 

大家描寫了, 比如說這個是我說過多長時, 多長時間但是沒寫得太對. 其實花

了最多, you spend the most hours watching TV, 但是沒寫. [The first problem is 

that, if your word order is incorrect, then you can’t write the essay, every sentence 

is not written well. So tomorrow we’re going to spend more time editing and 

writing more sentences. The second problem is something I’ve already told you 

many times, that your writing is not clear. So tomorrow we’re going to practice 

writing more clearly. And the third problem is that, in your descriptions, for 

instance what I’ve spent a lot of time telling you, that they’re being written 

incorrectly. It seems that you spend most hours watching TV and not writing.] 

 

When I sat down with him immediately following the class, he explained to me that he 

was frustrated because the students did not appear to be picking up the material. He questioned 

how he could teach advanced argumentative writing skills when the students were barely able to 

compose basic sentences with proper subject-verb-object word order. For this reason, he decided 

on the spot that he was going to make changes to the way he taught the class: 

“Every two weeks, I’m going to pause to give them some free time. So we finish two 

units, then have some free time … I decided to do this on the spot, I just feel I need to 

slow down. They’re not progressing well.” (Personal Interview, 10/19/2017) 

 

Li decided that he was going to leave the last class meeting of every second week as 

“open floor” time, where students could freely practice whatever they needed to, while he went 

around the room answering questions or providing recommendations. He also decided that he 

needed to spend more time reviewing basic grammar before progressing to the more advanced 

argumentative writing skills necessary to score well on the IELTS. 

In short, Li appeared to demonstrate two types of spontaneity. The first was the moment-

to-moment type, where he would make slight deviations from the day’s lesson plan. The second 
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was the curriculum adaptation, where he would decide that he needed to spend additional time in 

the semester on some more basic material before moving on to the more advanced. Li suggested 

to me that this spontaneity was cultivated largely through his TA experience in the US. 

Metalinguistic Knowledge 

In the sophomore argumentative writing class, Li spent a considerable amount of time 

getting the students to understand the concepts of claim, evidence, and warrant—with a strong 

emphasis on the latter. He spent part of the time directly explaining those concepts, part of the 

time using videos and writing samples (as in the ones just described above) and getting students 

to create their own examples or identify such elements with given reading passages. He believed 

that the warrant was crucial to constructing a strong argument, and yet it was one of the most 

easily overlooked aspects of argumentative writing, especially in China, where it is seldom 

taught. When I asked whether the claim-evidence-warrant trio was something he had learned in 

the US, he explained to me that he learned about it indirectly. Instead, he had developed an 

intuitive understanding of the parts of a components argument, through the cultivation of 

metalinguistic knowledge. 

Metalinguistic knowledge is language about language. It is one thing to know the words 

for house, run, and big. It is something else to know that those word categories are nouns, verbs, 

and adjectives. It is one thing to argue that too much junk food is bad for your health. It is 

something else to be able to directly describe what makes that argument strong or weak. In the 

US, even though Li was never directly taught about the concept of the warrant, through a 

combination of adviser feedback on papers and his dissertation, and his own reading of hundreds 

of academic articles throughout his doctoral studies, he came to understand that one could not 

simply make a claim and present supporting evidence: There was a third step which involved 
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interpreting the evidence for the reader. This was important, because the reader might understand 

or interpret the evidence differently from what the author had intended, especially if the reader 

was not a subject matter expert. 

“When I submitted an essay, it was basically full of claims and evidence, I didn’t do 

interpretation. So my US adviser said that I had to connect the two … I picked it up, but 

there was no label for my knowledge, so then I had to empower myself in labeling my 

knowledge, because when I teach my students, I want to be more theoretical and practical 

at the same time.” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017)  

 

His adviser, in providing him with feedback on his essays and writings, told him that he 

needed to add more of his own interpretation of the supporting evidence in order to make sure 

that the reader could more explicitly see his intended connections between the claim and the 

evidence. It was only later, as he was preparing to teach his students in China to do the same 

thing, that he learned that this interpretation had a name: the warrant. He learned about this term 

when he was searching for videos and other resources to help him prepare to teach his students 

about argument construction. When he did finally come across that term, he had enough 

metalinguistic understanding about argument construction to understand what it was and how to 

do it well. As he explained to me: 

“I picked up some metalinguistic knowledge in the US, like structure, body, purpose, and 

genre-based knowledge … When I read some articles … I could know the differences 

between the purposes of different types of essays. So when I teach argumentative writing, 

I have to consciously think about how to differentiate the different types of essays in 

terms of purpose and general structure … So I didn’t learn the disciplinary knowledge 

directly [in the US], but at least I learned some metalinguistic knowledge, and I could 

know how to apply it.” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017) 

 

This quote indicates several things. First, that in the US, he did not directly learn how to 

teach the different purposes of academic writing (e.g. persuasive, argumentative, expository) or 

about the different components of a strong argument (e.g. claim, evidence, warrant). He 

developed an intuitive feel for these concepts through adviser feedback on his writings, and 
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through his own independent academic reading, much like Griffith et al.’s (2016) concepts of 

‘metacognitive decisionmaking’. He developed the metalinguistic awareness to notice that there 

was a distinction between different types of writing purposes; he simply had not known how to 

label them or how to teach them. Those things, he had to learn as he was preparing his classes. 

It is also important to note that Li did not learn many of these concepts through his 

coursework. In fact, he specifically said that he did not take any courses in academic writing. He 

was a student of applied linguistics who took some education courses, but academic writing was 

not one of them. He developed his academic writing knowledge by receiving feedback from his 

adviser during the writing of his essays and dissertation, and by studying the structure and 

language of the academic articles that he was reading throughout his doctoral studies. In short, in 

the IELTS and argumentative writing classes that I observed, he was using knowledge that he 

had gained from the US, but much of that knowledge was gained not from the courses 

themselves but from his interactions with his adviser and from his own independent reading. 

Despite not having received much direct instruction in academic writing, he was able to teach 

academic writing based in no small part on the metalinguistic knowledge that he had cultivated 

through various other experiences, particularly through his interactions with his adviser. This 

demonstrates, as Toth and Moranski (2018) argue, the importance of metalinguistic knowledge, 

and of the need to continue studying its role in the study of academic writing instruction. 

Identity and Motivation 

During classroom observations, I noticed that Li’s motivational tactics appeared to differ 

between the nondegree IELTS class and the sophomore argumentative writing class. For 

instance, in the IELTS class he would often make motivational comments like “鍛鍊一下自己” 

[Keep drilling yourself] and “不停地寫” [Don’t stop writing, or perhaps more figuratively, 
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Don’t stop practicing your writing] (Classroom Observation, 10/16/2017), as tactics to get the 

students to continue practicing and improving themselves in preparation for the exam. By 

contrast, in the argumentative writing class, he tended to make more encouraging remarks. For 

instance, he would constantly tell his students in English things like “Don’t get stressed”, “Don’t 

worry, you should be fine”, and “If you don’t understand it, don’t feel frustrated, you’re still 

great English major students” (Classroom Observation, 10/18/2017). For the IELTS class, he 

appeared to be playing to the students’ sense of challenge and competitiveness, whereas for the 

argumentative writing class, he appeared to be playing more to the students’ sense of fragility 

and inadequacy. Why this difference? And did he learn these motivational tactics from his US 

doctoral program? With respect to the IELTS students, he explained: 

“They’re not going to do their homework after class. A lot of rich families’ kids are 

spoiled, they need someone to motivate them to do that. Most of them are from rich 

families, at least from the middle class. They can afford to take the IELTS classes and 

study abroad.” (Personal Interview, 10/26/2017) 

 

As mentioned before, the students in the IELTS class generally did not score well enough 

on the Chinese college entrance examination to gain admission to a top-tier university within the 

Chinese higher education system. As a result, they were taking the alternative route of pursuing 

their undergraduate studies in the UK, and they were enrolled in this nondegree program to 

prepare for the requisite standardized tests. 

Moreover, Li’s quote reflects a belief that I have often encountered in China, namely that 

students from richer families may not always work too hard in school, since they know that they 

can have their families shell out the expensive tuition money to send them abroad for their post-

secondary education. To the extent that this belief has any validity, it would mean that such 

students often do not have a high level of motivation to work hard in school. Given this, Li felt 

that he needed to play to their sense of competitiveness, motivating them with messages of 
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constant self-improvement, trying to imbue them with a sense that if they really wanted to go 

study in the UK, then they would need to do the required work to score well on the IELTS. He 

seemed to be attempting to shake them out of an apparent sense of apathy with a message of 

aspiring to better themselves, or to find something to aspire to. The students were competitive, 

just not in a way that Li felt was the most positive—as will be detailed in the paragraphs about 

student competitiveness below. 

By contrast, the sophomore CIS major students were in a different situation. Apart from 

being a few years older, they had different goals and different learning objectives. Li explained: 

“For the IELTS class, they do need confidence, but it’s a different type of confidence. 

They need confidence in texts. But English major students have to be confident in their 

professional identity. Sometimes they doubt themselves, especially English major 

students. I’m a student of language education, so I know about identity, such as discourse 

identity, institutional identity, affinity identity. People have a conflict between these 

different identities, so I have to foster their identities as English majors in the classroom 

and in the school.” (Personal Interview, 10/26/2017) 

 

In other words, he suggested, English majors in China may often have lower academic 

and professional self-confidence, as well as a more negative sense of professional identity. 

According to findings from previous research in which I was involved (Murray and Coady, 

2018), English majors in China may feel this lower self-confidence because it is much easier 

these days for non-English majors to have just as good if not a better level of English fluency, 

and a more practical and communicative type of fluency at that. Content area majors like STEM 

or finance can have two advantages: their subject matter expertise and their English fluency. But 

English majors’ only expertise is usually the English language itself, and oftentimes more 

focused on the grammar and literature than on the communicative and professionally usable. 

Therefore, English majors may often feel that they graduate without many professional 

advantages or a professionally marketable English fluency in the first place. 
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The department has aimed to address this issue by transforming itself from an English 

Department to a College of International Studies and adding a wide array of content courses to 

enhance their students’ professional knowledge base. Li is also attempting to address this issue 

through his teaching practice, by the ways in which he motivates his students to have a more 

favorable opinion of themselves and fewer unrealistic expectations. When I asked him where he 

learned how to motivate his students in different ways, he explained to me: 

“One of my doctoral committee members [in the US] was an expert on identity, so I paid 

greater attention to identity. And I was also a minority student there, a language learner 

myself, so I know the importance of identity and social practices.” (Personal Interview, 

10/27/2017) 

 

In essence, a practical effect of his having studied in the US was that he cultivated a 

greater awareness of the importance of identity development beyond mere language teaching 

pedagogy. Curiously, this identity development appears to have come from two sources, neither 

of which were related to his actual coursework: one from his doctoral committee member who 

specializes in language learner identity, and one from his own struggles with his language learner 

identity as a non-native English speaker receiving a doctoral degree in SLTE in the US. His US 

experience helped him develop his ability to cultivate different forms of language learner 

identity, both in his students and in himself. 

Research Question #2: Influencing Factors 

Institutional Differences 

Li’s US-based SFL training had taught him to value the importance of lexical connectors 

and transition words. By contrast, his students in China often showed resistance to learning about 

transition words. This tended to frustrate him. He explained to me that the students often built up 

a resistance to using transition words because instructors in other classes had said that such 

words were not so important. 
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“I said to my students in my expository writing class, that you have to use some 

transitional words. And one student told me that in another class, her teacher had said that 

they didn’t need to do that … I asked what course she was taking, and she said literature. 

I said okay, fine, in literature you can write whatever you want.” (Personal Interview, 

10/31/2017) 

 

There appeared to be three issues at play here. First, that the different writing genres (i.e. 

expository vs. literary) had different conventions, and students might generalize the conventions 

of one genre across all other genres, believing that there was no need to do things differently 

from what they are already used to doing. Second, that if certain writing conventions of one 

genre did not cross over into other genres, then the students might not see the value of learning 

those conventions, figuring that they would not use them again after the course was finished. 

Third, that different teachers had their own personal likes and dislikes which they might impart 

on their students; then the students might internalize those likes and dislikes and filter the content 

of subsequent classes through them. Any or all of these three factors could make it more difficult 

for Li to teach the SFL-based transitional words on which he came to place importance. 

Deeper institutional issues appeared to be at play here as well. The CIS’s various courses 

were obviously intended to provide different pieces of knowledge which would add up to a 

comprehensive understanding of the field. The courses should ideally have complemented each 

other and dovetailed with one another. These courses sometimes ended up providing information 

that the students felt was contradictory, so that instead of providing mutually complementary 

material, the courses may have provided material that the students considered to be mutually 

exclusionary. This was likely to limit students’ receptiveness to certain materials, including those 

that Li considered to be important based on his US experience. 

As suggested above, different teachers within the CIS may have come from different 

academic backgrounds which had different writing conventions. This may have been useful to 
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students if they were able to comfortably switch between the writing conventions of different 

genres. It may not have been as useful if the students felt that they were receiving conflicting 

information from different teachers, leading the students to be unsure of which teachers’ advice 

to accept or disregard. Either way, some students did not end up learning or retaining everything 

they could, and the teachers may not have ended up teaching all the material that they had hoped. 

In this case, the fact of teachers coming from diverse academic backgrounds could end up 

reducing what students took away from the program, not broaden it as was intended. In this case, 

the course curriculum could become a set of disparate courses that are not cohesive, and which 

do not teach a structured, unified set of skills. 

I would speculate that this is especially possible in the field of language education. 

Finance majors might take courses in accounting, economics, and stock markets. Political 

science majors might take courses in government, media, and public policy. These courses can 

complement each other and are less likely to provide conflicting information. They might all 

have some writing component, yet the focus of the learning is likely to be more on the content 

and less on the writing style. Language majors are different. Students such as those in the CIS 

often take courses in persuasive writing, expository writing, literature, and translation. In this 

case, the writing style itself is often the course content, potentially causing students who have 

become accustomed to one writing style to resist learning the conventions of another. I believe it 

is important for a US-trained English teacher to be aware that he or she may be going back to an 

environment in which students have cultivated their own preconceptions about writing, based on 

advice from previous teachers and their own writing experiences at school. This might lead the 

students to resist the US-based knowledge that the teacher aims to provide, posing a challenge 

for the teacher who implement that knowledge. 
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Institutional differences appeared to affect not only students’ resistance to a teacher’s 

instruction, but also the different types of micro-level knowledge that a teacher provided to 

students of different departments. For example, Li found himself placing a greater emphasis on 

cohesion for IELTS students, and coherence for English majors. 

“Some of my students in the argumentative writing class write something too simple, just 

one sentence, no supporting evidence … ‘This increase’, etc., etc., ‘In addition’, etc., etc., 

‘And’, etc., etc. You see, no evidence. But for the IELTS class, that may be enough. You 

only have 250 words, what can you be expected to write? … You may not always have 

time to use evidence, compare and contrasts, it takes time to organize it … The IELTS 

criteria explicitly emphasize cohesive devices.” (Personal Interview, 10/26/2017) 

 

In other words, the IELTS students were preparing for an exam in which they only had 

250 words and a limited amount of time to make their point. This left little time for in-depth 

analysis, making Li’s US-learned knowledge of lexical cohesion a greater priority. By contrast, 

the CIS majors were preparing to work in various fields of industry or academia, where Li’s US-

learned knowledge of analytic coherence would be of greater priority. 

In addition, sometimes a student’s knowledge from other classes can complement a 

teacher’s classroom content. During a session of the argumentative writing class on 10/27/2017, 

Li asked if any of the students had previously learned about citations and reference lists. Several 

of the students who specialized in the CIS’s International Relations track said that they had 

covered it in some of their IR courses. In those courses, they had learned how to reference 

sources when presenting supporting evidence. The students demonstrated an awareness of the 

different citation formats, such as APA, MLA, and Chicago. Li did not have to spend as much 

time on citation format as originally intended, freeing him to use that time to teach other things. 

In sum, institutionally-reinforced differences appear to have influenced Li’s use of his 

US-gained knowledge in three ways. First, they appeared to influence the students’ degree of 

receptiveness to the knowledge and skills he wanted to provide. Second, they appeared to 
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influence the specific types of knowledge that Li emphasized, based on what different types of 

students needed to know and what those students were taking those classes for. Third, they 

appeared to influence the prior knowledge that students brought to the class, and consequently 

the knowledge on which Li needed to spend more or less time. 

Student Fluency 

The students’ level of fluency appeared to influence Li’s use of US-learned knowledge in 

two interesting ways. First, it appeared to determine whether he made greater or less use of 

PowerPoints and other electronic resources that he had grown accustomed to while in the US. 

Second, it appeared to determine whether he made greater or less use of the functional linguistics 

approach that he had come to adopt while in the US. 

During the 10/18/2017 IELTS class in which he had become frustrated with the students’ 

lack of responsiveness and the poor quality of their writing assignments, I noted that Li stopped 

using PowerPoints or videos, and instead began making greater use of the old-fashioned 

chalkboard, writing sentences and highlighting the subject-verb-object as is commonly done in 

traditional grammar instruction. When I asked what made him decide to discard his electronic 

resources and resort to the old-fashioned chalkboard, he explained to me that: “I feel like it’s 

convenient for me to erase it. There is no specific factor behind that. Or maybe it’s because, 

when I learned grammar, my teacher used the chalkboard. So that was my experience” (Personal 

Interview, 11/19/2017). 

In other words, when Li discovered that the IELTS students’ fluency was too basic to 

cover argument construction, and that he was going to need to first spend more time developing 

their basic understanding of subject-verb-object word order, his mind appeared to unconsciously 

equate basic grammar instruction with the old-fashioned chalkboard, and more advanced 
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argumentation skills with the more modern electronic resources. Since he had learned basic 

grammar with a chalkboard during his K-12 schooling, he unconsciously began teaching basic 

grammar with a chalkboard as well. 

Perhaps just as interestingly, Li appeared to not even realize why he had done it, until I 

asked him. His initial response to my question of why he decided to switch to the chalkboard, 

was that he had no particular reason, he had simply done it. Several seconds later, once he got to 

thinking about it, he began to realize that it might have been because he unconsciously associated 

the chalkboard with traditional grammar instruction. This, similarly with the above example of 

the “politician speech” in triggering spontaneity, sheds light on the processes of teacher 

cognition and decisionmaking. 

Second, as he was using the chalkboard, he abandoned any attempt to use functional 

linguistics to teach his students. He resorted to teaching basic grammar, using the more 

traditional way of lecturing about what is a subject and what is a predicate. It was necessary, 

given the students’ lower degree of fluency. As he explained to me: 

“Functional grammar is not so good for low-level students … It’s impossible to explain 

participant. Just use subject. They have learned this term before, so that’s good … I do 

believe in the power of SFL, but it’s not applicable to every context. If I have time with 

them, I would definitely introduce these kinds of concepts. I would introduce the most 

important parts of SFL to them. But given the limited time, I would just use the old 

knowledge.” (Personal Interview, 10/19/2017) 

 

In other words, when he determined that his IELTS students’ fluency was still too low to 

use SFL concepts (such as participant and process) to teach argumentation, he decided to use 

more traditional grammar concepts (such as subject and verb) to teach about basic word order 

and what constitutes a complete sentence. At first, it may seem that participant is just another 

name for subject, yet there is a difference. According to traditional grammar, the subject is 

simply the actor that performs the action of the sentence. According to SFL, analyzing the 
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participant is not simply about identifying who or what performed the action; it is also about 

analyzing the degree of agency or involvement that the participant had in performing the action 

(Fang, 2016). For instance, was phenomenon A the direct cause or simply a contributing factor to 

phenomenon B? This concept—of analyzing the degree of agency—is something that Li feels his 

sophomore argumentative writing students are ready for, but not his nondegree IELTS students. 

His IELTS students first need more instruction in basic S-V-O and other rudimentary 

grammatical concepts. 

Nature of the Chinese Language Itself 

The influence of the Chinese language on Li’s ability to apply his US knowledge was 

complex. It could be a double-edged sword, an inhibitor in some ways and a facilitator in others. 

It could be an inhibitor when certain linguistic structures that are inherent to English academic 

writing do not translate so easily into Chinese. At the same time, it could be a facilitator when 

students were able to draw on cultural references that were familiar to them, and when the 

teacher was able to use Chinese as a scaffold or a teaching support. 

Li explained to me that it was sometimes difficult for his students to grasp the kind of 

conjunctions and logical connectors that his US experience had taught him were so important. 

“In English, we have explicit connectors like ‘because’. But in Chinese, we might say, ‘我喜歡

這個衣服, 它好彩色’ [I like this clothing, it is very colorful]. Sometimes we don’t use these 

logical connectors … Writing for my students is like translating their Chinese ideas” (Personal 

Interview, 10/18/2017). When Li translated the sentence into Chinese, he changed the structure 

from a compound sentence with a causal marker to two simple sentences with no causal link. 

I found this in my own Chinese learning experience as well. Years ago, when I was first 

attempting to learn how to formulate more complex sentences in Chinese, I would become 
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confused when my language exchange partners frequently took my complex English sentences 

and broke them down into strings of simple sentences when they translated them into Chinese. In 

time, I came to understand why they had done that; the Chinese language did not work that way. 

For instance, I once asked a language partner to translate the sentence: “I forgot my 

membership card, which I could have used in order to get a discount.” My friend translated it as: 

“我忘記帶我的會員卡, 我能用它打折” [I forgot to bring my membership card, I could use it 

for a discount.] These are two simple sentences. Chinese does not have subordinating words that 

are equivalent to that or which in English. The closest thing to a subordinating clause that exists 

in Chinese is to place the subordinate phrase as an adjective phrase before the noun. Technically, 

then, it might be possible to translate the above sentence as “我忘記帶我能用打折的會員卡”. 

That sounds as unnatural to a native Chinese speaker as its literal translation, “I forgot to bring 

my I-can-use-it-to-get-a-discount card” sounds to a native English speaker. 

In effect, certain kinds of clauses and logical connectors which native English speakers 

might take for granted often make little sense to native Chinese speakers. Complex conjunctions 

and subordinations are common in English academic writing, but not so much in Chinese 

academic writing. As a result, even though Li came to understand the importance of such 

conjunctions and subordinations during his time in the US, he has a more difficult time helping 

his students in China to understand them. 

We can examine this in even finer-grained detail. The phrase “to get a discount” is 

translated in Chinese as the single word “打折”, which can be used as a noun or a verb. 

Moreover, the phrase “I can use it in order to get a discount” would translate most accurately as 

“我能用它打折”, which literally translates as “I can use it discount”. Logical connectors that 

native English speakers take for granted, such as “in order to” and “to get something”, do not 
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have close equivalents in Chinese. Their logic makes little sense to a native Chinese speaker who 

is attempting to convey such meanings. What this meant for Li’s teaching was that he sometimes 

needed to spend more time than he had previously anticipated in explaining the logic of the 

English language to the students. 

Li encountered some challenges when attempting to explain to his students about 

subordinating clauses. In one classroom session on 10/23/2017, the students were reading the 

following sentence from the textbook: “Teenagers also like French fries, which represent 22% of 

the chart.” The use of ‘which’ was intuitive to Li, based on his reading of many academic articles 

during his time in the US. This was not as intuitive to Li’s students, though. In relating the 

difficulty that he had in explaining it to them, he said to me that 

“The meaning is kind of more loose … But I just feel that this doesn’t make sense to 

them. We can tell, because we read a lot. But the students can’t. So I try to make some 

really good explanations … but I just can’t explain it well. I would translate the sentence 

in Chinese as ‘年輕人喜歡薯條, 薯條佔有百分之二十二’ [Teenagers like French fries, 

French fries occupy 22%] … If I said ‘年輕人喜歡佔有百分之二十二的薯條’, it just 

sounds strange.” (Personal Interview, 10/23/2017) 

 

In other words, the grammatically-correct sentence “Teenagers like French fries, which 

occupy 22%”, where the second clause is subordinated to the first, does not translate smoothly 

into Chinese. As Li maintains, the direct Chinese translation, “年輕人喜歡佔有百分之二十二

的薯條”, sounds just as strange to a native Chinese speaker as its literal translation, “Teenagers 

like occupy-22% French fries”, sounds to a native English speaker. 

Noun modifications also presented a challenge to Li’s students. The phrase “the 

homework that I turned in” would translate most closely as “我交的作業”, which literally means 

“the I-turned-in homework”. The structure of [MODIFYING PHRASE] + [NOUN PHRASE], much like 

the English “big house”, is the only structure available in Chinese for modifying a noun within 
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the same sentence. That structure does not work as smoothly for complex modifying phrases, any 

more than “the I-turned-in homework” works in English for modifying “homework” to specify 

that it was “the one that I turned in”. 

In addition, Li had a difficult time explaining the difference between coordination and 

subordination, because the Chinese language itself does not have such a clear-cut distinction. 

The following classroom observation segment from 10/30/2017 demonstrates the difficulty that 

Li had in explaining this difference to his students: 

 

Li: 然後這個重點是, 表示因果我們用 “because”, 表示動詞我們有圈出來. “Pizza 

is the second most popular”, 注意了用 “and” 所以可以用逗號. 如果沒有 “and”, 

就逗號不對. “Pizza is the second most popular”, comma, “and this makes up 

26% of the total survey”. “Teenagers also like French fries”, 好了, “which 

represent 22% of the chart”. [So the important thing here is that, to show cause 

and effect we use “because”, and to show a verb we use succession. “Pizza is the 

second most popular”, make sure to use “and” so you can use a comma. If you 

don’t have “and”, then use of the comma is incorrect. “Pizza is the second most 

popular”, comma, “and this makes up 26% of the total survey”. “Teenagers also 

like French fries”, okay, “which represent 22% of the chart”.] 

 

The above segment demonstrates the difficulty that Li encountered in explaining the 

difference between coordination (and) and subordination (which). As can be seen, he attempted 

to explain it by saying that coordinated phrases were separated by a comma while subordinated 

phrases were not. Yet, even this rule only holds true for certain instances, particularly between 

that and which. Li had cultivated an unconscious, intuitive understanding of this, due to the many 

research articles that he read during his US doctoral studies. Despite this understanding, he had 

some difficulty in finding an explicit way to teach his students about it, given the significant 

differences between the two languages. The above segment appears to be his attempt to provide a 

deliberately over-simplified explanation so that the students could first grasp the basic concepts, 

before he subsequently dives into the greater nuances of the language. 
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On the more positive side, Li found that the Chinese language could be used in several 

ways to enhance the students’ learning. One way was to allow students to draw on their own 

funds of knowledge, which Li shared with them as a native Chinese himself. In this excerpt from 

a classroom observation on 10/19/2017, we could see this at play: 

 

Li: What type of evidence would you prefer in the Chinese language? Have you read 

any ancient texts in Chinese? 

S1: Analogy. 

Li: In ancient Chinese texts, we prefer analogy. When someone wanted the Emperor 

to do something, he would use some analogy. Can you think of an example? 

S1: I remember one, “魚與熊掌不可兼得”. [Literal: The fish and the bear’s paw 

cannot simultaneously occur. → Figurative: You can’t have your cake and eat it 

too.] 

Li: Sure. Sometimes when people want to show their argument, they would use this 

analogy but without any specific elaboration. Especially in ancient Chinese texts, 

especially when some ministers wanted the Emperor to do something, they used a 

lot of analogy. So, that’s a really big difference between Chinese and English: In 

Chinese, it’s purely logical reasoning, without providing a lot of empirical 

evidence. But in English, we generally prefer empirical evidence, like facts, 

statistics, and research findings. That’s a little bit different … So different 

languages show a preference for different types of evidence. 

 

This segment of classroom observation demonstrated several things. First, Li was 

drawing a comparison between the “analogy-based” argumentation that he had learned in China, 

and the “research-based” argumentation that he had learned in the US. He was better able to 

illustrate this difference to his students because he was familiar with both, having learned the 

former during his schooling years in China and the latter during his doctoral years in the US. 

Second, Li was using his US-learned teaching approach of drawing on his students’ funds of 

knowledge, which he specifically did by allowing his students to use the Chinese language to 

access cultural idioms and details from the Chinese classics. It helped that he shared many of 

those same funds of knowledge with his students as a native Chinese himself. Third, Li was 

using his US-learned prompting techniques for eliciting partially open-ended responses. All of 
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these approaches were facilitated by his use of the Chinese language. In short, the Chinese 

language has inherent advantages and disadvantages in the teaching of English academic writing. 

Social Value Placed on Writing 

Li sometimes felt that his ability to implement his US-gained knowledge of writing was 

hampered by a difference in the social value placed on writing in China versus in the US. In his 

opinion, writing skills tended to be more highly valued in the US: since everyone could speak 

English, non-native speakers could not use their English fluency to distinguish themselves 

professionally. In contrast, not everyone on the US had strong writing skills, so non-native 

speakers could better distinguish themselves in that domain. 

“In China, most of my students are not motivated to learn writing. They can talk fine, but 

they can’t write. It’s boring, and there’s not much social reward. So social pressure does 

influence academic literacy learning … In the US, no matter how well you speak, you 

can never be better than native speakers. But a lot of native speakers do not know how to 

write correctly or appropriately, so writing actually becomes a favored literacy. So that’s 

something that helped me a lot” (Personal Interview, 10/30/2017). 

 

As this quote suggests, Li found that many of his students were not motivated to develop 

their writing skills, since those students appeared to believe that oral skills were likely to be of 

greater professional benefit in the future, certainly much more visible and immediate than 

writing skills. Li’s US-gained belief in the importance of writing came into conflict with his 

students’ lack of such belief. In the US, he had come to view writing as a way to set himself 

apart academically and compensate for his lack of native speaker English fluency, whereas his 

students in China had come to view writing as a distraction from the speaking practice that 

would really set them apart academically. Thus, it was a mismatch of priorities and a mismatch 

of the social value that both he and the students had come to place on writing skills. This 

mismatch tended to hinder Li’s ability to instill in his students the belief in the importance of 

writing that he himself possessed. 
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Time Constraints 

In the US, Li learned about the importance of providing students with sufficient 

individual attention for them to understand the concepts with which they were having trouble. In 

his current teaching environment, time constraints prevented him from providing that individual 

attention. Time constraints appeared both on the part of the teacher and of the students. 

On the part of the teacher, for instance, in the IELTS class he was under pressure to teach 

large amounts of content about writing and vocabulary concepts in order to prepare the students 

to take the exam at the end of the semester. This forced him to spend more time than he would 

have liked in lecturing to the class as a whole and delivering those lectures in Chinese at that. 

Chinese was often used due to the large amounts of content that had to be delivered in a brief 

time, given the students’ lower English proficiency which made Chinese more expedient. 

On the part of the students, Li made numerous attempts to get students to come to his 

office to discuss their writings individually. In fact, he often stayed in his office after hours, in 

case a student came by with individual questions. In one class, he even passed around a signup 

sheet with times and dates for them to stop by his office; he asked the students to sign them and 

sign up so that they could go to him for more individual help. To his disappointment, virtually 

none of the students did, as they had busy schedules themselves. When he showed me their 

weekly schedule, I saw that it was full every day, with classes covering not only the IELTS 

writing section but also the math and verbal sections. The students had only a 2-3 hour free block 

twice a week, during which they would typically do independent work or take the time to rest, as 

the students even had practice sessions in the evenings. They roomed in the city (often right on 

campus) during the week and went back to their homes on weekends. In the end, Li was unable 

to help them as much as he wanted to. 
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Colleague Feedback and Individual Reading 

As has been suggested throughout this chapter, much of what Li knows and teaches to his 

students appears to have come from the constant feedback and interactions with his adviser and 

various colleagues throughout his US studies, as well as from the ideas that he himself developed 

through the many articles that he read and analyzed throughout his US doctoral studies. This 

feedback appears to have had an influence on the types of linguistic knowledge that he taught his 

students, as well as on his own sense of identity and self-confidence as a non-native English 

speaking teacher. As he explained, some of his knowledge was “informed by my adviser’s 

feedback sometimes, by my colleagues’ feedback sometimes, by my own reading sometimes” 

(Personal Interview, 10/17/2017). Li went on to explain that: 

“One of my friends [in the US], we were friends for five years, she taught me a lot about 

academic writing. I think it was because of the equal relationship, colleague to colleague, 

so she could really give me comments. At first, I was a little confused, I was like, ‘How 

come she can’t understand it? It’s so clear.’ But then I realized, ‘Now I know what I did 

wrong.’ All of a sudden I thought, don’t trust your own cultural practices. You need to 

get into another one’s cultural practice. So then I became more open, kept working with 

her. So then I learned how to write conference abstracts, academic papers, and now I can 

do that by myself. Of course, I still have some mechanical errors, but if I had stayed in 

China and never gone abroad, I could never have learned to write like this.” (Personal 

Interview, 10/17/2017) 

 

The friendship and collegial relationship that Li developed with this classmate over the 

course of his five years in the US appears to have had a deep influence in several respects. First, 

he became more attuned to cultural practices and frames of reference outside of his own, which I 

would argue had a significant influence on his ability to understand his current students’ frames 

of reference and thereby respond to them more effectively. Second, he became much more adept 

at spotting language mistakes that he might once have overlooked. This must account, at least in 

part, for his ability to get students to recognize their own language mistakes and listen to his 

feedback for how to improve on them. Third, he improved his ability to write research papers 
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and conference proposals, which—because his research focused on functional linguistics and its 

uses in academic language development—must have fed into his actual use of functional 

linguistics in his teaching practice. Moreover, 

“Because my adviser also gave me some feedback, so I could tell what is good and what 

is bad from the Western perspective, not from the Chinese perspective … So my writing 

confidence hurt a lot in the US at first, but I tried really hard, and now it’s much better … 

Before, I couldn’t write a conference abstract, but now I can write multiple in a day and 

get accepted … I just learned from advisers, from peer colleagues. The writing 

knowledge in the US benefitted me a lot.” (Personal Interview, 10/27/2017) 

 

In other words, much of the knowledge about academic writing that he now passes on to 

his students was cultivated through the regular feedback that he received from his adviser during 

his US doctoral studies. His improved writing abilities also had a positive effect on his self-

confidence, both as a teacher and as a researcher. 

Student Mistrust and Competitiveness 

The issue of mistrust among the students ran deep. In one meeting of the IELTS class on 

10/25/2017, Li told the students to break off into pairs and provide feedback on each other’s 

classwork. One of the students directly asked whether this would not cause the students to adopt 

each other’s bad language habits: 

 

Li: 需要互相幫助, 你們知道嗎? 不要單獨自己練習. 有人是你學的水平是比較高

的, 但是有人還在進步, 是不是? 所以大家要互相幫助 [You should help each 

other, you know? Don’t practice alone. Some people have a higher fluency than 

you, but others are still progressing, right? So, everyone help each other.] … 

S1: 如果得到那個人的錯誤? [What if we get that person’s mistakes?] 

Li: 可能會發生, 是不是? 那你們兩分析那些弱點, 可以嗎? [That may happen, 

right? You two could analyze each other’s weaknesses, couldn’t you?] 

 

As can be seen from Li’s response, he was attempting to explain that the act of providing 

feedback could improve the students’ ability to detect their own language mistakes. Many of the 

students did not appear to buy that argument. They worked in pairs only half-heartedly and quite 
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reluctantly, from what I could interpret in their manner of working. Li would express frustration 

over this issue, explaining to me that,  

“I feel that the way the students talk … they do not really care about each other’s 

feelings … They want to be better. They want to earn the teacher’s attention … I feel like 

you have to support each other, not just put your classmates down and then stand up and 

think you are great … I tell them, you have to be supportive of your classmates … I have 

to be specific, tell them to present the strengths first. I did the same thing. For example, 

when I talked to students about their writing, I first told them that I liked this idea, but 

then told them what needed to be improved.” (Personal Interview, 10/16/2017) 

 

Li found that the students of the IELTS class had a tendency to view each other as 

competitors. He attempted to compensate for this by teaching the students to first make some 

positive comments, before getting into their constructive criticism. Moreover, he tried to model 

this kind of approach himself in the feedback that he provided to his students on their own 

writings. Contrary to some of the students’ desire to get Li’s attention by aggrandizing 

themselves over their classmates, Li believed that the best way to get his attention was for 

students to support their peers, not work against them. 

The students’ natural desire to compete with each other appears to have come from two 

sources. First, from the test scores and individual rankings for which they had to compete all 

throughout their K-12 schooling. Second, from the fact that they were essentially competing for 

the same admissions slots in the British universities. Consequently, they may be unaccustomed 

to working collaboratively. They may even have felt that they are hindering their own chances of 

admission to the British universities if they provided help to the competitors sitting next to them. 

They may have believed that there were only a finite number of openings for those universities. 

Being unaccustomed to peer review, they may not have known how to deliver 

constructive feedback properly. First, they may not have known how to deliver constructive 

criticism in a diplomatic manner. Second, they may not have known what kinds of language 
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aspects they should even provide feedback on. In fact, they may even have drawn some 

satisfaction and a sense of their own strong competitiveness by putting other peers down. 

The practical effect of all this was that Li had a difficult time implementing the types of 

peer feedback-based approaches to language instruction that he came to value during his time in 

the US. Students’ lack of knowledge of how to deliver feedback, coupled with their reluctance to 

do so for competitive reasons, made it more difficult for Li to cultivate the sense of cooperation 

and mutual assistance that his US experience taught him to be valuable for language learning. 

Conclusion 

Li’s focus on applied linguistics has led him to place an important emphasis on the use of 

his US-learned functional grammar and systemic functional linguistics knowledge, as a means to 

improve how his students support their argumentative claims using evidence. He also appears to 

place a strong emphasis on student identity development, largely as a result of his RA experience 

researching these issues in local K-12 schools in the US during his doctoral studies. His interest 

in applied linguistics also led him to take an interest in metalinguistic knowledge: the ways in 

which he understood how to write, before he knew the specific names for those conventions. He 

works hard to overcome students’ attitudes, which might sometimes show resistance to him or to 

each other. He also has to navigate two different sets of bureaucracies, those within the CIS and 

those within the nondegree IELTS preparation program. How he handles these challenges using 

his US knowledge has yielded significant insight. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS 

 

Overview 

In this chapter, I will begin by presenting a general summary of the findings that were 

detailed in the preceding three chapters. I will then present an analysis of some of the differences 

and similarities across the three participants with respect to those findings. Implications will be 

drawn, both for our theoretical understanding of teacher development, and for programmatic 

recommendations that teacher education programs could follow based on these findings. 

Summary of Findings 

Research Question #1: Types of Knowledge from US-Based SLTE 

As shown in Table 8-1, the 19 types of US-gained knowledge that emerged across the 

three participants appear to be most cleanly grouped into the following categories: (a) linguistic, 

(b) pedagogical, and (c) theoretical. These might correspond, respectively, to content knowledge 

(CK), pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), and general pedagogical knowledge (GPK) in the 

language teacher knowledge framework stipulated by König et al. (2016). 

 

Table 8-1. Summary of the 19 types of knowledge across the three participants 

Linguistic Pedagogical Theoretical 

Logical coherence over grammar Peer review, process writing Knowledge co-construction 

SFL, lexical cohesion, repertoire Academic writing in steps Connecting students’ lives 

Signaling & rhetorical structure Whole language approach Identity & motivation 

Metalinguistic knowledge Educational technology Teacher as facilitator 

One paragraph, one idea Jigsaw method TESOL vs. literacy 

Coherence & cohesion Use of L1 Spontaneity 

Points and subpoints   

 

Linguistic knowledge refers to the most prominent structures and features of academic 

language, particularly writing, that the participants appeared to develop through their US-based 

SLTE experience and apply within their local teaching contexts. Pedagogical knowledge refers 
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to the specific teaching methods as well as to the more general pedagogical approaches from 

their US-based SLTE experience the participants emphasized as being most valuable for their 

current teaching contexts. Theoretical knowledge refers more to the attitudes or conceptual 

orientations that the participants appeared to adopt from their US-based SLTE. 

Research Question #2: Influencing Factors 

As shown in Table 8-2, the 16 most prominent influencing factors that emerged across 

the three participants appear to be most cleanly grouped into the following categories: (a) factors 

related to their SLTE experience, (b) factors related to the environment in which they currently 

work, and (c) factors related to their current students. SLTE-related factors had largely to do with 

out-of-classroom experiences, such as their teaching assistant experience and friendships and 

professional relationships that they developed with their colleagues and academic advisers. 

These appeared to shape the types of knowledge that the participants took away from their SLTE 

program. Environmental factors were varied, and had to do with institutional divisions within or 

between departments of the university, the degree of coordination with other faculty on teaching 

matters, and even the nature of the Chinese language itself. These appeared to shape the extent to 

which the participants could apply their US knowledge. Student-related factors had to do with 

student assumptions, preferences, or preconceptions that influenced their degree of receptiveness 

to the participants’ preferred teaching approaches.  

 

Table 8-2. Summary of the 16 influencing factors across the three participants 

SLTE Environmental Students 

Educational technology Linguistic & institutional separations Learning vs. practicing 

Colleague feedback Differences between professors Social value of writing 

Teaching assistant US training of other professors Time constraints 

Adviser relations Nature of Chinese language Student mistrust 

 Administrative pressures Student fluency 

 Team teaching  

 Testing focus  
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Adviser Relations 

The influence of the adviser relationship emerged as an important theme in the 

participants’ teacher development. This relationship appeared to have an influence on three 

aspects of the participants’ current teaching: the types of language issues on which they focus, 

the ways in which they provide feedback to their current students, and their sensitivity to the 

students’ individual needs. 

First, the types of language feedback that the advisers provided on the participants’ 

assignments and dissertations during their doctoral studies tended to be the types of language 

feedback that the participants provided to their current students on their classwork and writing 

assignments. For instance, Tao tended to receive feedback on logic gaps and redundancies in her 

writings, and now she tends to focus on logic gaps and redundancies in her students’ writings. Li 

tended to receive feedback on functional grammar and lexical connectors in his writings, and 

now he tends to focus on functional grammar and lexical connectors in his students’ writings. 

Second, the ways in which the participants provided feedback to their students tended to 

reflect the ways in which their advisers provided feedback to them. For instance, Chu and her 

adviser developed a kind of back-and-forth rhythm, where she would submit portions of her own 

writing for feedback, then use that feedback to improve other portions of her writing, then submit 

those, and so on. As seemed apparent from the classroom observations, she tends to establish a 

similar back-and-forth rhythm with her students, where she has her students submit portions of 

their essays at a time for feedback to improve the next portions—essentially process writing. 

Tao’s adviser tended not to provide suggestions but rather to prompt Tao to identify any 

potential logic gaps for herself, before giving small hints to try and help her determine for herself 

how to strengthen the logic. Now, Tao tends to do the same thing with her own students. 
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Third, as part of their assistantship responsibilities, the participants collaborated with 

their advisers in co-teaching courses for undergraduates or in doing research in local area public 

schools. Chu stated that the regular meetings that she and the other teaching assistants had with 

her adviser were useful in giving her teaching ideas that she uses now, while her TA experience 

working with individual English learners sharpened her ability to understand individual learners’ 

needs and struggles. Meanwhile, Li made it clear that his time doing research with his adviser in 

local public schools, studying the local social and cultural issues which affected English learners’ 

academic language development, were influential in sharpening his ability to understand local 

social and cultural issues affecting his current students’ academic language development. 

The influence of the adviser relationship supports Toth and Moranski’s (2018) four 

principles of learning to teach language. First, that language use may always be purposeful but 

not always meaningful. The teaching approaches of the participants in the present study were 

cultivated heavily through meaningful interactions with their academic advisers, including their 

class writings and the TA/RA work they performed with K-12 and undergraduate students. 

Second, that people typically learn best by doing. The participants in this case further cultivated 

their ability to provide writing feedback by receiving writing feedback, in addition to cultivating 

their sensitivity toward their students in China through their TA and RA work on students in the 

US. Third, that the development of metalinguistic knowledge is important. Through the various 

activities conducted under their advisers’ supervision, the participants developed an intuitive feel 

for strong academic writing, a feel which they subsequently needed to learn how to explicitly 

teach their students. Fourth, that social context and teacher development have a constantly and 

mutually reinforcing influence on each other. The participants further cultivated their knowledge 

of academic writing instruction within their SLTE programs and their current teaching contexts. 
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Implications for Research 

Much of the academic literature on the role of the academic adviser in language teacher 

development has tended to focus on the formal teaching practicum, and on the mentoring 

structures in pre-service teacher education programs (Castañeda-Trujillo & Aguirre-Hernández, 

2018; Nguyen, 2016; San Martín, 2018). Moreover, this literature tends to focus on the ways in 

which the mentoring supervisor could model or scaffold certain teaching practices; it has also 

focused on the direct discussions that the mentoring supervisors could have with their teacher-

candidates concerning issues and challenges that arise within certain educational contexts. Less 

attention appears to have been paid to the ways in which the feedback that academic advisers 

provide on teacher-candidates’ writing assignments could have a significant influence itself on 

the candidates’ teaching content and approaches. My findings have suggested that—particularly 

for non-native English speakers (NNES) who are likely to receive feedback on language issues in 

their theses/dissertations and other writing assignments—future research into the impact of 

writing feedback on the subsequent teaching practices of NNES teacher-candidates would be 

valuable for the study of how NNES learn to teach. 

Future research could further investigate the degree of similarity between the writing 

feedback that NNEST provide to their current students, and the writing feedback that those 

NNEST received from their own faculty advisers. This feedback could be in the types of 

language issues addressed (e.g. grammar vs. cohesion), or in the methods of feedback delivery 

(e.g. direct correction vs. prompting questions). The fact that the participants appeared to place a 

greater emphasis on this writing feedback than on the content of the courses themselves, suggests 

that this feedback could be even more influential on NNES teacher development than actual 

course content. This agrees with Kubanyiova’s (2018) emphasis on the role of out-of-classroom 
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experiences in teacher education. This merits further investigation, with possible implications for 

how teacher-educators can shape the teaching practices of teacher-candidates—particularly 

NNES teacher-candidates—through writing feedback. 

Implications for Programmatic Adaptation 

When providing feedback on their teacher-candidates’ writing assignments, particularly 

their theses or dissertations, teacher-educators and academic advisers may wish to consciously 

address issues of lexical cohesion, logical coherence, rhetorical structure, and the appropriate use 

of certain “signal” or function words. Especially for NNES teacher-candidates, this feedback is 

likely to become the language feedback that they provide to their future students, in addition to 

the teaching approaches that the teacher-candidates learn from their actual teaching methods 

coursework. Moreover, teacher-educators may wish to develop a more conscious awareness of 

how they deliver their writing feedback. Do they simply make direct grammar corrections using 

the Track Changes function in Microsoft Word? Do they insert comments prompting the teacher-

candidates to identify certain logical holes or redundancies or weak rhetorical structures in the 

candidates’ own writing assignments? Do they discuss issues of logic and structure in the 

candidates’ writings? Ruegg (2018) links teacher feedback to student writing self-efficacy. This 

could be extended to encompass teacher-educator feedback on writing assignments to teacher-

candidate self-efficacy. It is important for teacher-educators to be aware that the ways in which 

they provide writing feedback to their teacher-candidates could become the ways in which those 

candidates provide writing feedback to their future students. 

Teaching and Research Assistant Experience 

TA and RA experience emerged as another important theme in the participants’ teacher 

development. The TA experience could be divided into two components: the teaching itself, and 
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the regular meetings with the faculty instructor of the course. The teaching component could be 

further subdivided into collective teaching and individual teaching, the former being the teaching 

of a cohort of undergraduate students, the latter being the tutoring of a single English learner in a 

local public school. Each of these two types appears to shape a different aspect of the teacher-

candidate’s current teaching practice. 

The teaching of a cohort of undergraduate students appears to give teacher-candidates an 

opportunity to put into practice some of the methods and pedagogies that are taught in the 

graduate-level teaching methods course. However, it cannot be any TA experience, but rather the 

kind that enables the teacher-candidates to directly implement some of the teaching methods that 

they learned in their graduate-level teaching methods course. This suggests that a teaching 

methods course may have the deepest influence when it is taken concurrently with some form of 

classroom teaching opportunity. The simultaneous taking of a graduate-level teaching methods 

course and the teaching of an undergraduate-level course—particularly if the latter is itself a 

teaching methods course—likely provided participants with the opportunity to strengthen their 

metacognitive decisionmaking (Griffith, Bauml, & Quebec-Fuentes, 2016). In other words, when 

participants were able to immediately implement some of the teaching strategies that they were 

learning about, this could provide them with the opportunity to reflect on why they were using a 

given strategy and how it was or was not working out for them in practice. 

The same goes for the tutoring of an individual English learner, even if the skills 

cultivated by this activity were slightly different. The individual tutoring of an English learner 

appears to cultivate the teacher-candidate’s ability to detect and analyze the individual barriers—

whether social, cultural, or linguistic—that an English learner might face in the classroom. This 

appeared to be especially the case with Chu, who credited her teaching of undergraduate students 
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as having strongly cultivated her orientation as a discussion facilitator, and her tutoring of an 

individual English learner as having helped cultivate her sensitivity to students’ individual needs. 

The RA experience appears to have both a direct and an indirect impact on the 

participants’ current teaching practices. The direct impact is that, as the participants were 

conducting interviews and focus groups with students and schoolteachers in local public schools, 

they were discovering for themselves some of the local conditions which facilitated or hindered 

the schoolteachers’ teaching of English and the ESOL students’ learning of it. The experience of 

having uncovered and analyzed these local conditions for themselves, as opposed to only having 

been lectured about those conditions in their graduate classes, has likely sharpened participants’ 

ability to pick up on their current students’ social and cultural conditions. 

The indirect impact of RA experience is that, in some cases, the participants’ research 

interests were shaped by research they conducted either jointly with, or under the supervision of, 

their faculty advisers. Chu credits her doctoral dissertation on the online literacy practices of 

video gamers as having strengthened her understanding of how to use technology for language 

development, which she makes great use of now. Tao’s self-teaching of ethnographic research 

methods during her independent study with her anthropologist committee member is reflected in 

the ways in which she currently guides her students to read academic articles and develop their 

own understandings of the structure and contents of a research article. Li credits his experience 

investigating the social and cultural barriers to language development in local public schools as 

having cultivated his research interests in the linkages between culture, society, and functional 

linguistics, which in turn fed into his teaching approach which is heavily centered on systemic 

functional linguistics and is highly responsive to students’ sociocultural circumstances. What the 

participants have in common is that their research experience appears to have a substantive 
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impact on their teaching practice, by strengthening their ability to investigate and better 

understand their students, and by influencing how they teach research methods. 

In a way, then, research assistant experience itself might be considered a form of 

reflective practice. The act of reporting the findings from one’s classroom research, whether 

internally in the department or externally in a refereed journal, is itself an act of reflective 

practice which can—and does—feed back into one’s own teaching practice. RA experience, 

then, can provide built-in forms of reflective practice that many scholars (e.g. Richards & 

Rodgers, 2014; Catalano et al., 2018) consider to be critical for teacher development. 

Implications for Research 

The influence of teaching assistant and research assistant experience on a person’s 

teaching practice should be further explored. Specifically, more investigation could be done on 

the different ways that teaching a class of students and tutoring an individual student can shape a 

person’s subsequent teaching practice. For instance, Chu made it clear that her teaching of 

undergraduate classes shaped her orientation as a discussion facilitator, while her individual 

tutoring of a high school English learner sharpened her ability to pick up on her current students’ 

individual needs. What other kinds of teacher knowledge and skills are cultivated through group 

and individual TA experiences? Specifically, are there substantive differences between the types 

of knowledge that are cultivated by classroom instruction and the types of knowledge that are 

cultivated by individual tutoring? If so, they merit further investigation. 

Implications for Programmatic Adaptation 

First, teacher education programs should deliberately provide their teacher-candidates 

with both types of opportunities—classroom teaching and individual tutoring. Given that each 

type of opportunity appears to cultivate a different area of knowledge and skills, both types of 
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opportunities are necessary in order to cultivate a more complete teacher. Second, teacher 

education programs could provide more feedback to teacher-candidates during their TA 

experience. An assistantship is not a practicum; a practicum is usually designed for the express 

purpose of providing teacher-candidates with scaffolding and feedback on teaching strategies, 

but an assistantship is often designed to serve the needs of the department or the local 

community and may therefore not include a heavy feedback component beyond regular TA 

meetings. More explicit feedback mechanisms within assistantship opportunities could help to 

fill this hole in the use of TA experience for teacher development. 

Academic Writing and English for Academic Purposes (EAP) 

Despite their differences in teaching context, the three participants were focused 

primarily on the teaching of core academic writing skills. Moreover, there was considerable 

overlap in (a) the functions and features of academic writing that the participants emphasized, 

and (b) the pedagogical approaches that they developed for teaching academic writing and 

maintaining their students’ level of motivation. These features and approaches have implications 

for how teacher knowledge is defined and operationalized within these contexts. 

Functions and Features of Academic Writing 

Academic writing can mean different things to different people. Even so, there were 

certain functions and features that all three of the participants appeared to share. The function 

that all three participants most emphasized appeared to be argumentative writing, while the 

feature appeared to be lexical cohesion. 

Argumentative writing. The three participants appeared to place a heavy emphasis on 

argumentative writing, specifically how a claim is supported with arguments that are coherently 

organized around precise technical terms that are selected for their precision from a broad lexical 
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repertoire. Other types of academic writing, such as persuasive, narrative, and expository, were 

also addressed, yet argumentative took precedence. There appeared to be several reasons for this. 

First, argumentative writing is heavily emphasized on the GRE, TOEFL, and IELTS tests. These 

standardized tests appeared to filter down into the participants’ individual curricula, either 

because the participants were directly preparing students to take those tests (as was the case with 

Li), or because the university administrators were demanding that the language teaching faculty 

design their curricula with the eventual taking of those tests in mind (as was the case with Chu 

and Tao). The influence of standardized tests on the participants’ focus on argumentative writing 

comes in direct and indirect ways. 

Second, argumentative writing is emphasized heavily across different academic 

disciplines. Li’s English and International Studies majors were concentrating in sociology, 

literature, and international relations, all of which rely heavily on argumentation. Chu’s and 

Tao’s students were majoring in different natural sciences, which also involve the supporting or 

refutation of hypotheses with data. The language skill of argumentative writing can be applied to 

numerous content area disciplines. 

Lexical cohesion. The participants spent much of their classroom time focusing on the 

concept of cohesion, which they defined as the organization of sentences or paragraphs around 

certain key ‘connector’ words or phrases. At the sentence level, cohesion could be made by using 

words such as this or that to refer to something from the previous sentence, or by using context-

specific lexical repertoire (such as ‘rise’ and ‘fall’ when describing a cyclical process, etc.). At 

the paragraph level, cohesion could be made by organizing the sentences around signal markers. 

For instance, a descriptive paragraph might be organized around spatial connectors such as left, 

center, and right. Or a narrative paragraph might be organized around temporal connectors such 
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as first, next, and after that. Or an expository paragraph might be organized around categorical 

connectors such as calculation, communication, and data storage for smartphone use. Lexical 

cohesion appears to play a crucial role in what Uccelli and Galloway (2017) term ‘core academic 

language skills’ (CALS), which include the ability to use the appropriate signal words to specify 

degrees of certainty and ensure logical connections between ideas, as well as the ability to pack 

dense information cleanly through a mature command of noun phrases and embedded clauses. 

Lexical cohesion might therefore be considered one of the foundational building blocks on which 

many higher-order academic writing skills are built. 

Each of the participants might have learned about cohesion in a different way. Chu 

appeared to learn about it from the academic writing class that she took in her doctoral studies. 

Tao appeared to learn about it from her literacy classes and through her regular feedback by her 

adviser on her writing. Li appeared to learn it from his studies of systemic functional linguistics 

and the functional purposes of various linguistic elements. However, the result was the same: All 

three participants came to view the importance of lexical ‘connector’ words as a basic building 

block of good academic writing, despite each participant having learned about it in a different 

way. The participants placed heavy emphasis on teaching the proper use of those connectors to 

their different classes of students. 

Pedagogical strategies. The three participants developed some pedagogical approaches 

in common, such as becoming discussion facilitators, tying material to the students’ daily lives, 

getting students to look over each other’s work, and making selective and judicious use of their 

common L1, Mandarin. This goes along with Beneville and Li’s (2018) assertions that literacy 

instruction for East and Southeast Asian students is best done with a combination of culturally 

appropriate material and use of the students’ L1. Fu and Matoush (2014) highlight the distinction 
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between surface level and meaning level in literacy, arguing that combined use of students’ L1 

and L2 can cultivate the students’ own metalinguistic knowledge to better grasp this distinction 

for communicative competence. The participants’ pedagogical approaches reflected this aim. 

Generally, all three participants attempted to focus on becoming discussion facilitators, 

maximizing the students’ participation, both in discussing substantive content so that they could 

practice their English, and in directly discussing the English language itself. It looks as though 

the environments facilitate this, because of the universities’ expectations that the students be able 

to function professionally in English, meaning that the participants have quite a bit of leeway in 

terms of how much they are able to foster a communicative environment. This is also favored by 

the fact that the College English Test, the standardized test that all college non-English majors 

have traditionally been required to pass in order to graduate from college, is no longer as strictly 

enforced as it used to be. As a result, it was considerably more ambiguous what requirements or 

regulations the participants needed to follow. This ambiguity appeared to open the door for a 

greater “hybrid space” (Hsiao, 2018) that the teachers and students could negotiate together, 

facilitating the conditions for dialogic pedagogy (Allen, 2018). In other words, the participants 

had more room to implement the discussion-based learning approaches that they had come to 

value during their US studies. 

Different student characteristics and circumstances dictated the kinds of motivational 

strategies that the participants used. For students with a low motivation, the most frequent tactic 

employed by the participants was to remind them of the utility of the material for the students’ 

careers. For students with apparently low self-efficacy or a more negative sense of professional 

identity, the most frequent tactic was to assure them that they were great students and that their 

mistakes were a normal part of their language development and not indicative of a flaw in their 
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abilities. For science major students, a common motivational tactic was to focus on the benefits 

of hard work for their publication and professional development. Across the three participants, 

their motivational tactics could perhaps be classified into ‘material’ and ‘assuagement’ tactics, 

those motivational tactics which focused on the students’ material professional benefit, and those 

tactics which focused on the softer ‘sense of identity’ of the students. English majors appeared to 

feel the greatest insecurity about their English, something that was also noted in the previous 

research in which I was involved (Murray & Coady, 2018). 

Dőrnyei (2001) distinguishes between strategies to initiate motivation and strategies to 

maintain motivation. This distinction was recently tested and reconfirmed by Cheung (2018). In 

the case of the three participants, strategies to generate motivation included playing music at the 

beginning of class and having informal conversations with the students before the start bell rang. 

Strategies to maintain motivation included many of those described above. Moreover, Lin, 

Larke, Jarvie, and Chien (2018) argue that a number of factors, including the teacher’s evaluative 

methods, the students’ sense of competition, and the unfamiliar academic writing formats, can all 

converge to produce anxiety which might hinder the students’ effective language learning. The 

participants developed motivational strategies to counter these negative effects, including a much 

greater emphasis on peer review and portfolio assessment in order to reduce the feeling of 

‘testing’ and increase the sense of collaboration among students, as well as spending 

considerable time familiarizing the students with some of the core features of academic language 

such as nominalization and lexical cohesion. Tao additionally emphasized teaching students 

about research articles. 

Regarding teachers’ use of their common L1, Macías (2018) argued that few studies 

“have looked at it from the perspective of the implications for classroom management” (p. 163). 
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Between the participants, Chinese appeared to be used for two classroom management functions: 

maintaining the students’ level of engagement and creating a humorous atmosphere. Engagement 

was maintained by scaffolding explanations in mixed English and Chinese, by asking prompting 

questions, and by assuaging students’ concerns about their language weaknesses. These types of 

functions were often performed by Chu and Li. A humorous atmosphere was created by allowing 

students to convert idiomatic expressions into their direct and funny-sounding translations, as 

well as by allowing students to correct the teacher’s occasional mistake. Tao especially appeared 

to make use of Chinese as a tool to create humor and lighten the mood in class. 

Implications for Research 

Different teaching environments naturally emphasize academic writing for different 

purposes and may even prioritize different aspects of academic writing. A valuable question for 

further research would be the ways in which academic language is defined and taught in different 

teaching contexts. Developing a more thorough understanding of the functions and features of 

academic writing that are prioritized within different educational contexts would greatly assist 

researchers in understanding how academic language—particularly writing—is or should be best 

taught to different student populations. 

Moreover, further research could be done on how a person learns academic writing. 

Tao’s coursework emphasized it heavily, with her adviser’s feedback reinforcing it. Chu’s 

TESOL coursework did not emphasize academic writing specifically, although the academic 

writing course she did take ended up being one of the courses that she makes the greatest use of 

in her current teaching. Li did not take any coursework specifically in academic writing, yet he 

learned about it through colleague feedback and through the research assistant work that he 

conducted jointly with his adviser. Further research could examine how academic writing is 
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learned through a combination of (a) direct coursework, (b) colleague and adviser feedback, and 

(c) RA work with local ELL students. Such experiences help cultivate a teacher’s metalinguistic 

knowledge about academic writing. Further research could therefore examine how teachers take 

that implicit knowledge about academic writing and prepare to teach it explicitly. 

Implications for Programmatic Adaptation 

An SLTE program would ideally aim to provide a balance of TESOL-related and 

literacy-related coursework. TESOL coursework would include courses on teaching methods, 

language and culture, and second language acquisition theories. Literacy coursework would 

include courses in reading, academic writing, and functional linguistics. The reading course 

might ideally focus on training teachers in ways to teach students how to identify the gist of a 

paragraph. The academic writing course could focus on argumentative writing, effective 

paragraph construction, supporting a claim with evidence, and the interrelationship between 

logical coherence and lexical cohesion. Finally, a functional linguistics course would introduce 

teacher-candidates to concepts such as field, tenor, and mode, which could be used to write and 

analyze academic texts. One of the ideal aims would be to train teachers’ ability to cultivate self-

awareness and self-regulation in the students’ own writing (Hu & Gao, 2018). 

Influence of the Institutional Environment 

Many environmental factors could influence the extent to which the participants could or 

could not implement their US-gained knowledge. In popular conception, two elements which are 

often considered influential factors in EFL teachers’ classroom practice—class size and testing 

requirements—did not appear to have as direct an influence as I had originally assumed. In this 

case, class size did not appear to be a major issue, because the language classes were often 

capped at 20 or 25 students, while the elective classes typically had less than 10. Moreover, apart 
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from Li’s nondegree IELTS class, the participants did not have the institutional requirement to 

directly prepare their students for specific standardized tests, but rather to equip students with 

general academic language skills which they could use for a wide variety of future purposes. 

Complexity of the Standardized Testing Influence 

Standardized tests did appear to have a strong influence in the participants’ lesson 

planning and classroom practice, but not in the way that is commonly believed: The participants 

did not necessarily have to “de-skill” or “de-value” their teaching methods in order to “teach to 

the test”, even in the case of Li, who was directly preparing one class of his students for the 

IELTS. In my previous experience, when I observed teachers in China “teaching to the test”, 

they were usually not teaching their students language itself but rather teaching their students 

test-taking strategies. Li was not doing this. His explanations in Chinese tended to be about the 

appropriate use of lexical connectors, or in some cases when the students’ fluency was not 

sufficient to grasp those concepts, about subject-verb-object agreement. Granted, he was only 

preparing his students for the writing part of the exam, so there might have been fewer test-

taking strategies to discuss in the first place. But even then, his teaching focused less on 

strategies for scoring high on the writing portion of the exam, and more on the argumentative 

writing principles that he also taught to his sophomore English and International Studies majors. 

His instruction focused on cultivating general academic writing skills in his students, which they 

could adapt for different contexts. 

If any part of his teaching could be considered “teaching to the test”, it might be that he 

encouraged his students to increase their use of cohesion markers such as first, second, and for 

example, which would give the essay a more organized appearance for the human grader who 

would likely give the essay only a few minutes’ glance. But even this could not be considered an 
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erosion in the quality of teaching, since lexical cohesion is an important aspect of good academic 

writing anyway. He transferred it from his US experience to his current students. 

Chu and Tao were also influenced by standardized testing, but in a different way. The 

university administrators wanted the English teaching faculty to organize the curriculum around 

the students eventually passing the GRE and TOEFL, even if the faculty did not necessarily have 

to directly prepare their students for those exams. In addition, for final exams in the courses, Chu 

and Tao tried where they could to make greater use of portfolio assessments, which they learned 

about from one of their US professors. They were able to make more extensive use of portfolio 

assessments precisely because they were not having to teach to the test. Rather, the influence of 

the standardized test was that Chu and Tao would have a strong focus on argumentative writing, 

which would prepare the students for the exam when they would eventually take it, but which is 

also an important part of any professional writing. By focusing strongly on argumentative 

writing, Chu and Tao were in effect killing two birds with one stone: preparing their students for 

the writing portion of the GRE and TOEFL, which the students would take eventually, as well as 

equipping their students with the skills to write argumentatively in their careers as scientists and 

researchers. Given this, it might even be speculated that the focus on the GRE and TOEFL 

facilitated Chu’s and Tao’s US-learned emphasis on argumentative writing. 

Student Attitudes and Motivations 

Student attitudes and motivations naturally have an influence on their degree of 

receptiveness to a teacher’s preferred pedagogical approaches. While attitudes are highly 

individual, many of the participants’ students appear to have certain attitudes in common. First, 

many of them appear to prefer some combination of lecture and interaction, not just purely 

interaction. Second, many of them appear to be either unaccustomed to or even downright 
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adverse to collaborating with each other. Both attitudes make it more difficult for the participants 

to implement their US-learned interactive teaching approaches, or at least require them to modify 

those approaches to suit local conditions. 

Student preference for combination of lecture and interaction. Two issues are at play 

here: the role of the textbook, and the students’ expectations of “receiving” something from the 

class. Concerning the textbook, students may unconsciously expect the course to have a main 

text and might even feel that the course is somewhat disorganized if the main textbook is not 

used extensively enough. This is why the participants, apart from the administrative pressure to 

use the textbooks assigned to their courses, make more extensive use of the textbooks than they 

might ideally like to. They often feel that the textbooks’ reading passages are too clunky and 

literary, which makes it more difficult for them to teach the types of lexical connectors and 

transition words for argumentative writing that their US studies taught them to emphasize. 

Concerning the students’ expectations to “receive” knowledge from the teacher, the 

participants came to understand the same thing that I did during my first year of teaching in 

Beijing: that the students did not respond so positively to the simple directive to talk as much as 

possible. The students needed to feel that they were learning specific knowledge, by taking notes 

from my lectures or by reading instructions from the textbook. In addition, I found that students 

participated most actively in class when I told them what specific language skills they would be 

evaluated on—such as the correct use of some grammatical form, or the ability to support a 

claim with evidence—and when I gave them instructions on how to work on those skills. 

The participants understood this as well, leading them to scale back on the “maximum 

practice time” approach to language teaching that they had learned in the US. They understood 

that they had to balance between delivering lectures, allowing students to practice, and providing 
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on-the-spot feedback both to individuals and to the class as a whole. This is how student attitudes 

impacted the ways in which they implemented their US-learned knowledge of giving feedback 

and practice opportunities to students. 

Second, Chu and Tao came to understand that students in the STEM fields may often 

respond best when they are given a “scientific” explanation of how some language aspect works. 

In the US, Chu and Tao were both taught that students could best learn and retain material when 

they were prompted to come up with the answers for themselves, and that “feeding” students the 

answers should be avoided where possible, because the students would not retain the information 

as readily or feel that the information was important to them because they had not generated it. 

Yet, while I agree that students are often more likely to “buy in” to a lesson and better retain 

information that they themselves generate, in the past I have observed teachers who took this 

principle too far, where they would eat up a lot of valuable class time by phrasing and rephrasing 

a question that students had trouble answering, simply because those teachers wanted to avoid 

“feeding” students the answers. The three participants were deft at avoiding this, as could be 

seen from the classroom observations. 

Chu and Tao understood that a brief, well-formulated answer or explanation could 

sometimes provide their science major students with the missing piece of information they 

needed to better follow along in the lesson—not to mention moving the lesson along more 

quickly. This agrees with Morrison and Evans’ (2018) recent findings, which suggest Chinese 

college students’ possible preference for clear explanations with examples, in addition to the 

opportunity to engage in critical thinking. Whether this principle could be equally applicable to 

science majors versus non-science majors would be worthy of further research. Regardless, in 

this context what matters most is that Chu and Tao believe that this principle is especially 
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applicable to science majors, and this has led them to modulate their US-learned emphasis on 

prompting and elicitation to better suit this particular educational context. 

Moreover, the participants’ focus on teaching through corrective feedback on students’ 

writings—whether at the essay level or at the individual sentence and paragraph level—agrees 

with Ying’s (2018) findings about the output-driven approach to academic writing instruction for 

Chinese college students. Within a Chinese higher education context, Ying draws a connection 

between practical feedback on “cohesive resources and sentence structures and how to organize 

their ideas in writing with coherence and logic” (p. 190) on the one hand, and an increase in 

students’ writing confidence and positive motivation to study academic writing on the other. The 

participants have emphasized this in their teaching practice. 

Barriers to collaborative learning. In the US, the participants came to believe in the 

value of collaborative learning, students providing constructive feedback to each other. However, 

they sometimes had a difficult time creating such a collaborative atmosphere, either because the 

students were unaccustomed to providing feedback and did not feel qualified to do so, or because 

they were downright resistant to the idea of helping each other. 

For example, Li’s IELTS students showed a specific resistance to the idea of helping 

each other. Li’s own student made a comment in class suggesting why: that the students were 

afraid of adopting each other’s mistakes and regressing instead of progressing. Moreover, it is 

possible that the students viewed themselves as competition, not for the IELTS exam itself—on 

which anyone could work hard to score high—but for those few coveted admission slots in the 

British universities to which they were planning to apply. Li had learned in the US to view peer-

to-peer collaboration as a way for students to draw upon each other’s funds of knowledge and 

help each other improve collectively, the students had learned to view peer-to-peer collaboration 
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as precisely the opposite, as a way for students to reinforce each other’s mistakes and therefore 

not improve themselves well enough to get the high test scores and admissions results that they 

so badly wanted. 

Li had also explained that the students did not necessarily know how to give feedback. 

Apart from some of his students believing that putting their classmates down would make them 

look good in front of the teacher, Li had needed to train his students from saying “this is bad” to 

saying, “this part is stronger, this part needs improvement”. 

The students of Chu and Tao, by contrast, appeared to be more receptive to peer feedback 

methods of learning. There are several possible explanations for this. First, many of the other 

English teaching faculty were using peer feedback as well. In fact, when they met to coordinate 

their teaching of different sections of the same course, they agreed that they would all include a 

peer review component and even provide their students with the same set of guidelines for peer 

review. The students might have been more receptive to peer review because it was more 

“institutionalized”, as opposed to being an individual teacher’s preference. Second, elective 

courses differ from core courses in that the students choose to take them. Tao’s science writing 

course was elective, which the students voluntarily chose because they wanted to improve their 

writing of scientific research papers. Because the course was chosen voluntarily, it is possible 

that students were more open to accepting the pedagogical approaches that the teacher deemed 

necessary for helping them to improve their scientific writing. Third, when a course is blended, 

with a heavy online component, as was particularly the case with Chu, peer feedback is far more 

inevitable, because that is one of the only ways for the students to interact with each other in the 

online medium, especially when the assignments themselves involve making comments about 

their peers’ comments. 
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In sum, while in the US, the participants all learned about the value of peer-to-peer 

feedback as a way to “develop a supportive learning environment and motivate students to learn 

and produce” (Chen, 2018, p. 3). Several factors helped and hindered their actual implementation 

of those approaches. Helping factors appeared to be the institutionalized reinforcement by most 

of the language teaching faculty, the elective nature of certain courses, and the blended medium. 

Hindering factors appeared to be students’ lack of familiarity with peer review etiquette, and in 

some cases, downright resistance due to competition or fear of acquiring each other’s bad habits. 

Fuster-Márquez and Gregori-Signes (2018) maintain that student-generated materials are an 

effective source of feedback. The abovementioned potential helping and hindering factors 

deserve to be further tested in future studies. 

Changing Curriculum 

The types of US-learned knowledge and skills that the participants did and did not 

implement within their current teaching contexts also appeared to be influenced by a constantly 

changing curriculum. Contrary to the popular conceptions of Chinese education being 

characterized by static rigidity, the participants’ educational environments were characterized 

more by a state of constant flux. For Li, these changes and restructurings required him to 

increase his integration of language and content instruction. In the case of Chu and Tao, the 

changes had the opposite effect, requiring them to separate language and content instruction even 

further. These divergent effects might be explained by several potential factors, which will be 

examined in further detail. 

First, there is a departmental difference. Li works in a Department of English that has 

recently reinvented itself as a Center for International Studies, while Chu and Tao work in an 

office that has recently been taken out of the Common Requirements Division and made into a 
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standalone Foreign Language Institute. Li’s department, recognizing the growing ease with 

which non-English majors in China are now able to become fluent in English, is trying to adapt 

to this new reality by introducing content courses to provide more marketable knowledge and 

skills beyond the English language itself. This has led the department to hire an increasing 

number of faculty from content area disciplines such as law, sociology, and political science, to 

teach courses which integrate language and content. Given Li’s own specialization in applied 

linguistics, he has found himself teaching a greater number of linguistics courses. During the 

period that I was visiting his university, for instance, he was teaching a course in sociolinguistics. 

Chu’s and Tao’s department, by contrast, does not have the status of a full department but is 

merely an ‘institute’, which has been tasked with developing students’ language skills while the 

subject area departments develop the students’ professional knowledge. In this way, the 

separation of language and content instruction is institutionally reinforced. 

Second, there is an attitudinal difference on the part of the university administrators. In 

Li’s case, the administrators of the university and of the CIS apparently see the need to integrate 

language and content instruction for the CIS major’s professional growth and development. As a 

result, Li tends to teach his US-learned knowledge of culture, sociology, and linguistics more 

directly as a subject matter to his students. In Chu’s and Tao’s case, by contrast, the university 

administrators evidently see the need to separate language and content instruction. Chu and Tao 

tend to use their US-learned knowledge of culture, sociology, and linguistics as teaching 

supports for their language instruction, but not so much as direct objects of instruction in 

themselves. 

Concerning Li’s argumentative writing knowledge, the university has added a standalone 

nondegree institute which offers study abroad standardized test preparation courses. These tests, 
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such as the GRE, TOEFL, and IELTS, are usually taught by junior faulty from the English and 

International Studies Department. Since these kinds of tests tend to place a primary emphasis on 

argumentative over other forms of writing, Li has found himself teaching argumentative writing 

with greater prominence than other forms such as persuasive or expository. Given that Li’s 

approach to argumentative writing tends to place great importance on the referencing of facts, 

figures, and data—along with the lexical connectors (i.e. demonstrates, illustrates) to make those 

facts and figures effective—Li finds himself drawing extensively on his own doctoral research 

experience in synthesizing data and using it to support his claims and findings. This suggests 

several potential implications. First, that junior English teaching faculty in China might 

sometimes find themselves teaching nondegree standardized test preparation courses, particularly 

if they work in a foreign languages university, where the administration might wish to capitalize 

on its greater language teaching resources and reputation to create such ancillary institutions 

which provide those types of courses to paying customers. Since such standardized tests tend to 

prioritize argumentative writing, then this will be the form of writing that the instructors end up 

drawing on their knowledge of. Second, given that argumentative writing relies heavily on the 

synthesizing and referencing of facts and figures, teachers who received their doctoral degrees in 

the US might find themselves drawing on their dissertation research experience when teaching 

their students argumentative writing. 

In summary, the potentially shifting curriculum toward a greater proportion of integrated 

language and content courses might lead faculty to more directly teach their US-learned content 

knowledge instead of simply using that knowledge to support their language teaching, while the 

creation of nondegree standardized test prep institutes might lead faculty to make more use of 

their US-learned argumentative writing knowledge in their classroom teaching. Li’s data 
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suggests many potential trends to further explore in future research. Chu’s and Tao’s university 

curricular and institutional changes were slightly different, having to do with primarily two 

things: (a) the university administrators urging the English teaching faculty to reform the 

curriculum; and (b) the university’s constant restructuring—of both the hierarchies of the 

academic departments, and the physical campus through constant bulldozing and construction. 

With respect to curricular reforms, the university administrators have placed great 

pressure on the language teaching faculty to achieve three lofty goals within the four short 

semesters that the university’s students must take required English courses: provide students with 

the academic language skills necessary to score well on the GRE and TOEFL (though not to 

directly teach to those tests), provide students with the academic writing skills necessary to 

perform well academically in their graduate studies abroad, and prepare those students to 

function well socially in the living environments abroad. This has prompted Chu, who was 

placed in charge of the curriculum redevelopment, to focus on the cultivation of a core set of 

academic writing skills which could be applicable to a wide variety of academic—particularly 

scientific—disciplines. The specific aspects of her US-gained knowledge on which Chu appears 

to have drawn in order to achieve this objective are lexical cohesion, signal words and transition 

markers, the synthesis and summary of evidence in argumentative writing, and a focus on the 

paragraph—not the sentence—as the fundamental building block of solid academic writing. 

The first semester is to focus on paragraph development. The second semester is to focus 

on the cohesive joining of paragraphs to form an essay. The third semester is to focus on 

different essay writing purposes, such as arguing, persuading, describing, or narrating. The 

fourth semester is to focus on writing for particular venues, such as reports, conference papers, 

and refereed journal articles. In designing the curriculum in this way, Chu appears to have drawn 
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heavily from Gillet et al. (2009) and companion website (Gillett, 2018), which were used in her 

US academic writing class—and which also happened to be used in the academic writing class 

that I myself took, so I was able to more easily detect its influence on Chu’s design of the four-

semester curriculum of compulsory academic English courses. 

With respect to the university’s constant restructuring, the English classes were once 

housed within a department of common requirements that all students regardless of major had to 

take. The English teaching faculty instructors’ offices were also located within one of the main 

teaching buildings, and the instructors were distributed two to an office, with each instructor 

having a full-sized desk area and dedicated bookshelf. The English classes were subsequently 

given their own standalone academic unit, the FLI, which at first glance might appear to have 

been an increase in status. 

Yet, several things indicate to me that the status of the English teaching faculty may still 

be more of a marginal supporting role. First, the academic unit into which the English classes 

were placed does not have the status of a department. Second, the instructors are no longer 

arranged in two per private office with individual bookshelves. Instead, the instructors are 

housed together in one large office room with rows of cubicles, the side walls lined with several 

shared bookshelves. These physical and hierarchical configurations, coupled with the broadening 

scope of language and communication objectives which the university administrators (who 

themselves are not trained linguists or language teachers) direct their English teaching faculty to 

help their students achieve, suggest that the English instructors are subordinated and weighed 

down with somewhat vague and lofty expectations. 

The implications for Chu’s use of her US knowledge are therefore the opposite of Li’s. 

Whereas Li’s curricular changes required him to directly teach more content as opposed to pure 
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language, Chu’s curricular changes require her to teach an increasingly general set of core 

academic language skills—such as those mentioned above—which could be applied to a wider 

array of scientific disciplines; in other words, English for General Academic Purposes (EGAP). 

She is not able to directly teach content from her US coursework such as literacy, educational 

technology, and second language acquisition theories, but she uses that content to better inform 

her teaching practices when she cultivates her students’ academic English skills. We see in 

action the issues described by Zhang et al. (2018), namely the ways in which the participants 

develop their teaching approaches partly through their tensions and ongoing negotiations 

between teacher objectives and institutional objectives. 

Concerning Tao, the curricular changes will impact her by requiring her to more 

explicitly teach writing as opposed to speaking. Under the old curriculum, all four language 

skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking) were taught within the same class, by the same 

instructor. Under the new curriculum, speaking and listening will be more divided from reading 

and writing, with the foreign (Western) faculty being designated to focus on the former and the 

local Chinese faculty being designated to focus on the latter. This means that Tao, as a native 

Chinese, and as a specialist in literacy, will likely focus more exclusively on academic writing 

and less on academic speaking. This will likely lead her to make even more extensive and 

exclusive use of the academic writing knowledge that she learned while in the US. Tao’s 

increased emphasis on the teaching of writing as opposed to other language skills thus appears to 

be influenced by (a) her status as a native Chinese, and by (b) the focus of her doctoral degree. 

Implications for Research 

The complex influence of standardized tests merits further investigation. Findings from 

this dissertation suggest that the influence of standardized tests on Chinese English teaching 
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environments can be both direct and indirect: direct when the teacher must directly prepare 

students for that test, indirect when the tests have some influence on the overall academic 

environment in which the teachers operate. Another area of research to further investigate is the 

role of student attitudes and motivations, particularly the sources of resistance that students 

might show to teaching approaches based on interaction and peer feedback. Further research 

could focus on the ways in which the changing curriculum affects teaching practices. Finally, 

research could examine when the content of one’s teacher education courses becomes a support 

for language instruction or the precise object of content instruction. 

Implications for Programmatic Adaptation 

Teacher education programs could focus on preparing teacher-candidates to use their 

learned content (in language, culture, sociology, linguistics, etc.) both as instructional supports in 

the teaching of language, and also as direct objects of instruction in the teaching of content. This 

is because teachers may be called on to make use of their knowledge in different ways in the 

classroom. Moreover, it could be of importance to prepare teachers to manage and overcome 

different forms of student resistance. While teacher education coursework often says that 

students receive or reject a person’s teaching based on their own preconceptions, more attention 

could be paid to some of the specific beliefs and preconceptions which students within different 

teaching environments are likely to hold. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has made some analysis of the findings across the three participants, with 

some implications for research and programmatic adaptations that SLTE programs could make. 

While this analysis is specific to the three participants of the present study, I hope that it may 

provide some ideas and insight for teacher-educators more broadly, in helping them think about 
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the types of experiences that have a strong influence on teacher development. I also hope that it 

may help teacher-educators better understand the teaching environments in which some of their 

teacher-candidates are likely to be teaching, and the local conditions in those environments 

which determine the types of knowledge from their SLTE program they will be using. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

 

Overview 

This dissertation has answered the call to better inform SLTE practice by documenting 

what language teachers do in the classroom and analyzing how their SLTE experience appears to 

influence that. Additionally, with specific reference to NNEST, this dissertation has answered 

the call to better understand what international graduate students take away from their Western-

based SLTE programs and apply within their EFL settings. This chapter will present some final 

thoughts on this study and on the dissertation experience in general. First, I will discuss some of 

the theoretical contributions that I believe this study has made. Second, I will present some 

reflections on my motivation for undertaking this study and on the process of carrying it out. 

Finally, I will present some potential research questions for future research, many of which I 

intend to address in the coming years. 

Theoretical Contributions 

I believe that this study makes several substantial contributions to the theoretical 

literature on language teacher education. First, while considerable attention has been paid to the 

influence of coursework and teaching practicum on teacher-candidates’ subsequent teaching 

practice, I believe I have identified specific influences on teaching practice that have received far 

less attention, such as writing feedback, the academic adviser relationship, and the development 

of metalinguistic knowledge during one’s SLTE program. Second, while considerable attention 

has been paid to the limitations that class size and teaching requirements typically place on EFL 

teachers’ ability to implement the knowledge learned from their Western-based SLTE programs, 

I believe I have identified other influencing factors that have received far less attention, such as 

the students’ previously-formed beliefs about academic writing and competitiveness toward each 
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other, the departments’ focus on language and content integration or separation, and the nature of 

the Chinese language itself. Finally, while many conceptual models have been developed for the 

study of the ‘structure’ and development of teacher knowledge, I believe I have identified some 

required types of teacher knowledge that are specific to Chinese college EFL environments. In so 

doing, I have attempted to move beyond the one-size-fits-all models of teacher knowledge, and 

to document parts of the teacher knowledge base that are specific to one particular instructional 

setting. I encourage similar studies to be conducted in other educational settings globally, to help 

make US-based teacher education programs more informed about where their international 

students are likely to be teaching 

Motivation 

I was motivated to take on this study for several reasons. First, I believe that we as 

teacher-educators still have a relatively limited understanding of what our international teacher-

candidates—who will likely teach in higher education settings around the world—take away 

from the training we provide them. The 19 knowledge and skill areas identified from the three 

participants of this study—such as coherence and cohesion, systemic functional linguistics, 

certain varieties of metalinguistic knowledge, and the relationship between “signal” words and 

greater rhetorical structure—are a starting point. These findings can be tested on a larger number 

of participants, or used as a guidepost to uncover additional knowledge and skill areas. 

Second, I believe that we are still relatively unaware of the teaching environments that 

are going to influence which parts of their US training the teacher-candidates are likely to use. 

Many of the 16 influencing factors uncovered in the present study pertain to this environmental 

influence, including the degree of separation or integration of language and content instruction 

within their current institutional environment, the Chinese students’ desire to receive something 
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as opposed to simply practicing something, and the nature of the Chinese language itself. These 

variables can be tested on other educational environments, and, as with the 19 knowledge and 

skill areas, used as a guidepost for the identification of other environmental conditions. 

Third, during the many formal and informal conversations I have had with teachers in 

diverse educational settings during my doctoral studies, I became interested in the question of 

why some US-trained EFL teachers believed they gained a lot from their teacher education 

experience while others believed they gained little more than the degree itself. How to explain 

these differences in experience? I do not believe the academic literature on teacher education has 

adequately addressed this issue. In fact, I was often told that teacher-candidates’ individual 

experiences were too different to be able to make direct comparisons. However, I began to 

wonder whether this objection might be an untested assumption. I speculated that, with some 

inductive exploration, it might be possible to identify some potential influencing factors that 

were common to all or at least some teacher-candidates. A portion of the 16 influencing factors 

uncovered in the present study are related to variables in the participants’ teacher education 

experience, such as the types of writing feedback that their academic advisers provided to them 

during the writing of their theses or dissertations, the strength of the academic adviser 

relationship, and the types of teaching assistant and research assistant experience that they gained 

during their SLTE studies. 

Implementation 

During the fieldwork, several trends became apparent. The first of these was the 

participants’ emphasis on EAP and academic writing. I had not originally intended to give such 

prominent attention to those areas; they simply emerged as the strongest foci of the participants’ 

instruction. This suggests to me that native Chinese-speaking English teachers who have foreign 
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degrees will likely be assigned to the teaching of academic writing, possibly with an emphasis on 

writing for professional purposes according to the students’ major or discipline. In addition, as 

has been suggested throughout this dissertation, the participants were often left to their own 

devices to figure out what ‘EAP’ meant within their particular teaching contexts. This hints at a 

broader trend in China, where English teaching at the higher education level is seeing a 

considerable shift toward the teaching of EAP without a coherent top-down directive of what 

EAP means for Chinese higher education contexts. What are its structures and purposes? 

Moreover, to what degree can Western theoretical understandings of academic language 

development—many of which were developed in American K-12 teaching contexts—be applied 

or modified for the study of EAP in higher education contexts in China and elsewhere? These are 

important questions that US-based SLTE programs cannot avoid addressing, given that a sizable 

percentage of their student body will be teaching in higher education contexts globally. 

The second trend which became apparent during the fieldwork was that much of what the 

participants took away from their SLTE programs appeared to be influenced by experiences 

outside of their actual coursework. At the start of my fieldwork, I repeatedly asked participants 

to list out the contents of the courses they took in their US studies, and to indicate which of those 

contents they were currently applying in their teaching. When they had difficulty doing this, I 

figured that their memory simply needed to be jogged by being shown old syllabi or at least 

descriptions of the course that they took. However, even this did not elicit substantial response 

from them. The participants spent most of their time discussing out-of-classroom experiences. 

Initially, I believed that my study might ultimately fail because it was too difficult to directly tie 

specific aspects of their coursework to specific aspects of their classroom teaching. As time went 

on, however, I came to believe that their responses were simply an indication that their out-of-
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classroom experiences may have had a stronger influence on their current teaching than did the 

contents of their classroom coursework. Hence, it was not a bad thing, but a significant thing that 

the participants focused most heavily on their adviser relationship, their writing feedback, and 

their TA and RA experience. I believe that these types of out-of-classroom experiences merit 

further investigation for different types of SLTE programs, at the graduate and undergraduate 

level, as well as for NEST and NNEST teacher-candidates. Future SLTE research could pay 

attention to this. 

Potential Topics for Future Research 

This dissertation will conclude with some potential questions for future research that have 

emerged based on my findings and implications. 

Teacher Education 

• The influence of writing feedback on a teacher-candidate’s subsequent teaching 

practice, i.e. which linguistic aspects and methods of feedback delivery might 

teacher-educators wish to consider when delivering writing feedback. 

• The influence of teaching assistant and research assistant experience on a teacher-

candidate’s subsequent teaching practice. 

• The influence of the academic adviser relationship on teacher development. 

• The influence of colleague relationships on the cultivation of a teacher’s own writing 

self-awareness. 

• The equal blend of TESOL-related coursework (such as teaching methods, language 

and culture, and second language acquisition) with literacy-related coursework (such 

as reading, academic writing, and applied linguistics) for more balanced language 

teacher development. 
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• Metalinguistic knowledge: (a) what it is, (b) how it is acquired, (c) how it is 

converted into material that is directly taught to students. 

Teaching Practice 

• The different uses of content knowledge, e.g. culture, linguistics, sociology, as 

teaching supports for language instruction or as the direct object of instruction 

• Sources of student resistance to certain teaching approaches. 

• How academic writing is defined and taught in different educational settings, i.e. 

which features and functions are most emphasized in different settings. 

Educational Technology 

• Which technology tools or methods are most suitable for developing which aspects of 

academic language, e.g. nominalization, lexical cohesion, defending a claim. 

• The most effective ways to prepare teachers to use technology and blended learning 

in the classroom. 

• The modification of educational technology tools and methods for different degrees 

of language and content integration or separation. 

China-Specific Research 

• The increasingly widespread teaching of research writing and academic publication to 

undergraduate science and non-science majors, and the preparation of language 

teachers to teach research writing. 

• The divergent trends of language/content integration in some higher education 

environments and language/content separation in others. 

• The double-edged influence of the Chinese language on the teaching of English, 

particularly academic English. 
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Final Thoughts 

 There is something special about China. Every time I go there, the trip ends up being as 

much a personal one as a professional one. Classroom research ends up uncovering insights that 

answer many questions I had about other aspects of Chinese society. And personal experiences I 

have along the way end up providing me with insights to better conduct my classroom research. 

The success of the present study cannot be taken for granted. It was the product of many lessons 

born of the successes and failures I have endured throughout the course of my ten-year quest to 

deepen my understanding of the country. Integral to this success were the people who opened up 

their classrooms and their lives to my insatiable curiosity about Chinese education and about 

Chinese society more broadly. 

In the end, this trip taught me the same two lessons that I re-learn every time I go to 

China. First, that China has a major role to play in the development of our knowledge in every 

field of study, including education. Second, that I must spend the rest of my personal and 

professional life attempting to deepen my understanding of this country. It is not a choice. 
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APPENDIX A 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 

Questions concerning current teaching environment 

 

1. What type of institution do you work at? 

2. Can you describe for me your classroom environment? 

3. What types of teaching materials do you use? 

4. What types of teaching methods/approaches do you commonly use? 

5. How do you test or assess the students’ progress? 

 

Questions concerning teacher preparation experience 

 

1. Can you describe your training or preparation experience in your Western degree 

program? 

2. What types of courses, internships, or other experiences did you have in your program? 

3. Which of the knowledge and skills gained in your Western program do you consider to 

be most useful for your current teaching environment? 

4. Which of the knowledge and skills do you consider to be less useful for your current 

teaching? 

5. If you could make recommendations to your Western program for how they could help 

future Chinese students, what recommendations would you make? 

 

Questions following up on specific moments during classroom observations 

 

1. What made you decide to adopt a certain teaching strategy in a given instance? 

2. Why did you switch from one strategy to another in a given moment? 

3. Where did you learn to use that particular teaching approach/strategy? 
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APPENDIX B 

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION PROTOCOL 

 

Behavior Codes 

 

• What types of teaching strategies does the teacher use? 

• What are the lesson objectives? 

• How is the lesson structured, i.e. order of activities, method of delivery, and checking 

progress? 

• What types of classroom language does the teacher use? 

• What types of teaching materials does the teacher use? 

 

Time Allocation 

 

• What percentage of time is allocated to the teacher talking versus the students talking? 

• What degree of emphasis is placed on reading, writing, speaking, and listening? 

• To what extent does the teacher transmit information versus having the students generate 

it? 

• What amount of time is allocated to individual, small-group, or class-wide activities? 

• To what extent does the teacher stick to the lesson plan or depart from it? 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CODES BY PARTICIPANT 

 

Chu 

 

Category Findings Codes 

I. US-Based 

Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. TESOL for the mindset, 

literacy for the substance 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Teacher as facilitator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Connecting to students’ 

daily lives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Peer review and process 

writing 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Signal words and rhetorical 

structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I1a. Teaching methods 

 

I1b. Interaction strategies 

 

I1c. Teaching content 

 

 

I2a. Not the authority 

 

I2b. Students’ funds of knowledge 

 

I2c. Motivating students 

 

 

I3a. Textbooks lack relevance 

 

I3b. Students’ school lives 

 

13c. Students’ future study abroad 

 

I3d. Tying to one’s own culture 

 

 

I4a. Process writing 

 

I4b. Peer review 

 

I4c. Refutation, counterargument 

 

 

I5a. Rhetorical structure 

 

I5b. English for Academic 

Purposes 

 

I5c. Academic Writing class 

 

I5d. Gillett book and website 

 

I5e. Run-on sentences 
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II. Influencing Factors 

 

 

6. Jigsaw method 

 

 

  

 

7. Educational technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Academic writing in steps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Testing focus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. US training of other 

professors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I6a. Imitating US professors 

 

I6b. Accessible texts 

 

 

I7a. Blended learning 

 

I7b. QR code 

 

I7c. Discussion forum 

 

I7d. Media literacy 

 

I7e. Teaching assistant experience 

 

I7f. Presentation software 

 

 

I8a. Research writing 

 

I8b. Level by level 

 

I8c. Unrealistic pressures 

 

I8d. Lofty goals 

 

I8e. Study abroad survival 

 

I8f. Repetitive boredom 

 

 

II1a. Study abroad plans 

 

II1b. GRE, TOEFL, IELTS 

 

II1c. Argumentative writing 

 

 

II2a. Student receptiveness 

 

II2b. Institutional reinforcement 
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3. Administrative pressures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Team teaching 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Teaching assistant 

experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Educational technology 

 

 

 

 

7. Linguistic and institutional 

separations 

 

 

II3a. Changing curriculum 

 

II3b. Few guidelines 

 

II3c. Conflicting guidelines 

 

II4c. Study abroad survival 

 

 

II4a. Collab. among teachers 

 

II4b. Textbook selection 

 

II4c. Core or elective course 

 

II4d. PowerPoints 

 

II4e. Saving time 

 

 

II5a. Discussion facilitator 

 

II5b. Not the authority 

 

II5c. Student-centered 

 

II5d. Insider credibility 

 

 

II6a. Time investment 

 

II6b. China’s “Great Firewall” 

 

 

II7a. Language vs. content 

 

II7b. Departments vs. centers 

 

II7c. Professors vs. lecturers 

 

II7d. Language-content collab. 
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Tao 

 

Category Findings Codes 

I. US-Based 

Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Scientific writing and the 

Whole Language Approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. One paragraph, one idea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Coherence and cohesion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Logical coherence over 

grammatical correctness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I1a. Meaning, language, grammar 

 

I1b. Stanford open courseware 

 

I1c. US professor feedback 

 

I1d. Self-teaching 

 

I1e. Student difficulty with articles 

 

I1f. Whole Language Approach 

 

 

I2a. Writing feedback in US 

 

I2b. Paragraph as key unit 

 

I2c. Cognitive load 

 

 

I3a. Cohesion and connectors 

 

I3b. Coherence and ideas 

 

I3c. Textbook 

 

I3d. EAP 

 

I3e. Controlling idea 

 

I3f. Logical connectors 

 

 

I4a. Workshop style 

 

I4b. Referent 

 

I4c. Logic and organization 

 

I4d. Prompting 

 

I4e. Not content area expert 
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II. Influencing Factors 

 

 

 

5. Points and subpoints 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Use of L1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Adviser relations 

 

 

 

 

2. Learning vs. practicing 

 

 

 

 

I5a. Point grouping 

 

I5b. Connecting to students’ lives 

 

I5c. Logic and organization 

 

I5d. Points vs. statements 

 

 

I6a. Content first, edit later 

 

I6b. Funds of knowledge 

 

I6c. Direct translation 

 

I6d. Cementing explanations 

 

I6e. Code-switch scaffold 

 

I6f. Classroom management 

 

 

II1a. Resource recommendations 

 

II1b. Regular feedback 

 

 

II2a. Expecting teacher to give 

 

II2b. Expecting teacher authority 

 

II2c. NEST practice not teach 

 

II2d. NNEST teach not practice 
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Li 

 

Category Findings Codes 

I. US-Based 

Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. SFL, lexical cohesion, and 

lexical repertoire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Co-construction of 

knowledge with students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Spontaneity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Metalinguistic knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Identity and motivation 

I1a. Use SFL but not teach SFL 

 

I1b. Lexical repertoire 

 

I1c. Lexical cohesion 

 

I1d. Purposefully build repertoire 

 

I1e. Artificially create in EFL 

 

 

I2a. Incompatibility of texts 

 

I2b. Student engagement 

 

I2c. Student “buy in” 

 

I2d. Increase student confidence 

 

 

I3a. Mix planned and spontaneous 

 

I3b. Trigger words 

 

I3c. Moment to moment changes 

 

I3d. Curricular adjustments 

 

I3e. Influence of TA experience 

 

 

I4a. Understanding the concept 

 

I4b. Ability to analyze language 

 

I4c. Self-studying concept names 

 

I4d. Class preparation 

 

I4e. Combination of feedbacks 

 

 

I5a. Rich families 
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II. Influencing Factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Institutional differences 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Student fluency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Nature of the Chinese 

language itself 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Social value placed on 

writing 

 

I5b. “Spoiled” attitude 

 

I5c. English major low confidence 

 

I5d. English without English major 

 

I5e. Doctoral committee influence 

 

II1a. Clash of teacher expectations 

 

II1b. Clash of genre conventions 

 

II1c. Student preconceptions 

 

II1d. Language-content differences 

 

II1e. Complement or contradict 

 

II1f. Departmental expectations 

 

 

II2a. SFL for advanced 

 

II2b. Grammar for basic 

 

II2c. Digital tools for advanced 

 

II2d. Chalkboard for basic 

 

II2e. Cognitive trigger 

 

 

II3a. Hard to find explanation 

 

II3b. Chinese for explanations 

 

II3c. Chinese vs. Western logic 

 

II3d. Funds of knowledge 

 

II3e. Clausal structures 

 

 

II4a. Writing low social reward 
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5. Time constraints 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Colleague feedback and 

individual reading 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Student mistrust and 

competitiveness 

 

 

 

II4b. Speaking high social reward 

 

II4c. Writing an advantage in US 

 

 

II5a. Students full schedule 

 

II5b. Individual feedback difficult 

 

II5c. Adapting to time pressures 

 

 

II6a. Colleague feedback 

 

II6b. Adviser feedback 

 

II6c. Writing improved 

 

II6d. Writing self-awareness 

 

 

II7a. Lack of tact 

 

II7b. Reinforcing weaknesses 

 

II7c. Student competition 

 

II7d. US supportive mentality 

 

II7e. Lack peer review experience 
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